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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Liberal Reform and Industrial Relations: J.H. Whitley
(1866-1935), Halifax Radical and Speaker of the
House of Commons

Belgian Refugees in First World War Britain
Edited by Jacqueline Jenkinson, University of Stirling, UK
During the First World War, 250,000 Belgian refugees fled to
Britain to avoid the German invasion. This book discusses how
the arrival of Belgian exiles generated intense public interest
and charitable activity throughout Great Britain and Ireland. It
was originally published as a special issue of the Immigrants and
Minorities journal.

Routledge

Edited by John A. Hargreaves, University of Huddersfield,
UK, Keith Laybourn and Richard Toye
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern British History
J.H. Whitley came from an established business family in the
Yorkshire town of Halifax, became an MP for the town in 1900,
was a Liberal Radical who worked with Labour, gave his name
to the industrial councils of the First World War, was Speaker of
the House of Commons, was chairman of the BBC between 1930
and 1935, was involved with the issue of India during the
inter-war years, and presided over the House of Commons
debates at the time of the General Strike of 1926. Whitley was
thus a vitally important political figure who was active at a series
of watershed moments in modern British and political history.

Market: First World War / Refugee Studies
December 2017: 134pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29618-3: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138296183

Routledge
Market: History
October 2017: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29398-4: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-23179-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138293984

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
The Atlantic WorldCrime and Society in England, 1750–1900
Essays on Slavery, Migration and ImaginationClive Emsley, The Open University, UK

Series: Themes In British Social History
Ranging from the middle of the eighteenth through to the end
of the nineteenth century, Crime and Society in England 1750-1900
explores the developments in policing, the courts, and the penal
system as England became increasingly industrialised and
urbanised. Through a consideration of the difficulty of defining
crime, the book presents criminal behaviour as being intrinsically
tied to historical context and uses this theory as the basis for its
examination of crime within English society during this period.

Routledge

Edited by Willem Klooster, Clark University, USA and Alfred Padula, University of
Southern Maine, USA
Series: 3D Photorealistic Rendering
The Atlantic World brings together ten original essays on the many connections between
the Old and New Worlds in the early modern period. In this second edition two new chapters
have been added on revolutions and abolition, which cover the Atlantic world into the
19

th
 century and the influences from Spanish America. The five sets of paired essays examine

the role of specific port cities in Atlantic history, aspects of European migration, the African
dimension, the influence from South America and the ways in which the Atlantic world
has been imagined. Numerous maps and illustrations further enrich this vital new
contribution to undergraduate and graduate courses of study in Atlantic history.

RoutledgeMarket: Modern History/Crime
Market: History/AtlanticJanuary 2018: 330pp
September 2018: 224ppHb: 978-1-138-94175-5: $120.00
Hb: 978-1-138-28597-2: $150.00Pb: 978-1-138-94176-2: $39.95
Pb: 978-1-138-28598-9: $39.95eBook: 978-1-315-14471-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138285972Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-405-85863-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138941762

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
The Forging of the Modern StateFamily Fortunes
Early Industrial Britain, 1783-1870Men and Women of the English Middle Class 1780–1850
Eric J. EvansLeonore Davidoff, University of Essex, UK and Catherine Hall, University College,

London, UK Comprehensive yet accessible, this book covers the unprecedented industrial development,
political crisis, economic opportunity and social upheaval that shaped Britain’s nineteenthFirst published to wide critical acclaim in 1987, Family Fortunes is a seminal text in class and

gender history, and its influence in the field continues to be extensive today. This third century. The fourth edition has been revised and updated throughout to include recent
scholarship in the field and increased engagement with key themes such as gender, personaledition contains a new introductory section by Catherine Hall, reflecting on major
and national identity and the relationship between Britain and its burgeoning empire.developments in historical thinking over the last fifteen years and discussing the evolution
Containing maps, a select chronology and an extensive Compendium of Information onof key themes such as family, women in the economy, domestic service and women in
topics such as population statistics, significant legislation and cabinet lists, it is essential
reading for all students of this transformative period in British history.

politics and the public sphere. Providing critical insight into the perception of middle-class
society and gender relations between 1780 and 1850, it is essential reading for students
of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century British social history. Routledge

Market: History/British HistoryRoutledge
June 2018: 650ppMarket: History, Social History and Women's History
Hb: 978-1-138-24352-1: $160.00August 2018: 624pp
Pb: 978-1-138-24350-7: $64.95Hb: 978-1-138-06879-7: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-351-01822-7Pb: 978-1-138-06881-0: $54.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138243521eBook: 978-1-315-15761-0

Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-29064-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138068797
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Routledge History of Medieval Rural Life
Edited by Miriam Muller, University of Birmingham, UK
Series: Routledge Histories
The Routledge History Handbook of Medieval Rural Life brings together the latest research on
peasantry in medieval Europe. The aim is to place peasants firmly at the centre, as people
with agency and intelligence to shape their environments, cultures and societies. The
volume examines the changes and evolutions within village societies across the medieval
period and the impact of external factors such as famine and the Black Death. The
contributions offer comparisons across chronological and geographical boundries, as well
as the latest insights into multidisciplinary research, incorporating archaeological as well
as landscape studies alongside traditional historical documentary approaches.

Routledge
Market: Medieval Europe
November 2018: 488pp
Hb: 978-1-138-84922-8: $250.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138849228

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Transport and its Place in History
Making the Connections
Edited by David Turner
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern British History
Transport and mobility history is an exciting area of study, enticing scholars working in
fields as diverse as sociology, management and cultural studies. Containing contributions
exploring this subject in Britain after 1800, this volume captures how this vibrancy has led
to the application of diverse and innovative methodological lenses to both new and
well-travelled subjects. It delivers valuable new insights into the role transport and mobility
have played in history, and demonstrates how new research approaches and their outputs
can benefit academics, practitioners and policy-makers beyond the field.

Routledge
Market: History
July 2018
Hb: 978-0-815-39417-4: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-18663-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815394174

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Michael Collins and the Financing of Violent Political
Struggle

1916 in Global Context
An anti-Imperial moment

Edited by Enrico Dal Lago, Róisín Healy and Gearóid Barry
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
1916 has recently been identified as "a tipping point for the
intensification of protests, riots, uprisings and even revolutions."
Many of these constituted a challenge to the international
pre-war order of empires, and thus collectively represent a global
anti-imperial moment, which was the revolutionary counterpart
to the later diplomatic attempt to construct a new world order
in the so-called Wilsonian moment. Chief among such events
was the Easter Rising in Ireland, an occurrence which
had worldwide significance as a challenge to the established
order. This is the first collection of specialist studies that aims at
interpreting the global significance of 1916 in the decline of

empires.

Nicholas Ridley, London Metropolitan University, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
Michael Collins was a pivotal figure in the Irish struggle for
independence and his legacy has resonated ever since. While
Collins’ role as a guerrilla leader and intelligence operative is
well documented, his actions as the clandestine Irish
government Minister of Finance have been less studied. The
book analyses how funds were raised and transferred in order
that the IRA could initiate and sustain the military struggle, and
lay the financial foundations of an Irish state.

Routledge
Market: History
November 2017: 222ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-138-21489-7: $144.95Market: History
eBook: 978-1-315-44492-5November 2017: 232pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138214897Hb: 978-1-138-74999-3: $144.95

eBook: 978-1-315-18007-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138749993

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
The History of the Irish FamineEarly Modern Ireland
Edited by Christine Kinealy, Quinnipiac University, USA, Gerard Moran, European
School Brussels, Belgium and Jason King, Moore Institute, Galway University, Ireland

New Sources, Methods, and Perspectives
Edited by Vincent Carey, SUNY Plattsburgh University, USA, Sarah Covington, Queen's
College, CUNY, USA and Valerie Mcgowan-Doyle, Lorain County Community College,
USA

The Great Irish Famine remains one of the most lethal famines in modern world history
and a watershed moment in the development of modern Ireland that is controversial to
this day. In the space of only four years, Ireland lost twenty-five per cent of its populationEarly Modern Ireland: Sources, Methods, Perspectives offers new approaches and case studies

that promise not only to change the field of early modern Ireland but of British and European as a consequence of starvation, disease and large-scale emigration. The narratives of those
who perished, those who survived and those who emigrated form an integral part of thishistory more generally. The volume is divided into three parts New Sources and Methods
history and these volumes will make available, for the first time, some of the originalwhich looks at folklore as well as environmental history and archaeology, Approaches which
documentation. Comprehensive editorial apparatus accompany the original texts along
with appendices that point the way for further study.

uncovers social, cultural, institutional and transtemporal history and Case Studies which
include the Nine Years War, Munster and India, religious reform and wartime sexual violence.
This book is the perfect collection for students studying early modern Irish history. Routledge

Market: History/Irish Famine
Routledge May 2018
December 2018: 256pp Hb: 978-1-138-20077-7: $580.00
Hb: 978-0-815-37393-3: $150.00 eBook: 978-1-315-51389-8
Pb: 978-0-815-37394-0: $39.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138200777
eBook: 978-1-351-24301-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815373933

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Ireland, Slavery, Anti-Slavery and Empire
Edited by Fionnghuala Sweeney, Newcastle University, UK, Fionnuala Dillane,
University College Dublin, Ireland and Maria Stuart, University College Dublin, Ireland
This book explores Ireland’s role as a transnational hub of anti-slavery literary and political
activity, emphasizing views from across class, political, racial and national lines. This book
was originally published as a special issue of Slavery & Abolition.

Routledge
Market: Irish History / Slavery and Abolition
April 2018: 190pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36252-4: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815362524
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
African Political Activism and Social Welfare in
Post-Colonial France

A Cultural History of Early Modern Europe
Charlie Steen, University of New Mexico, USA
A Cultural History of Early Modern Europe explores culture in the broadest sense by selecting
a variety of sources not commonly used in history books, including scenes from plays,

Gillian Glaes, University of Montana, USA
Series: The Routledge Global 1960s and 1970s Seriespopular songs, sketches, and the documents created by ordinary people. The cultural issues
This book investigates the relationship between West African immigrant political activism,
government surveillance, and the social welfare state in post-colonial France. This book

in political, religious, and social life are addressed in each section, including accounts of
the ever-changing opportunities and obstacles such as periods of prosperity, fluctuations

weaves together three inter-related areas of historical scholarship: the history of immigrationin climate, and problems of food supply. This book balances a narrative history with primary
to France, the political lives of immigrant communities, and policymaking to offer a new
appraisal of post-colonialism and neocolonialism in the late twentieth-century.

sources and illustrations allowing students to grasp the cultural changes of the period and
their effect on public and private life.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: HistoryMarket: Early Modern/Cultural History
June 2018: 200ppAugust 2018: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04400-5: $149.95Hb: 978-1-138-66683-2: $145.00
eBook: 978-1-315-17269-9Pb: 978-1-138-66684-9: $44.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138044005* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138666832

3rd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Capetian France 987-1328A History of Italian Colonialism 1900-1934

Elizabeth Hallam, The House of Lords
Spanning France's development across four centuries, Capetian
France is a definitive book. This third edition has been expanded
to include more on culture and society and is now accompanied
with online resources, including links to images and primary
sources. In 987, when Hugh Capet took the throne of France,
his kingdom was weak and insignificant. Then, thanks to the
conquests and reforms of King Philip Augustus, France became
a dominant force in political and economic terms so that by the
end of the 13

th
 century Philip IV was a ruler so powerful that he

could dictate to popes and emperors. Capetian France is essential
reading for all students of medieval France and Europe.

Giuseppe Finaldi
Series: Empires in Perspective
This book, part two of Giuseppe Finaldi’s sweeping account of Italian colonialism studies
its history from the turn of the 20th century to the early 1930s. The book engages with a
period of huge social, political and cultural change resulting in a new dynamism on the
African and expansionist front. The period saw an economic leap forward, an extension of
Italians’ political engagement – through new forces such as popular socialism, social
Catholicism and the ‘new’ nationalism – as well as a huge surge in the number of people
leaving Italy for new lives in the Americas while expansionism made its mark in Libya, the
horn of Africa and elsewhere.

Routledge
Market: History

RoutledgeJuly 2018
Market: History/Medieval FranceHb: 978-0-815-39429-7: $144.95
August 2018: 496ppeBook: 978-1-351-18643-8
Hb: 978-1-138-88767-1: $160.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815394297
Pb: 978-1-138-88768-8: $49.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138887671

Dummy text to keep placeholder8th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Cyprus from Colonialism to the Present: Visions and
Realities

A History of Modern Germany
1871 to Present
Dietrich Orlow, Boston University, USA Essays in Honour of Robert Holland
This well-established text presents a balanced survey of German history stretching from
nineteenth-century imperial Germany, through political division and reunification, and into

Edited by Anastasia Yiangou and Antigone Heraclidou
Series: Publications of the Centre for Hellenic Studies, King's
College London
This volume honours and celebrates the work of Robert Holland
by bringing together 17 essays, all based on original research,
with the focal theme of Cyprus. The essays explore British rule
in Cyprus with a particular emphasis on Cyprus’ transition from
a colony to an independent state. A number of contributions
stretch chronologically beyond this period to explore the
post-colonial period to the present. The Cypriot experience
intertwines with Anglo-Hellenic relations, and it was therefore
deemed essential to dedicate a section of the book to these
relations, to whose examination Robert Holland has made

significant contributions over the years.

the present. Updated throughout, this edition details foreign and political policy and
includes increased coverage of social and cultural history, and history ‘from the bottom
up’, as well as a new chapter that brings it up to the present day. Fully exploring Germany’s
troubled past and stable present, and supported by illustrations, maps, further readings
and biographies of key people, A History of Modern Germany provides the perfect grounding
for all students of German history.

Routledge
Market: German History
June 2018: 464pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74223-9: $195.00
Pb: 978-1-138-74224-6: $104.95
eBook: 978-1-351-01799-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138742239

Routledge
Market: Twentieth-Century History
December 2017: 246pp
Hb: 978-1-138-70795-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-20129-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138707955

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Governing the Rural in Interwar EuropeEmpires of Knowledge

Edited by Liesbeth van de Grift and Amalia Ribi Forclaz
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
This book examines how rural Europe as a hybrid social and
natural environment emerged as a key site of local, national and
international governance in the interwar years. The post-war
need to secure and intensify food production, to protect
contested border areas, to improve rural infrastructure and the
economic viability of rural regions and to politically integrate
rural populations, gave rise to a variety of schemes aimed at
modernizing agriculture and remaking rural society. The volume
examines discourses, institutions and practices of rural
governance from a transnational perspective, revealing striking
commonalities across national and political boundaries.

Scientific Networks in the Early Modern World
Edited by Paula Findlen, Stanford University, USA
Empires of Knowledge engages with the ongoing conversation among historians of science
and medicine: what is a scientific network, how does it form and what work does it do in
making knowledge? It is the perfect introduction to the global history of early modern
science and medicine.

Routledge
Market: Early Modern/Science
August 2018: 392pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20712-7: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-138-20713-4: $49.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138207127

Routledge
Market: History
October 2017: 6 x 9: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69601-3: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-52561-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138696013

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
How Thor Lost His ThunderEurope Contested
The Changing Faces of an Old Norse GodA History, 1914-2016

Declan Taggart, Stockholm University, Sweden
Series: Routledge Research in Medieval Studies
How Thor Lost his Thunder is the first major English-language
study of early medieval evidence for the Old Norse god, Thor.
In this book, the most common modern representations of Thor
are examined and the origins of these images within Iron Age
and early medieval evidence are uncovered and investigated.
In doing so, the cultural history of Thor’s cult and mythology is
explored and some of his lesser known traits are revealed.
Considering evidence from across northern Europe, How Thor
Lost his Thunder challenges modern scholarship’s understanding
of the god and of the northern pantheon, and is ideal for scholars
and students of mythology and the history and religion of

medieval Scandinavia.

Harold James, Princeton University, USA
Series: Longman History of Modern Europe
Europe Contested analyses the failures and achievements of almost a century that began
with dictatorship and war that ensured the rapid destruction of liberal democracy, market
economics and the international order to the re-thinking and re-shaping these core values
in the postwar period. With lots of pedagogical features, including case studies, illustrations,
biographies and chronologies, as well as expanded coverage of Central, Eastern and South
Eastern Europe, and increased focus on the impact of empire and globalization and financial
crisis, this is the perfect introduction for students of European History.

Routledge
Market: European History
November 2018: 528pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30306-5: $165.00
Pb: 978-1-138-30307-2: $62.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138303065

Routledge
Market: Medieval Scandinavia
November 2017: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05819-4: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16446-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138058194

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Italy Before ItalyEurope from War to War, 1914–1945
Institutions, Conflicts and Political Hopes in the Italian States, 1815-1860Alice-Catherine Carls, University of Tennessee at Martin,

USA and Stephen D. Carls, Union University, USA
Europe from War to War, 1914-1945 explores this age of
metamorphosis within European history, an age which played
a crucial role in shaping the Europe of today. Covering a wide
range of topics such as religion, arts and literature, humanitarian
relief during the wars, transnational feminism and efforts to
create a unified Europe, it examines the social and cultural history
of this period as well as political, economic and diplomatic
perspectives.

Global in scope, accessibly written and illustrated throughout
with photographs and maps, this is the perfect introductory

textbook for all students of early twentieth-century European history.

Marco Soresina, University of Milan
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
Italian unification is one of the pivotal events in European history
but the period leading up to Risorgimento has often been
analysed in less detail. This book focuses on the history of the
Italian states between 1815 and 1860 focusing on state
institutions, international relations, economic and fiscal policies,
living conditions and culture.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: European History Market: History
November 2017: 376pp March 2018: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-99914-5: $150.00 Hb: 978-1-138-56523-4: $144.95
Pb: 978-1-138-99915-2: $39.95 eBook: 978-1-315-12290-8
eBook: 978-1-315-15945-4 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138565234
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138999152
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Real Lives in the Sixteenth CenturyMarket Ethics and Practices, c.1300–1850
A Global PerspectiveEdited by Simon Middleton, Sheffield University, UK and

James E. Shaw, University of Sheffield, UK
Market Ethics and Practices, c. 1300-1850 analyses the nature,
development, and operation of market ethics in the context of
social practices, ranging from rituals of exchange and unofficial
expectations to law, institutions, and formal regulations from
the late medieval through to the modern era. This book provides
an understanding of the key pre-modern economic
historiography, whilst pointing students towards new debates
and the historical significance for our collective economic future.
It is ideal for students and postgraduates of late medieval and
early modern economic history.

Routledge

Rebecca Ard Boone, Lamar University, USA
Sixteenth Century Lives presents a global history using four sets of ruler‘ biographies. Each
pair illustrates similar situations in different geographical regions. The vibrant narratives
span four continents including Henry IV of France and Hideyoshi of Japan, Roxelana of the
Ottoman Empire and Lady Zheng of the Ming Dynasty, Elizabeth I of England and Afonso
I of Kongo, and Moctezuma II of Mexico and Pope Clement VII. This book encourages
students to think about the ‘big questions’ relating to human interactions and the dynamics
of power, by introducing them to key historical concepts such as feudalism, dynasticism,
religious syncretism and slavery in a variety of cultural settings.

Routledge
Market: Early Modern History/World History
April 2018: 222pp

Market: History/Economics/Early Modern Hb: 978-1-138-65638-3: $150.00
December 2017: 232pp Pb: 978-1-138-65639-0: $40.95
Hb: 978-1-138-28156-1: $135.00 eBook: 978-1-351-13535-1
Pb: 978-1-138-28157-8: $40.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138656383
eBook: 978-1-315-12367-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138281578

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Remembering the JagielloniansMedicine and Conflict
Edited by Natalia Nowakowska, University of Oxford, UKThe Spanish Civil War and its Traumatic Legacy
Series: Remembering the Medieval and Early Modern WorldsJ. Sebastian Browne, University of Kent, UK
Remembering the Jagiellonians explores how the Jagiellonian dynasty was understood in
the early modern period before assessing its role in the development of competing national

Series: Routledge/Canada Blanch Studies on Contemporary Spain
This book focuses on an important but neglected aspect of the Spanish Civil War, the
evolution of medical and surgical care of the wounded during the conflict. Importantly, identities across Central, Eastern & Northern Europe. This volume therefore enables two

important comparrisons, a large-scale, multi-way comparison of how one sharedthe focus is from a mainly Spanish perspective – as the Spanish are given a voice in their
phenomenon has been and still is remembered in over a dozen of neighbouring countriesown story which has not always been the case. Central to the book is General Franco’s
and also enables the contributors to apply the latest questions from memory theory to atreatment of Muslim combatants, the anarchist contribution to health, and the
subject located in the early modern period. This book is perfect for students of early modern
Europe and the history of memory.

medicalisation of propaganda – themes which come together in a medico-cultural study
of the Spanish Civil War. Suffusing the narrative and the analysis is the traumatic legacy of
conflict, an untreated wound that a new generation of Spaniards are struggling to heal. Routledge

Market: History/Eastern Europe
Routledge September 2018: 280pp
Market: History Hb: 978-1-138-56239-4: $150.00
July 2018 Pb: 978-1-138-56240-0: $39.95
Hb: 978-0-815-39423-5: $144.95 eBook: 978-0-203-70978-8
eBook: 978-1-351-18651-3 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138562394
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815394235

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Shaping the International Relations of the
Netherlands, 1815-2000

Protecting Democracy from Dissent: Population
Engineering in Western Europe 1918-1926

A Small Country on the Global SceneShannon Monaghan, Harvard University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
In the aftermath of the First World War, the victorious powers
argued that democracy would bring peace to Europe because
this was the only effective way for legitimate states, with
governments based on the consent of the governed, to be
organized. What the victorious statesmen failed to foresee was
how much conflict this postwar settlement would provoke, since
it was far from clear exactly which people should qualify for the
privilege of self-governance. While the victors sought to craft a
more legalistic form of population engineering than the often
violent and ad hoc versions employed further east, the result
nevertheless remained at odds with the ethical foundations of

liberal democracy.

Edited by Ruud van Dijk, University of Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, Samuël Kruizinga, University of Amsterdam,
the Netherlands, Vincent Kuitenbrouwer, University of
Amsterdam, the Netherlands and Rimko van der Maar,
University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
This book seeks to launch a new research agenda for the
historiography of Dutch foreign relations during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. It does so in two important ways. First,
it broadens the analytical perspective to include a variety of
non-state actors beyond politicians and diplomats. Second, it
focuses on the transnational connections that shaped the foreign

relations of the Netherlands, emphasizing the effects of (post-) colonialism and
Routledge internationalism. Furthermore, this essay collection highlights not only the key roles played
Market: History

by Dutch actors on the international scene, but also serves as a point of comparison for
the activities of their counterparts in other small states.

November 2017: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74398-4: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-18131-8 Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138743984 Market: History

March 2018: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-415-78453-5: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-22844-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415784535
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
The Body BrokenStalin’s Constitution: Soviet Participatory Politics

and the Discussion of the 1936 Draft Constitution Late Medieval and Renaissance Europe, 1300-1525
Charles F. Briggs, University of Vermont, USASamantha Lomb

Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
Upon its adoption in December 1936, Soviet leaders hailed the
new so-called Stalin Constitution as the most democratic in the
world. Scholars have long scoffed at this claim, noting that the
mass repression of 1937-1938 that followed rendered it a hollow
document. This book focuses on the six-month long popular
discussion of the draft Constitution, which preceded its formal
adoption in December 1936. Drawing on rich archival
sources,this book uses the discussion of the draft 1936
Constitution to examine discourse between the central state
leadership and citizens about the new Soviet social contract,

which delineated the roles the state and citizens should play in developing socialism.

The Body Broken offers a thematic survey of Europe in the late Middle Ages, a period of
huge crisis, conflict and religious change, including the Black Death, the Reformation, the
Peasants Revolt and the Renaissance. This new edition includes a discussion on rural
communities across Europe and the spread of Renaissance culture beyond Italy, an analysis
of queens and queenship and an extended chapter on Italy and the Empire, including
Scandinavia and Eastern Europe. New to this edition, a companion website featuring maps,
chapter resources, and an image gallery. This book is the complete authoritative student's
guide to Europe in the later Middle Ages.

Routledge
Market: History / Medieval History
November 2018: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-138-84227-4: $195.00
Pb: 978-1-138-84228-1: $49.95
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-34149-3Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138842274Market: History

November 2017: 178pp
Hb: 978-1-138-72184-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-19400-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138721845
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The Countryside Of Hospitaller Rhodes 1306-1423State and Revolution
Original Texts And English SummariesAnarchism in the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939

Anthony Luttrell and Greg O'Malley
Series: The Military Religious Orders
The Countryside of Hospitaller Rhodes 1306-1423 explores the main
themes of occupation, settlement and exploitation of the land.
This book is the scientific presentation of 210 documents
together with detailed English summaries. To help readers
understand the documents and their technical features each
section includes an introduction providing an initial exploitation
of the texts. This work offers a corpus of Hospitaller texts which
not only illustrates many aspects of the Order’s history and of
other developments in the period, but which show how the
Hospital’s chancery produced a wide range of documents, which
can be studied from a diplomatic viewpoint.

Danny Evans
Series: Routledge/Canada Blanch Studies on Contemporary Spain
This book analyses the processes of revolution and state reconstruction that took place in
the Republican zone during the Spanish civil war. It focuses on the radical anarchists that
sought to advance the revolutionary agenda. Their activity came into conflict with the
libertarian organisations committed to the reconstruction of the Republican state following
its near collapse in July 1936. Using original sources, the book shows that the opposition
to this process was both broader and more ideologically consistent than has hitherto been
assumed, and that, in spite of its heterogeneity, it united around a common revolutionary
programme.

Routledge
Market: History
May 2018: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06314-3: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16123-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138063143

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Stepfamilies in Europe, 1400-1800

Edited by Lyndan Warner, Saint Mary’s University, Canada
Stepfamilies in Europe 1400 to 1800 addresses a significant gap in
literature on the history of the family and provides an in-depth
study into the complex family structures created upon
remarriage and the impact that these new relationships had on
the life course and life cycle of the family. The chapters explore
the difficulties surrounding inheritance, relationships, the law,
illegitimacy and living arrangements. This collection covers a
range of European countries, such as England, Austria and The
Netherlands and regions from Scandinavia to the Mediterranean.
Stepfamilies in Europe, will be essential reading for scholars and
students of the history of the early modern family.

Routledge
Market: History/Early Modern Europe/Family
February 2018: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-138-92103-0: $165.00
Pb: 978-0-815-38214-0: $40.95
eBook: 978-1-351-20907-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138921030

Routledge
Market: Medieval History/Military/Religion
January 2018: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73262-9: $140.00
eBook: 978-1-315-18179-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138732629

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Democracy of Affluence
Intellectuals and the Affluent Society in Britain, Italy, and the US,
1958-1979
Marzia Maccaferri
Series: The Routledge Global 1960s and 1970s Series
Analyses of post-World War Two Western Europe have mostly adopted an international 
perspective whose main argument, in comparison with the failures of the interwar years, 
focused on the links between economic growth and democratic stabilization, highlighting 
the acceleration of modernization, the enormous improvement in living standards, and 
above all the rising post-war consumerism.
This book explores the question of affluence in Europe from the early 1950s, when the 
years of reconstruction and austerity gave way to optimism and economic growth, up to 
the crisis of the late 1970s, when the European economic and political miracle was in 
profound crisis.

Routledge
Market: History
September 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-06047-0: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16307-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138060470
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONTEXTBOOK • READER
The Medieval WorldThe Fall of the GDR

Edited by Peter Linehan, University of Cambridge, UK, Janet
L. Nelson and Marios Costambeys
Series: Routledge Worlds
The Medieval World brings the Middle Ages to life and conveys
the distinctiveness of this diverse, constantly changing period.
Forty-four scholars bring together one medieval world from
many disparate worlds, from Connacht to Constantinople and
from Tynemouth to Timbuktu. This new edition includes five
new chapters on peasants, trade and economy, Jewish society,
Byzantium and the Islamic Near East and slavery. This
extraordinary set of reconstructions presents the reader with a
vivid re-drawing of the medieval past, offering fresh appraisals

David Childs
Series: Themes In Modern German History
The book charts the dramatic months leading to one of the most
profound changes of the 20th century, the opening of the Berlin
Wall in 1989 and the restoration of German unity in 1990. The
author analyses the nature of Communist rule in the GDR over
40 years, its few strengths and its many weaknesses, and the
myths which grew up around it. This book places the GDR in its
international setting as the proud ally of the Soviet Union in the
Warsaw Pact. It examines the reactions abroad to the unfolding
revolution. ; ; The text is based on a wide variety of written
sources and many interviews with leading Communist figures,
such as Krenz and Modrow, and with their opponents and of the evidence and modern historical writing. This book is essential reading for anyone

studying medieval history.

Routledge
Market: Medieval Studies
January 2018: 22pp
Hb: 978-1-138-84868-9: $240.00
Pb: 978-1-138-84869-6: $66.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10251-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-18151-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138848689

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
The Modernization of the Western World
A Society Transformed

successors, and former Stasi officers and the dissidents they tried to crush. It greatly benefits 
from the author's decades of involvement with East Germany, including personal friendships 
there, before 1989 and his eye-witness accounts of many of the events during Die Wende. 
Routledge
November 2017: 206pp
Hb: 978-1-138-16152-8: $165.00
Pb: 978-0-582-31569-3: $57.95
eBook: 978-1-315-84051-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138161528

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Fourth Crusade
Event and Context

John McGrath, Boston University, USA and Kathleen
Callanan Martin, Boston University, USA
The Modernization of the Western World presents an overview of
the history of Western civilization from ancient history to the
current era of globalization. This second edition is revised
throughout to bring the content up to date with recent
developments and discusses key themes such as terrorism,
refugees, the European Union and multinational corporations,
and also includes a new chapter on the Ancient World. Illustrated
with maps and images and containing a glossary and new boxed
features explaining key concepts, this is the perfect introductory
book for students of the development of Western civilization.

Michael J Angold
Series: The Medieval World
The Fourth Crusade (1202-4) was one of the key events in 
medieval history. The fall of Constantinople to the Venetians 
and the soldiers of the fourth crusade in April 1204 was its climax. 
It ensured that Byzantium’s days as a great power were over. 
This book asks just how important was the Fourth as a turning 
point in the Middle East.. The broad setting is the encounter of 
Byzantium with the West within the framework of the crusades. 
Differences of outlook and interest meant that this encounter 
was soon overburdened with mutual distrust. 1204 was some 
kind of a solution and created situations scarcely conceivable 

Routledge
Market: History of Western Civilization
November 2017: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06854-4: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-06856-8: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15779-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-765-63948-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138068568

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
The Mongols and the West
1221-1410
Peter Jackson, Keele University, UK
Series: The Medieval World
The Mongols and the West provides a comprehensive survey of contacts between the
Catholic West and the Mongol Empire from 1221 to 1410. This book considers the Mongols
as allies as well as conquerors; the perception of them in the West; the papal response to
the threat (and opportunity) they presented and the impact of the Mongols on the
expanding world view of the maturing Middle Ages. This new edition contains the latest
research on the ‘steppe background’, discussing the character of Mongol governance
including keshig (the imperial guard) and the yasa (Mongol law). Now with illustrations and
additional maps, this book is ideal for students of medieval European history and the
crusades.

Routledge
Market: History/Medieval
March 2018: 462pp

even two years before when the fourth crusade set sail from

Venice.

Routledge
Market: History/Medieval/Crusades
April 2018: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-14450-7: $165.00
Pb: 978-0-582-35610-8: $68.95
eBook: 978-1-315-83966-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138144507

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Iberian World
Edited by Fernando Bouza, Complutense University, Spain, Pedro Cardim,
Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal and Antonio Feros, University of Pennsylvania,
USA
Series: Routledge Worlds
The Iberian World draws together, for the first time in English, the latest research in Iberian 
studies toward multi-territorial and multi-"national" approaches. This volume offers analysis 
and information about Spain and Portugal in the 15

th
-19

th
 centuries, their European 

possessions and the African, Asian, and American lands and peoples that were under the 
sovereignty of these two early modern powerhouses. It also analyses the interactions and 
mutual influences between both polities in the various regions. The volume is divided into 
four parts and combines a chronological approach with a set of in-depth thematic studies.

Routledge
Market: History/Early Modern/Spain and Portugual
November 2018: 584pp
Hb: 978-1-138-92101-6: $220.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138921016

Hb: 978-1-138-84842-9: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-84848-1: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-351-18284-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138848429
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
The Witchcraft ReaderThe Origins of the First World War
Edited by Darren Oldridge, University of Worcester, UKJames Joll and Gordon Martel, University of Northern British Columbia, Canada
Series: Routledge Readers in HistorySeries: Origins Of Modern Wars
The Witchcraft Reader draws together the best historical writing on the subject, exploring
the origins and consequences of the fear of witches. The Reader traces the development

James Joll’s classic text is an ambitious and wide ranging analysis of the historical forces at
work in the Europe of 1914, and the multitude of very different explanations which historians

of witch beliefs in the late Middle Ages, the social and political dynamics of witch-huntshave advanced to explain the causes of one of the most significant events in modern
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the continuing relevance of the subjecthistory. In this new edition, Gordon Martel seamlessly weaves into the original text the
today. This third edition has been extensively revised and updated to include importantenormous amount of new research that has been conducted by historians since the original
new research in the field. There are expanded sections on the imagery of early modern
witchcraft, modern pagan witches and on fairies, witchcraft and the Devil.

text was published. This edition also includes a completely new introduction which analyses
these new topics and arguments in detail and assesses their impact on the original text, a
timeline, and fully updated suggestions for further reading. Routledge

Market: HistoryRoutledge
October 2018: 456ppMarket: Modern History
Hb: 978-1-138-56540-1: $150.00November 2018: 360pp
Pb: 978-1-138-56542-5: $44.95Hb: 978-1-138-84635-7: $175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-12303-5Pb: 978-1-138-84636-4: $57.95
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-41564-4* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138846357
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138565401

Dummy text to keep placeholder5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Visualizing VeniceThe Third Reich
Mapping and Modeling Time and Change in a CityDavid G. Williamson

Series: Seminar Studies Edited by Kristin L. Huffman, Duke University, USA, Andrea
Giordano, University of Padua, Italy and Caroline Bruzelius,
Duke University, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Digital Humanities
Visualizing Venice engages with the variety of disciplines and
analytical methods generated by technologies such as GIS
mapping and historical cartography, databases, 3D images, video
animations, prototyped models, and applications for mobile
devices and the web. The essays demonstrate how the new
methodologies generated by technology can change and inform
the way historians think and work. Visualizing Venice provides
both the theory and practice of new work in collaborative Digital
Humanities; it is a model for how to interpret, represent, teach

and promote knowledge of a city as space in time.

Concise yet comprehensive, The Third Reich provides a clear and accessible analysis of the
origins, course and downfall of the Nazi regime. This fifth edition is revised and updated
throughout to cover the latest research and controversies around the subject, containing
new material on topics such as ethnic cleansing in Poland and Russia, the role of the
Wehrmacht, the Holocaust, attitudes of ordinary Germans to the Third Reich, the German
opposition, Nazi foreign policy and the German economy. Also including a chronology,
glossary, Who’s Who of key figures and an updated selection of primary source documents,
it is an essential introduction to this fascinating period in Germany’s past.

Routledge
Market: History/Europe
January 2018: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-138-24356-9: $145.00
Pb: 978-1-138-24355-2: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-12115-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-83531-3 Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138243569 Market: Digital History/Early Modern Italy

October 2017: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28599-6: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10068-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138285996

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Women, Enlightenment and CatholicismWar in the Iberian Peninsula, 700-1600
A Transnational Biographical HistoryEdited by João Gouveia Monteiro, Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal and Francisco

Garcia Fitz, Universidad de Extremadura, Spain Edited by Ulrich L. Lehner, Marquette University, USA
Women, Enlightenment and Catholicism explores, for the first
time, how Catholic women in Europe used Enlightenment
thought and culture in their living contexts to articulate their
beliefs about how to live their faith in the world. The chapters
address their new understanding of womanhood, conceived
independently from marital relationships, distinctive
contributions to political and religious philosophy, spirituality,
and mysticism, and the womens‘ efforts to bring scientific
knowledge to the attention of other women. This book uses
biographical studies of nineteen women to guide students
through the complex religious, intellectual, and global
connections the Enlightenment influenced.

Series: Themes in Medieval and Early Modern History
War in the Iberian Peninsula, 700-1600 is a panoramic synthesis of the Iberian Peninsula
including the kingdoms of Leon and Castile, Aragon, Portugal, Navarra, al-Andalus and
Granada. It offers an extensive chronology, covering the entire medieval period and
extending through to the sixteenth century, allowing for a very broad perspective of Iberian
history which displays the fixed and variable aspects of war over time.

Routledge
Market: History/Spain and Portugal
April 2018: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-138-70745-0: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-815-39999-5: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-315-20037-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138707450

Routledge
Market: History/Enlightenment/Religion/Women
November 2017: 236pp
Hb: 978-1-138-68762-2: $135.00
Pb: 978-1-138-68763-9: $40.95
eBook: 978-1-315-12339-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138687639
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Henry Adams and the American Naturalist TraditionA History of American Political Theories

Harold Kaplan
This book is an account of naturalism, perhaps the strongest
and most influential intellectual tradition or, as Harold Kaplan
would argue, mythology to affect modern American literature
and culture. Kaplan approaches the naturalist writers through a
study of Henry Adams. Adams's major work illustrates the joining
of a literary imagination and moral temperament with an almost
obsessive response to the science, economic life, and politics of
his world. In wider reference, this book should concern those
who are interested in problems of modern ethics and politics
in the effort to harmonize concepts of value with images of
power and natural order.

Routledge

Edited by Charles Merriam
A History of American Political Theories is a comprehensive attempt
to understand the full sweep of American political thought since
the founding. Working within the liberal-progressive tradition,
Merriam reviewed American political history in its entirety, from
the founding down to his own day. He was not out to reduce
political thought to a single element such as economics alone;
his aim was to encompass the whole of modern social science.

Routledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 197ppOctober 2017: 6 x 9: 392pp
Hb: 978-1-138-52478-1: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-51824-7: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-412-81423-2: $44.95Pb: 978-1-412-80714-2: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-79017-5eBook: 978-1-315-08352-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138524781* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138518247

Dummy text to keep placeholder8th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Indigenous Histories of the American South during
the Long Nineteenth Century

American Sports
Pamela Grundy and Benjamin G Rader
The new edition of American Sports offers a reflective, analytical history of American sports
from the colonial era to the present. Readers will focus on the diverse relationships between

Edited by Gregory D. Smithers, Virginia Commonwealth
University, USA
This book reveals the strength of Indigenous people in the
American South in re-emerging from the Revolutionary War to
survive the removal era of the early nineteenth century,
reasserting their connection to the South during the latter half
of the century. It was originally published as a special issue of
American Nineteenth Century History.

Routledge

sports and class, gender, race, ethnicity, religion and region, and understand how these
interactions can bind diverse groups together. By considering the economic, social and
cultural factors that have surrounded competitive sports, readers will understand how
sports have reinforced or challenged the values and behaviors of society.

Routledge
Market: American History/ History of Sport
July 2018: 7 x 9: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28198-1: $249.95
Pb: 978-1-138-28199-8: $124.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14651-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-28197-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138281981

Market: American History / 19th Century / Indigenous Southerners
January 2018: 128pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56760-3: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138567603

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Jacques Marquette and Louis JollietBlack Reconstruction in America
Exploration, Encounter, and the French New WorldToward a History of the Part Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt

to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 Laura M. Chmielewski, SUNY Purchase College, USA
Series: Routledge Historical Americans
In this concise narrative, Laura Chmielewski shows how the lives
of two very different men - Jacques Marquette, a Jesuit
missionary, and Louis Jolliet, a fur trapper and trader -  reveal
the world of early America. Combining a fascinating story of
exploration and encounter with the insights derived from recent
historical scholarship, this book introduces students to the
varying goals of Europeans colonists, the contributions and
activities of Native Americans, and early North American history
beyond the conventional narrative of the eastern British colonies.

Routledge
Market: American History/Biography
November 2017: 6 x 9: 188pp

Edited by W. E. B. Du Bois
After four centuries of bondage, the nineteenth century marked
the long-awaited release of millions of black slaves. Subsequently,
these former slaves attempted to reconstruct the basis of
American democracy. W. E. B. Du Bois, one of the greatest
intellectual leaders in United States history, evaluates the twenty
years of fateful history that followed the Civil War, with special
reference to the efforts and experiences of African Americans.

Routledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 684pp

Hb: 978-1-138-81456-1: $150.00
Hb: 978-1-138-51967-1: $150.00

Pb: 978-1-138-81458-5: $39.95
Pb: 978-1-412-84620-2: $44.95

eBook: 978-1-315-74735-4
eBook: 978-1-315-14741-3

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138814585* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138519671
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Rethinking the American Antinuclear MovementJournalism and the American Experience
Paul Rubinson, Bridgewater State University, MA, USABruce Evensen
Series: American Social and Political Movements of the 20th CenturyJournalism and the American Experience offers a comprehensive examination of the critical

role journalism has played in the struggle over America’s democratic institutions and culture. Rethinking the American Antinuclear Movement provides a short, accessible overview of this
important social and political movement, highlighting key events and figures, the strengthsJournalism is central to the story of the nation’s founding and has continued to influence

and shape debates over public policy, American exceptionalism, and the meaning and and weaknesses of the activists, and its lasting effects on the country. It is perfect for anyone
significance of the United States in world history. Placed at the intersection of American wanting to obtain an introduction to the American antinuclear movement and the global

reach of this transnational concern.Studies and Communications scholarship, this book provides an essential introduction to
journalism’s curious and conflicted co-existence with the American democratic experiment.

Routledge
Routledge Market: American History/Environmental Studies
Market: American History/Journalism January 2018: 6 x 9: 164pp
February 2018: 6 x 9: 402pp Hb: 978-1-138-85684-4: $175.00
Hb: 978-1-138-04482-1: $150.00 Pb: 978-1-138-85685-1: $39.95
Pb: 978-1-138-04484-5: $44.95 eBook: 978-1-315-71908-5
eBook: 978-0-203-70361-8 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138856844
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138044821

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Rethinking the American Environmental Movement
post-1945

Puritan Boston and Quaker Philadelphia
E. Digby Baltzell
Baltzell traces the differences in class authority and leadership
in Boston and Philadelphia to the contrasting values of the
Puritan founders of the Bay Colony and the Quaker founders of
the City of Brotherly Love. While Puritans placed great value on
the "calling" or devotion to one's chosen vocation, Quakers have
always placed more emphasis on being a good person than on
being a good judge or statesman. Puritan Boston and Quaker
Philadelphia presents a provocative view of two contrasting
upper classes and also reflects the author's larger concern with
the conflicting values of hierarchy and egalitarianism in American
history.

Routledge

Ellen Griffith Spears
Series: American Social and Political Movements of the 20th Century
Rethinking the American Environmental Movement provides a concise overview of the US
environmental movement as it developed in the 20

th
 century. The book outlines the key

precursors, events, participants, and strategies of the movement, and contextualizes the
story in the dramatic trajectory of U.S. history after WWII. It is the perfect introduction for
anyone seeking to understand on eof the biggest social movements of the 20

th
 century.

Routledge
Market: American History/Environmental Studies
October 2018: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-415-52957-0: $135.00
Pb: 978-0-415-52958-7: $30.95October 2017: 6 x 9: 585pp
eBook: 978-0-203-08169-3Hb: 978-1-138-53131-4: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415529570Pb: 978-1-560-00830-9: $44.95

eBook: 978-1-315-12785-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138531314

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Rethinking the American Prison MovementReconciliation after Civil Wars

Dan Berger and Toussaint Losier
Series: American Social and Political Movements of the 20th
Century
Rethinking the American Prison Movement provides a short,
accessible overview of the transformational and ongoing
struggles against America’s prison system. Dan Berger and
Toussaint Losier show that prisoners have used strikes, lawsuits,
uprisings, writings, and diverse coalitions with free-world allies
to challenge prison conditions and other kinds of inequality.
From the forced labor camps of the 19th century to the
rebellious protests of the 1960s and 1970s to the rise of mass
incarceration and its discontents, Rethinking the American Prison
Movement is invaluable to anyone interested the history of

American prisons and the struggles for justice still echoing in the present day.

Edited by Paul Quigley, Virginia Tech, USA and James Hawdon, Virginia Tech, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
How do former enemies reconcile after civil wars? Do they ever really reconcile in any
complete sense? How is political reunification related to longer-term cultural reintegration?
Bringing together experts on civil wars around the modern world – the United States, Spain,
Rwanda, Colombia, Russia, and more - this volume provides comparative and transnational
analysis of the challenges that arise in the aftermath of civil war.

Routledge
Market: History
August 2018
Hb: 978-0-815-35112-2: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-14180-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815351122

Routledge
Market: American History/Criminology
October 2017: 6 x 9: 206pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78684-4: $135.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78685-1: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-76703-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138786851
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Ghetto in Global HistoryRethinking the Disability Rights Movement
1500 to the PresentFelicia Kornbluh, University of Vermont, USA and Audra Jennings, Western Kentucky

University, USA Edited by Wendy Z. Goldman and Joe William Trotter, Jr.
As a concept, policy, and experience, the ghetto has served to
maintain social, religious, and racial hierarchies over the past five
centuries. The volume is structured around four main case
studies, covering the first ghettos created for Jews in early
modern Europe, the Nazi use of ghettos, the enclosure of African
Americans in segregated areas in the U.S., and the extreme
segregation of blacks in South Africa. Geographically and
chronologically wide-ranging, The Ghetto in Global History will
prove indispensable reading for all those interested in the history
of spatial segregation, power dynamics, and racial and religious
relations across the globe.

Series: American Social and Political Movements of the 20th Century
Rethinking the Disability Rights Movement provides a short, accessible overview of an
important struggle for social change, highlighting key individuals and events, influential
groups and networks, major successes and failures, and the movement’s lasting effects on
the United States. From changing understandings of disability, disease, and social
membership of the 19

th
 century, through the early 20

th
 century, when various new disability

organizations began advocating for their members, to the rising identity politics of the
1960s and 1970s, Rethinking the Disability Rights Movement provides a strong foundation
for understanding the various strands of disability politics today.

Routledge
Market: American History/Disability Studies
September 2018: 6 x 9: 224pp Routledge
Hb: 978-1-138-84517-6: $175.00 Market: Global History
Pb: 978-1-138-84518-3: $34.95 December 2017: 360pp
eBook: 978-1-315-72825-4 Hb: 978-1-138-28229-2: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138845176 Pb: 978-1-138-28230-8: $54.95

eBook: 978-1-315-09977-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138282308

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Irish and the Origins of American Popular
Culture

Rethinking the Puerto Rican Movement
Lorrin R Thomas and Aldo A Lauria-Santiago
Series: American Social and Political Movements of the 20th Century Christopher Dowd, University of New Haven, USA

Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History
This book focuses on the intersection between the assimilation
of the Irish into American life and the emergence of an American
popular culture, which took place at the same historical moment
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It investigates the
primary elements of early American popular culture—pulp
fiction, comic strips, professional sports, music recordings, stage
shows, radio plays, early film, and board games—and uncovers
the entanglements these segments had with the development
of Irish-American identity.

Routledge

Rethinking the Puerto Rican Movement provides a needed re-examination of the Puerto
Rican struggle for civil rights in the mainland United States. The text surveys the ways Puerto
Ricans in the U.S. worked, across half a century and around many regions of the country,
to create community for themselves and their compatriots in an often-hostile environment
which did not necessarily protect individual rights. Concise yet comprehensive, Rethinking
the Puerto Rican Movement is an invaluable introductory survey for students new to the
movement.

Routledge
Market: American History/Latino Studies
July 2018: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05529-2: $135.00
Pb: 978-1-138-05530-8: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16598-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138055292 Market: History

March 2018: 6 x 9: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63675-0: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-19654-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138636750

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
The Restless CityThe American West in the World
A Short History of New York from Colonial Times to the PresentTransnational and Comparative Perspectives
Joanne Reitano, LaGuardia Community College, City University of New York, USAJanne Lahti, University of Helsinki, Finland
From Peter Stuyvesant to Mayor De Blasio, New York City's history is full of vibrant characters
and shifting currents of economic, political, social, and cultural life. This updated third

The American West in the World highlights the American West as a particularly fertile area
for transnational study: shifting borders, conquest, and migration are central to the region's

edition of The Restless City weaves together the stories of a broad cross-section of peoplehistory, and comparisons with settler colonialism and frontiers in other regions offer vital
and events that shaped the city and shows how shows how New York’s perpetual strugglesways to understand the context of Western history. This book brings together the insights
for power, wealth, and status exemplify the vigor, creativity, resilience, and influence of theof current scholarship on the West in a concise and accessible synthesis that helps students
nation’s premier urban center. New to this edition is the inclusion of primary texts thatunderstand how, far from the traditional image of the remote and isolated West, the history

of the region is best understood in the connection with the wider world. complement each chapter and allow students to engage with the voices of New Yorkers
who made the city what it is today.Routledge

Market: American History Routledge
August 2018: 6 x 9: 256pp Market: American History / Urban Studies
Hb: 978-1-138-18733-7: $135.00 February 2018: 7 x 10: 324pp
Pb: 978-1-138-18734-4: $39.95 Hb: 978-1-138-68169-9: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-64321-2 Pb: 978-1-138-68170-5: $59.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138187337 eBook: 978-1-315-54565-3

Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-88013-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138681699
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
The Vietnam WarThe Routledge History of American Sexuality
Mitchell HallEdited by Kevin P. Murphy, Jason Ruiz and David Serlin
Series: Seminar StudiesSeries: Routledge Histories
The Vietnam War examines this conflict from its origins through to 1975 and North Vietnam’s
victory, exploring the key elements of the conflict: the historical background of US

The history of sexuality is a rapidly growing field, yet few volumes have brought together
scholarship that explores the history of sexuality in a specifically American context. The

intervention, American policy debates and decisions, the antiwar movement, the war’sRoutledge History of American Sexuality offers a state-of-the-field overview of the study of
impact on American culture, and the enduring legacy of the war. Mitchell Hall providessexuality in the U.S., with contributions from a broad array of leading scholars on key
insights into the political decisions of the Vietnamese communists, and Vietnam’s relationsthematic topics. It offers the perfect resource for graduate students or researchers seeking
with other major powers, particularly China and the Soviet Union. This updated editionto grasp current scholarship on this complex and far-reaching subject. Topically organized
introduces students to the most recent historiography of the Vietnam War and includes a
comprehensive documents section and a range of study tools for further exploration.

and interdisciplinary in scope, this text is of profound use in a variety of fields, including
gender studies, American studies, and American history.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: American HistoryMarket: History of Sexuality/Sexuality Studies
March 2018: 6 x 9: 188ppOctober 2018: 7 x 10
Hb: 978-1-138-68599-4: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-63935-5: $205.00
Pb: 978-1-138-68600-7: $39.95eBook: 978-1-315-63725-9
eBook: 978-1-315-54287-4* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138639355
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138685994

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Theodore RooseveltThe Routledge History of Italian Americans
Progressive, Warrior, and NaturalistEdited by William J. Connell, William J. Connell is Professor

and La Motta Chair in the Department of History at Seton
Hall University. and Stanislao G. Pugliese, Stanislao G.
Pugliese is Professor of Modern European HIstory at Hofstra
University
Series: Routledge Histories
Italian Americans hold a unique place in American history. From
the cultural resonance of "The Sopranos" to the political influence
of urban immigrants, Italian Americans have played a specific
and pivotal role in the development of the United States. The
Routledge History of Italian Americans is a new multi-authored
history of the Italian American experience. Concentrating on

Neil H. Cogan
Series: Routledge Historical Americans
This insightful text lays out the major themes that consumed the life of Theodore Roosevelt
– Progressive politics, imperialism, environmentalism, and hyper-masculinity, through five
short chapters and bolstered by primary sources. Neil Cogan synthesizes these variant –
almost contradictory impulses – alongside a narrative account of the boisterous activities
of the 26

tth 
President of the United States. Students and scholars alike will be drawn in by

the live of Teddy Roosevelt, just as people were drawn to the man largely responsible for
reinvigorating the American presidency.

Routledge
Market: American History/American Politics
July 2018: 6 x 9: 224ppthemes ranging from immigration to religion, labor rights to women's rights, this collection

reflects the field of Italian American Studies in its current form and highlight elements of Hb: 978-0-415-84282-2: $150.00
Italian American culture that have particularly influenced the American experience as a
whole.

Pb: 978-0-415-84283-9: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-75840-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415842822

Routledge
Market: American Studies/Ethnic Studies
October 2017: 7 x 10: 660pp
Hb: 978-0-415-83583-1: $220.00
eBook: 978-0-203-50185-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415835831

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Title IXThe Routledge History of the Twentieth-Century

United States The Transformation of Sex Discrimination in Education
Elizabeth Kaufer Busch, Christopher Newport University, Virginia, USA and William
Thro, University of Kentucky, USA

Edited by Jerald Podair and Darren Dochuk, Washington University in St. Louis, USA
Series: Routledge Histories

Series: Critical Moments in American HistoryThe Routledge History of the Twentieth-Century United States is a comprehensive introduction
to the most important trends and developments in the study of modern United States This book examines the passage and impact of Title IX up to the present day. The 1972 law

requiring gender equity in educational programs receiving federal funding has had ahistory. Driven by interdisciplinary scholarship, the thirty-four original essays underscore
transformative effect on American education. Elizabeth Kaufer Busch and William Throthe vast range of identities, perspectives, and tensions that contributed to the growth and
evaluate the ways in which the interpretation and implementation of Title IX have evolvedcontested meanings of the United States in the twentieth century. Dynamic and flexible
over time, as well as its specific effects on women’s access to higher education, athletics,in its possible applications, The Routledge History of Twentieth Century United States offers

an exciting new resource for the study of modern American history. and protections from sexual harassment and assault. Combining legal and cultural
perspectives, the book will be useful to students interested in the history of gender, equality,
and the law in the contemporary U.S.

Routledge
Market: American History/American Studies
June 2018: 7 x 10: 460pp Routledge
Hb: 978-1-138-89207-1: $210.00 Market: American History/Legal History/Women's and Gender Studies
eBook: 978-1-315-70934-5 March 2018: 6 x 9: 208pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138892071 Hb: 978-1-138-91624-1: $175.00

Pb: 978-1-138-91625-8: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-68976-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138916241
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Walter Lippmann and the American Century

Ronald Steel
Walter Lippmann (1889-1974) has been hailed as the greatest
journalist of his age. For more than sixty years he exerted
unprecedented influence on American public opinion through
his writing, especially his famous newspaper column "Today and
Tomorrow." In this absorbing biography, Ronald Steel
meticulously documents the philosophies and politics, the
friendships and quarrels, the trials and triumphs of this man who
for six decades stood at the center of American political life. No
one better captured its possibilities and wrote about them so
wisely and so well, no one was more the mind, the voice, and
the conscience of that era than Walter Lippmann: journalist,
moralist, public philosopher.

Routledge
November 2017: 6 x 9: 669pp
Hb: 978-1-138-54035-4: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-765-80464-8: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-351-29976-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138540354
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The Christian Epigraphy of Egypt and NubiaAfrica: War and Conflict in the Twentieth Century
Jacques van der VlietTim Stapleton, Trent University, Canada
Series: Variorum Collected StudiesSeries: Seminar Studies
The present book collects 31 articles that Jacques van der Vliet, a leading scholar in the
field of Coptic Studies (Leiden University / Radboud University, Nijmegen), has published

This book examines the causes, course and consequences of warfare in twentieth-century
Africa, a period which spanned colonial rebellions, both World Wars, and the decolonization

since 1999 on Christian inscriptions from Egypt and Nubia. These inscriptions are datedprocess. Tim Stapleton contextualizes the essential debates surrounding African conflict
in the twentieth century while providing insightful introductions to the era’s major events. between the third/fourth and the fourteenth centuries, and are often written in Coptic

and/or Greek, once in Latin, and sometimes (partly) in Arabic, Syriac or Old Nubian. TheySupported by a glossary, a who’s who of figures, a timeline of major events, a rich
bibliography, and a set of documents which highlight its themes, Africa: War and Conflict include inscriptions on tomb stones, walls of religious buildings, tools, vessels, furniture,

amulets and even texts on luxury garments.in the Twentieth Century is the best available resource for students and scholars seeking an
introduction to violent conflict in recent African history. Routledge

Market: Late Antiquity and Byzantium HistoryRoutledge
April 2018: 464ppMarket: African History
Hb: 978-0-815-35429-1: $144.95April 2018: 200pp
eBook: 978-1-351-13347-0Hb: 978-1-138-28195-0: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815354291Pb: 978-1-138-28196-7: $39.95

eBook: 978-1-351-10468-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138281950
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The Decolonization Of AfricaPiracy and Captivity in the Mediterranean

Professor David Birmingham and David Birmingham
First Published in 1995. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.

Routledge

1550-1810
Edited by Mario Klarer, University of Innsbruck, Austria
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
Piracy and Captivity in the Mediterranean exlores the early modern
genre of Barbary Coast captivity narratives. This collection is
divided into three parts, in the first two the chapters use
specifically selected narratives as case studies to explore the
genres of narrating captivity in Part One and authenticity and
fiction in captivity narratives in Part Two. Lastly, Part Three
addresses the background within which these narratives evolved,
including the legal dimension, redemption documents, fictional
treatments, scholarly and scientific texts and Muslim perspectives
on piracy and slavery. This book is essential reading for scholars
and students of early modem slavery and piracy.

April 2018: 117pp
Hb: 978-1-138-17303-3: $165.00
Pb: 978-1-857-28540-6: $35.95

Routledge eBook: 978-0-203-13681-2
Market: History/Early Modern/Piracy * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138173033
April 2018: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64027-6: $135.00
eBook: 978-1-351-20799-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138640276

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Routledge Handbook of Transregional StudiesRadical Antiapartheid Internationalism and Exile
Volume 1The Life of Elizabeth Mafeking
Edited by Matthias MiddellHolly McGee, University of Cincinnati, USA
Series: Routledge History HandbooksSeries: Routledge Studies in Modern History
This Handbook brings together fields within which transregional phenomena are analysed
and presents the potential of these for understanding global developments. Volume 1

Elizabeth Mafeking was a titanic figure in the history of resistance to Apartheid in South
Africa, a mother of 11 who travelled to Bulgaria to publicize the evils of racial segregation,

looks at the roots of transregional studies, the methodological challenge it presents, howbefore escaping into exile after a banning order that would separate her from her home
postcolonialism impacts transregional studies, as well as economic entanglements andand family. This book analyses Mafeking’s life and sheds light on the evolution of black
transregional ties within international organizations. Volume 2 addresses migration acrosswomen’s protest from localized issues of race-based discrimination to international,

anti-colonial struggle. regional borders, religions and cultures as transregional phenomena and the impact of
transregionalism on knowledge production. It concludes by asking how interest in
transregional studies relates to grand narratives about a globalizing world.

Routledge
Market: History
August 2018: 160pp

RoutledgeHb: 978-1-138-50144-7: $144.95
Market: Global History/Transregional StudieseBook: 978-1-315-14432-0
November 2018: 816pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138501447
Hb: 978-1-138-71836-4: $400.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138718364
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4th Edition • NEW EDITION
The World and a Very Small Place in Africa
A History of Globalization in Niumi, the Gambia
Donald R. Wright, SUNY Cortland, USA
This fascinating work shows how global events have affected people's lives over the past
eight centuries in Niumi, a small region in the Gambia. Donald R. Wright connects
'globalization' with real people in a real place. This edition has updates on globalization
theory, reflects the latest historiography, and includes new information on the volume of
slave trading from western Africa and how the region was central to a creolization process
that affected the larger Atlantic world. A final chapter on recent events includes discussion
of changes resulting from the 2016 Gambian presidential elections. Punctuating the narrative
are photographs, maps, and 'Perspectives' boxes on selected topics.

Routledge
Market: Africa History
July 2018: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64944-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-138-64943-9: $49.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138649446
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Dummy text to keep placeholder8th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
The Chinese Journals of L.K. Little, 1943–54A History of Asia
An Eyewitness Account of War and RevolutionRhoads Murphey

A History of Asia is the only textbook to provide a historical overview of this whole region,
encompassing India, China, Korea, Japan and Southeast Asia. The book chronicles the

Edited by Chihyun Chang, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China
Series: The Making of Modern China

political, social and intellectual histories of the area from prehistory to the present. This
Lester Knox Little (1892–1981) kept a detailed journal of his time in China and Taiwan.
Covering the years 1943 to 1954 it provides rich new materials for understanding conditions

edition draws on new scholarship to bring the book up to date with recent events and key
trends in research, such as environmental history, transnational perspectives and ‘big

in Chongqing and post-war Shanghai, as well as allowing a unique insight into the heart
of government during a time of intense social and political change.

history’. Containing images, maps, discussion questions, primary source excerpts and
in-depth boxed features, and supported by a new companion website, it is the perfect
introduction for all students of the history, culture and politics of the region. Routledge

Market: History/Chinese
Routledge December 2017: 720pp
Market: Asian History Hb: 978-1-848-93487-0: $690.00
September 2018: 600pp eBook: 978-1-315-53629-3
Hb: 978-0-815-37859-4: $175.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781848934870
Pb: 978-0-815-37860-0: $55.95
eBook: 978-1-351-23191-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815378594
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The Chinese Journals of L.K. Little, 1943–54Ho Chi Minh
An Eyewitness Account of War and Revolution, Volume IPeter Neville

Series: Routledge Historical Biographies Edited by Chihyun Chang, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
China
Series: The Making of Modern China
Lester Knox Little (1892–1981) kept a detailed journal of his time
in China and Taiwan. Covering the years 1943 to 1954 it provides
rich new materials for understanding conditions in Chongqing
and post-war Shanghai, as well as allowing a unique insight into
the heart of government during a time of intense social and
political change.

Routledge

Ho Chi Minh explores the life of this globally important twentieth century figure. Ho was
the father of his nation, Vietnam, a major protagonist in the Cold War and anti-colonial
struggle, and the promoter of a distinctive Vietnamese form of communism. This biography
charts Ho’s life from his early years and education in Europe, to his establishment of the
revolutionary pro-communist movement, the Viet Minh, and his subsequent rise to power.
It charts his complex relationships with America, China, France, and Russia and explores
the Vietnam War and his legacy. This is the perfect introduction for students of Vietnamese
history and twentieth century history more broadly.

Routledge
Market: History/Modern/Vietnam
October 2018: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69409-5: $140.00
Pb: 978-1-138-69411-8: $44.95 Market: History/Chinese
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138694095 December 2017: 180pp

Hb: 978-1-138-75804-9: $235.00
eBook: 978-1-315-53729-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138758049

Dummy text to keep placeholder4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
The Chinese Journals of L.K. Little, 1943–54Revolution and its Past
An Eyewitness Account of War and Revolution, Volume IIIdentities and Change in Modern Chinese History

Chihyun Chang
Series: The Making of Modern China
Lester Knox Little (1892–1981) kept a detailed journal of his time
in China and Taiwan. Covering the years 1943 to 1954 it provides
rich new materials for understanding conditions in Chongqing
and post-war Shanghai, as well as allowing a unique insight into
the heart of government during a time of intense social and
political change.

Routledge

R. Keith Schoppa, Loyola University, USA
Revolution and Its Past is comprehensive but concise, focused on the most recent scholarship,
and written in an engaging style. The Fourth Edition continues to use the theme of
identities–of the nation itself and of the Chinese people-–to probe the vast changes that
have swept over China from late imperial times to the early twenty-first century. The volume
has been extended to the present day and coverage increased, including ‘new Qing history’,
frontier, ethnicity, environmental history, global dimensions of Chinese history, gender
issues and the roles played by women, as well as the impact of human rights concerns,
the Internet and censorship.

Routledge
Market: Chinese History
October 2018: 512pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74216-1: $175.00
Pb: 978-1-138-74218-5: $103.95 Market: History/Chinese
eBook: 978-1-315-18202-5 December 2017: 274pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138742161 Hb: 978-1-138-75805-6: $235.00

eBook: 978-1-315-53728-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138758056
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The Chinese Journals of L.K. Little, 1943–54
An Eyewitness Account of War and Revolution, Volume III

Chihyun Chang
Series: The Making of Modern China
Lester Knox Little (1892–1981) kept a detailed journal of his time
in China and Taiwan. Covering the years 1943 to 1954 it provides
rich new materials for understanding conditions in Chongqing
and post-war Shanghai, as well as allowing a unique insight into
the heart of government during a time of intense social and
political change.

Routledge
Market: History/Chinese
December 2017: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-138-75806-3: $235.00
eBook: 978-1-315-53726-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138758063
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Transnational Encounters between Germany and
East Asia since 1900

Edited by Joanne Miyang Cho
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
This volume contributes to an emerging field of Asian German
Studies by bringing together cutting-edge scholarship from
international scholars working in a variety of disciplines. The
chapters survey transnational encounters between Germany
and East Asia since 1900. By rejecting traditional dichotomies
between the East and the West or the colonizer and the
colonized, these essays highlight connectedness and hybridity.
They show how closely Germany and East Asia cooperated and
negotiated the challenges of modernity in a range of topics,
such as politics, history, literature, religion, environment,
architecture, sexology, migration, and sports.

Routledge
Market: History
February 2018: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37840-2: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-23251-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815378402
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International Organizations and the Media in the
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries

Capitalism and Religion in World History
Purification and Progress

Carl Mosk, University of Victoria, Canada
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
Amassing riches offered to a transcendental world, the priests
of ancient faiths found themselves trapped in contradiction -
loan out their resources to merchants: make yourself a pariah
to true prophets. Before Islam squared the circle, bringing capital
mobility enhancing credit creation into coexistence with
devotion, religion stymied merchant capitalism. Spread through
trade, Islam's innovations in commerce soothed the path to
coexistence of credit and faith globally. Had a second form of
capitalism - technological capitalism - not emerged binding
science to innovation, harmony between faith and capitalism

would prevail.

Exorbitant Expectations
Edited by Jonas Brendebach, European University Institute,
Florence, Italy, Martin Herzer, European University Institute,
Florence, Italy and Heidi J.S. Tworek, University of British
Columbia, Canada
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
International Organizations and the Media in the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries provides a historical overview of the changing
interactions between international organizations and the media
from the early nineteenth century up to the 1990s. It argues that
international organizations were unimaginable without modern
media and, often, their existence and success depended on
media attention, communication, and publicity. Taking a
deliberately expansive view, leading scholars address questions

Routledge
Market: History

focusing on the many faceted relationships and infrastructures of international organizationsNovember 2017: 238pp
and the media in a world of increasing availability of far reaching mass communication
over two centuries.

Hb: 978-1-138-30349-2: $144.95
eBook: 978-0-203-73104-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138303492 Routledge

Market: International History
March 2018: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30308-9: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138303089

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Introduction to Global Military HistoryCivic Nationalisms in Global Perspective
1775 to the Present DayEdited by Jasper Trautsch, University of Regensburg, Germany

Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History Jeremy Black, University of Exeter, UK
Even distinctions between civic-political and ethnic-cultural types of nationalism have
been seen as less distinct in time, the question remains as to whether the concept of civic

Beginning in the eighteenth century with the American War of Independence and the
French revolutionary wars and ending with the conflicts of the twenty-first century, this

nationalism can still serve as a useful analytical category to reconstruct whether national third edition combines fully up-to-date global coverage with close analysis not only of the
solidarity has been produced without appealing to ethnic commonalities. Nationalisms military aspects of war but also its social, cultural, political and economic dimensions and
that managed to integrate several ethnicities into one stable nation did and do exist while repercussions. Covering lesser-known conflicts as well as the familiar wars of history and
nations that experienced significant immigration in recent decades have retained their illustrated throughout with maps, primary source extracts and case studies, Introduction
identities. This raises the significant question of how civic nationalisms can be promoted
and which dangers are inherent in the process.

to Global Military History is essential reading for all students of modern military history and
international relations.

Routledge Routledge
Market: History Market: History and Military Studies
November 2018 August 2018: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29782-1: $144.95 Hb: 978-1-138-92247-1: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-09900-2 Pb: 978-1-138-48419-1: $39.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138297821 Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-62919-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138922471

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Knowledge and PowerCross-Cultural Encounters in Modern World History
Science in World HistoryJon T Davidann and Marc Jason Gilbert

Cross-Cultural Encounters in Modern World History explores cultural contact as an agent of
change. Taking an encounters approach to world history since 1500, it reveals different

William Burns, Columbian College of Arts & Sciences, USA
Knowledge and Power shows how science has developed in different historical settings by
focusing on five episodes from the Middle Ages to the Cold War. Through a combinationperspectives and experiences as well as key patterns and transformations. The book studies

the spaces between cultures historically to help us transcend human differences today in of narrative and primary sources, William Burns explores the following topics to provide
a rapidly globalizing world. Including new material on immigration and Polynesia as well
as updated revision questions, this new edition is useful for students of world history.

students with an understanding of how different cultures throughout time and across the
globe approached science: Science in the Medieval Mediterranean, The Jesuits and World

Routledge Science ca. 1540-1773, Science in Russia and Japan ca. 1684-1860s, and Africa in the Age
Market: World History of Imperialism and Nationalism ca. 1860-1960. This second edition includes illustrative

maps and a new chapter on Big Science and the Superpowers during the Cold War.September 2018: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30309-6: $140.00

RoutledgePb: 978-1-138-30310-2: $66.95
Market: History of Science* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138303096
December 2018: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63765-8: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-63766-5: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-315-20329-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138637658
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The Fleet Air Arm in the Second World War, Volume
II, 1942-1943

Remembering Women’s Activism
Sharon Crozier-De Rosa, University of Wollongong, Australia and Vera Mackie,
University of Wollongong, Australia

The Fleet Air Arm in Transition – the Mediterranean, Battle of the Atlantic
and the Indian Ocean

Series: Remembering the Modern World
Remembering Women’s Activism examines the intersections between gender politics and
acts of remembrance through a series of case studies of major figures and events, such as Edited by Ben Jones, Portsmouth Business School, Cranwell, United Kingdom

Series: Navy Records Society Publicationssuffragism, war and liberation struggles, which have inspired significant and very varied
acts of remembrance. This is the second of three volumes covering the transformation of the Fleet Air Arm during

the Second World War. As the subtitle of this volume suggests the years 1942-1943 markedRoutledge
Market: Women's and Gender HIstory/History and Memory a stepping stone between the small pre-war cadre operating from a small number of
September 2018 carriers to a naval air arm flying modern aircraft types from a large number of ships. The
Hb: 978-1-138-79488-7: $150.00 documents in this volume will bring to life the difficulties of operating aircraft at sea, the
Pb: 978-1-138-79489-4: $40.95 nature of air combat and the complexities involved in expanding an organisation such as* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138794887

the Fleet Air Arm under wartime conditions. As such it will enhance our understanding of
the history of the Royal Navy’s air arm during the Second World War.

Routledge
Market: Second World War History
May 2018: 560pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35507-6: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-13087-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815355076
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The Global 1970sSocialist Imaginations
Duco Hellema, University of Utrecht, The NetherlandsUtopias, Myths, and the Masses
The Global 1970s takes a new view of the 1970s – asking new questions about what the
1970s was, and the global connections that were so significant across the decade. Covering

Edited by Jakub Beneš, Stefan Arvidsson, Linnaeus University, Sweden and Anja
Kirsch

topics such as the legacies of the 1960s, reform, self-reliance, the Communist States, theSeries: Routledge Studies in Modern History economy and free market, the book considers the global connections and forces that
This interdisciplinary volume offers a crucial new perspective on the appeal and profound
cultural meaning of socialism in the modern world. At a time when socialism appears to

shaped developments in individual countries. Taking a choronological and truly global
approach, Duco Hellema decentres the traditional tropes of the 1970s and points to the

be in inexorable decline, it is time to rethink the factors that account for its meteoric—and, similarities in developments across the globe, making the reader look again at the history
of this crucial period on a global stage.in the past two centuries, unparalleled—rise. Socialism did not attract millions of people

primarily because of logical argument and empirical evidence, important though those
were. Rather, it told the most compelling story about the past, present, and future.

Routledge
Market: Twentieth Century History/World History
August 2018: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-415-73747-0: $145.00

Routledge
Market: History

Pb: 978-0-415-73748-7: $44.95July 2018
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415737470Hb: 978-1-138-29994-8: $144.95

eBook: 978-1-315-08375-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138299948
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The Routledge History of DisabilityThe Essential Guide to Western Civilization

Edited by Roy Hanes, Carleton University, Canada, Ivan
Brown and Nancy E. Hansen, University of Manitoba, Canada
Series: Routledge Histories
This book explores the shifting attitudes towards and
representations of disabled people from the age of antiquity to
the twenty-first century. Taking an international view of the
subject, chapters discuss topics such as developments in
disability issues during the late Ottoman period, the history of
disability in Belgian Congo in the early twentieth century, blind
asylums in nineteenth-century Scotland and the systematic
killing of disabled children in Nazi Germany. Illustrated with
images and tables  this volume offers a global perspective on

Nicholas L. Waddy
This Essential Guide offers a concise overview of European history
developed to suit the undergraduate Western Civilization
curriculum. Author Nicholas Waddy provides an accessible
account of major developments in European history in a flexible
format. The book will serve as a core text for instructors wishing
to build a syllabus including primary sources, articles, and visual
materials of their own choosing. Discussion questions and a list
of key terms at the end of each chapter will help to guide
conversation and assist students in navigating the Western
Civilization survey.

Routledge this rapidly growing field and is a valuable resource for scholars of disability studies and
histories of disabilities.Market: World History

December 2017: 6 x 9: 412pp
Routledge

Hb: 978-1-138-71030-6: $150.00
Market: Social and Cultural History

Pb: 978-1-138-71031-3: $44.95
November 2017: 514pp

eBook: 978-1-315-16966-8
Hb: 978-1-138-19357-4: $225.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138710313
eBook: 978-1-315-19878-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138193574
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The Routledge History of World Peace since 1750
Edited by William Knoblauch, Michael Loadenthal, Miami University Ohio, USA and
Christian Peterson, Ferris State University, USA
Series: Routledge Histories
The Routledge History of World Peace since 1750 takes an interdisciplinary perspective. With
a global perspective and scale, it avoids distinctions between "domestic" and "foreign",
focusing on the ways in which peace actors have conceived of their struggle in global
terms, forging international and transnational connections. The volume includes a number
of historical case studies and specific regional investigations to illustrate the themes, such
as modernity, culture, race and gender, covered. Building on larger developments in the
field of peace studies, the volume challenges readers to weigh the limitations and
achievements of the liberal peace model within its historical context.

Routledge
Market: World History/Peace Studies
July 2018: 560pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06913-8: $220.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15734-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138069138
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Virtual History
How Video Games Portray the Past
Martin Wainwright, Unniversity of Akron, USA
Virtual History examines over 65 of the most popular historical video games and explores
their portrayal of history. It looks at the motives and perspectives of the game designers
and marketers, as well as the societal expectations addressed, through contingency and
determinism, economics, the environment, culture, ethnicity and war. It also compares the
games to what historians have written on the themes that they cover. While the volume
looks at the extent to which video games get the details of history correct, it also seeks to
understand how these games depict the underlying processes of history and highlights
their strengths as tools for understanding history.

Routledge
Market: History and Theory/History and Video Games
November 2018: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06908-4: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-06909-1: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15735-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138069084
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Building Regulations and Urban Form, 1200-1900A Chronology of Early Medieval Western Europe

Edited by Terry R. Slater, University of Birmingham, UK and
Sandra M.G. Pinto, CHAM, Universidade Nova de Lisboa,
Portugal Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal
Towns are complicated places. It is therefore not surprising that
from the beginnings of urban development, towns and town
life have been regulated. Whether the basis of regulation was
imposed or agreed, ultimately it was necessary to have a
law-based system to ensure that disagreements could be
arbitrated upon and rules obeyed. This book provides
perspectives across the period between the high medieval and
the end of the nineteenth century, and across a geographical
breadth of European countries from Scandinavia to the southern
fringes of the Mediterranean and from Turkey to Portugal.

450–1066
Timothy Venning
A Chronology of Early Medieval Western Europe charts the history
of Britain and Western Europe, with reference to the Celtic world,
Scandinavia, the Mediterranean and North America, from the
middle of the fifth century to the Norman Conquest in 1066.
Providing a day-to-day devlopement of the events such as the
fall of Rome, the Viking invasion and the military campaigns of
King Alfred, but also charting the cult of the mysterious ‘King
Arthur’, it allows students to trace this complex period. This
chronology ties together the political, cultural and social
elements of early medieval Western Europe and provides
students with the perfect reference work for their studies.

Routledge
Routledge
Market: History

Market: History/Early Medieval October 2017: 330pp
October 2017: 626pp Hb: 978-1-472-48537-3: $149.95
Hb: 978-1-138-18973-7: $200.00 eBook: 978-1-315-57046-4
eBook: 978-1-315-10147-7 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472485373
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138189737
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Communicating the Middle AgesApocalypse and Reform from Late Antiquity to the

Middle Ages Essays in Honour of Sophia Menache
Edited by Michel Balard, Benjamin Kedar and Iris ShagrirEdited by Matthew Gabriele, Virginia Tech, USA and James T. Palmer, St Andrews,

UK Series: Crusades - Subsidia
Apocalypse and Reform provides a range of perspectives on what reformist apocalypticism
meant for the formation of Medieval Europe, from the Fall of Rome to the Twelfth-Century.

This volume is a collection of twenty original essays by leading specialists on the history,
historiography and memory of the Crusades, the social and cultural aspects of life in the

This book challenges accepted narratives about both the development of apocalyptic Latin East, as well as the military orders and inter-religious relations in the Middle Ages.
thought and the way it intersected with cultures of reform to influence the major Appealing to scholars and students alike, the volume honours Professor Sophia Menache
transformations in the medieval world. This book consolidates a paradigm shift, away from of the Department of History, University of Haifa, Israel. The contributions reflect the richness
seeing apocalypse as a radical force for a suppressed minority, and towards a fuller of Professor Menache's research interests - medieval communications, the Church and the
understanding of apocalypse as a mainstream cultural force in history and sets out points
for further comparative study of apocalypse across time and space.

Papacy in the central and later Middle Ages, the Crusades and the military orders, as well
as the memory and historiography of the Crusades.
RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: HistoryMarket: Medieval History/Religion
May 2018: 328ppDecember 2018: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06819-3: $149.95Hb: 978-1-138-68402-7: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15821-1Pb: 978-1-138-68404-1: $49.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138068193* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138684027
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Cross-Cultural Interaction Between Byzantium and
the West, 1204-1669

Baldwin I
First Crusader, Count of Edessa (1097-1100) and King of Jerusalem
(1100-1118) Whose Mediterranean Is It Anyway?
Susan Edgington Edited by Angeliki Lymberopoulou
Series: Rulers of the Latin East Series: Publications of the Society for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies
Baldwin I became ruler of Jerusalem in July 1100, one year after the city was captured by
the First Crusade and following the death of its first ruler, Godfrey of Bouillon. Godfrey’s

The Early Modern Mediterranean was an area where many different cultural traditions came
in contact with each other, were often forced to co-exist, and frequently learned to reap

tenure had been too short to establish Latin rule on a sound basis. He died unexpectedly the benefits of co-operation. The aim of this volume is to explore and re-examine one
and without designating an heir; thus the succession of his younger brother was by no specific aspect of this cross-cultural interaction in the Mediterranean – that between the

Byzantine East and the (mainly Italian) West.means assured, and the fact that Baldwin had been absent from the siege of Jerusalem in
1099 counted against him in the accession crisis of 1100. Nevertheless, Baldwin benefited

Routledgefrom some overspill of his brother’s heroic reputation, sharing (naturally) a mythical descent
Market: Historyfrom the ’Swan Knight’, and had earned respect as the ruler of Edessa since 1097. In the April 2018: 392pp

event, he ruled for eighteen years and dealt successfully not only with external threats from Hb: 978-0-815-37267-7: $144.95
Saracens and Turks, but also with rivalries between the new crusader states and, more eBook: 978-1-351-24495-4
insidiously, difficulties with the Latin patrarchate of Jerusalem. Shortages of manpower
and money d

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815372677

Routledge
Market: History
July 2018: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-472-43356-5: $149.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472433565
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Godfrey of BouillonCrusade and Masculinities
Duke of Lower Lotharingia, Ruler of Latin Jerusalem, c.1060-1100Edited by Natasha Hodgson, Katherine Lewis and Matthew Mesley

Series: Crusades - Subsidia Simon John
Series: Rulers of the Latin East
This book offers a new appraisal of the ancestry and career of
Godfrey of Bouillon (c.1060-1100), a leading participant in the
First Crusade (1096-99), and the first ruler of Latin Jerusalem
(1099-1100), the polity established by the crusaders after they
captured the Holy City. While previous studies of Godfrey’s life
have tended to focus on his career from the point at which he
joined the crusade, this book adopts a more holistic approach,
situating his involvement in the expedition in the light of the
careers of his ancestors and his own activities in Lotharingia, the
westernmost part of the kingdom of Germany.

Routledge

The purpose of the volume is to further the work of existing studies which have established
the importance of gender as a tool of analysis for understanding the Crusades. The book
contains essays by established scholars and early career researchers and takes a variety of
conceptual and methodological approaches to a range of primary source materials.
Routledge
Market: History
July 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-05467-7: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16649-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138054677

Market: Rulers of the Latin East
December 2017: 284pp
Hb: 978-1-472-45896-4: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-58534-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472458964
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Greek Monasticism in Southern ItalyDivina Moneta
The Life of Neilos in ContextCoins in Religion and Ritual

Edited by Barbara Crostini, Uppsala University, Sweden and
Ines Angeli Murzaku, Seton Hall University, USA
This book gives a context for a reading of the Life of Saint Neilos,
a Southern Italian tenth-century monastic from Calabria, founder
of the monastery of Grottaferrata near Rome. His background is
delineated against a multi-ethnic and idiosyncratic region where
Greek and Latin cultures meet, with a significant presence of
Arabs and Jews.

Routledge

Edited by Nanouschka Myrberg Burström, Stockholm
University, Sweden and Gitte Tarnow Ingvardson, Historiska
Museet, Sweden
Series: Religion and Money in the Middle Ages
This edited collection investigates coin use in religion and ritual
from a modern theoretical framework and an interdisciplinary
approach. Authors from different disciplines and nine different
countries bring forward an array of thorough and well-worked
out case studies ranging from the Roman period to the present
time.

Routledge
Market: HistoryMarket: History
December 2017: 381ppNovember 2017: 258pp
Hb: 978-1-472-43790-7: $149.95Hb: 978-1-472-48592-2: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-58587-1eBook: 978-1-315-57776-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472437907* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472485922
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Kinship in the Viking DiasporaEarly Medieval Europe 300–1050
Icelanders and their Relations across the North AtlanticA Guide for Studying and Teaching
Pragya VohraDavid Rollason, Durham University, UK

Early Medieval Europe 300-1050 provides students with the
conceptual and methodological tools to investigate this complex
period. David Rollason identifies the major research questions
and historiographical debates and offers guidance on how to
engage with and evaluate the major documentary sources and
the evidence of art history and archaeology. The new edition
now extends beyond Western Europe, to include the research
on the Byzantine Empire and the Moslem lands, but also the
North Atlantic. Early Medieval Europe is an essential resource for
students studying this period for the first time and for those
wishing to gain confidence in creative and independent

historical thought.

The North Atlantic Viking diaspora in the medieval period has been of increasing interest
to scholars, yet is an area that remains poorly understood. Through the lens of kinship
relations, this book broadens understanding of the subject by testing the Norse North
Atlantic against the modern sociological concept of diaspora. Using different theoretical
approaches to social memory, social networks, oral history, migration and diaspora, the
study draws upon the disciplines of history, anthropology and archaeology to interrogate
a wide range of primary material, including medieval Icelandic textual sources like
Ã�slendingabÃ³k, LandnÃ¡mabÃ³k, the Ã�slendingasÃ¶gur and the law codes, GrÃ¡gÃ¡s.
By focussing primarily on Iceland as the locus of Norse diasporic memorialisation and the
Icelandic Family Sagas (Ã�slendingasÃ¶gur) as repositories of social memory, it takes a
fresh look at the role of kinship relations in the social processes of migration, settlement
and the creation of identity.
RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Medieval HistoryMarket: History/Medieval
September 2018: 237ppApril 2018: 480pp
Hb: 978-1-472-47305-9: $149.95Hb: 978-1-138-93686-7: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472473059Pb: 978-1-138-93687-4: $40.95

eBook: 978-1-351-17304-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138936867
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Medieval Lives c. 1000-1292Lament as Performance in Byzantium
The World of the Beaugency FamilyEdited by Niki Tsironi

This volume investigates the concept and different forms of lament in the Byzantine world,
providing a valuable insight into aspects of lamentation in literature, worship and art. In

Amy Livingstone, Wittenberg University, USA
Medieval Lives c.1000-1300 uses one family to unpack the history
of Western Europe while at the same time teaching students
about historical methodology. This innovative volume
personalizes the history of the Middle Ages allowing students
to see how large historical events affected or shaped the lives
of medieval people. Within the book is a collection of primary
sources, that enable students to see how historians use sources
to form an argument. The book is accompanied by a website
featuring an interactive map, video clips and additional resources,
which provide students with a unique and personal
understanding of the history and culture of the period.

Byzantium, lament as a means of expressing grief for a misfortune or the loss of someone
or something would emerge in both secular and ecclesiastical contexts. This is perfectly
exemplified by the type of material analyzed in the volume, as it contains discussions of
texts which fall into a broad range of genres, from homilies and liturgical poetry to
historiography, epistolography, popular poetry and even satire.

Routledge
October 2018: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56157-1: $144.95
eBook: 978-0-203-71068-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138561571

Routledge
Market: Medieval History
June 2018: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-138-67708-1: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-67709-8: $40.95
eBook: 978-1-351-04198-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138677081
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Norse Greenland: Viking Peasants in the ArcticLaw and Society in Later Medieval England and

Ireland Arnved Nedkvitne
This volume is a comprehensive presentation of the community of 2000-3000 Viking
peasants who lived on Arctic Greenland for over 400 years (ca. 985 - 1415). Scholars haveEssays in Honour of Paul Brand

Edited by Travis R. Baker, Travis R. Baker is a private scholar
living in San Diego, California.
Law mattered in later medieval England and Ireland. From the
charter to the will to the court roll, the majority of the documents
which have survived from later medieval England and Ireland,
and medieval Europe in general, are legal in nature. Yet despite
the fact that law played a prominent role in medieval society,
legal history has long been a marginal subject within medieval
studies both in Britain and North America. This volume, a
collection of essays in honour of Paul Brand, is intended to help
fill this gap. The essays provide new insights into how the law
developed and functioned within the legal profession and
courtroom, as well as how it pervaded the society at large.

in the latest decades nearly unanimously claimed that the community was ruined because
long term climatic and environmental changes made Norse agriculture unsustainable.
Recent political developments have highlighted the issue of ethnic violence in past societies.
The time has come for a critical examination of the generally accepted ecological
hypotheses, and for deeper analyses of the ethnic confrontations between Norse peasants
and Inuit hunters on Greenland.

Routledge
Market: Viking History
June 2018: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36629-4: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-351-25960-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815366294

Routledge
Market: History
October 2017: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-472-47738-5: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-59152-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472477385
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Perceptions of the Body and Sacred Space in Late
Antiquity and Byzantium

Learning Cities in Late Antiquity
The Local Dimension of Education
Edited by Jan R. Stenger Edited by Jelena Bogdanovic
This volume suggests a new explanatory model that helps to understand better how
conditions in late antique cities shaped learning and teaching, and how in turn education

Examining various encounters with the holy in the medieval Mediterranean through the
lens of the human body and perceptible dimensions of sacred space, the chapters in this

had an impact on its urban context. Drawing inspiration from the modern idea of ‘learning volume discuss the complex dynamics of perception employed when experiencing what
cities’, the studies explore the interplay of teachers, learners, political leaders, communities was constructed, represented, and understood as sacred. The comparative studies
and institutions in the Mediterranean polis, with a focus on the well-documented city of
Gaza in the sixth century CE.

represented by the collection include investigations of viewers’ experiences and perceptions
of the sacred in specific locations or segments of space with a focus on the relationships
between sacred spaces and bodies, and the conceptual relationships between religious
images, holy persons, and objects within sacred spaces.

Routledge
Market: Late Antiquity and Byzantium History
August 2018: 256pp

RoutledgeHb: 978-1-138-29987-0: $144.95
Market: Byzantine HistoryeBook: 978-1-315-09784-8
March 2018: 304pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138299870
Hb: 978-1-138-56104-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-0-203-71117-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138561045
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Preaching the Crusades to the Eastern
Mediterranean

Perceptions of the Crusades in the 19th and 20th
Centuries

Propaganda, Liturgy and Diplomacy, 1305-1352Edited by Jonathan Phillips and Mike Horswell
Series: Engaging the Crusades Constantinos Georgiou
Perceptions of the Crusades in the 19th and 20th Centuries charts the varying uses of crusading
rhetoric and imagery in both East and West, from Scott to Runciman via G.A. Henty, Henry

This book explores a neglected yet significant period of crusading preaching, 1305-1352.
It focuses on the efforts of the first four Avignon popes to organise preaching campaigns

Newbolt and Winston Churchill, in order to illustrate that perceptions of the crusades have
a significant history alongside academic crusade historiography.

to the Eastern Mediterranean and on the role of the secular and regular clergy in their
implementation. The volume deals with two interlocking themes, the liturgy for the Holy
Land and the popular response to crusade preaching, and analyses the surviving crusadeRoutledge

Market: Crusades/Modern History sermons of Parisian theologians active between the papacies of Clement V and Clement
August 2018: 136pp VI. The book will be of interest both to specialized historians and to students of late medieval

crusading.Hb: 978-1-138-06601-4: $60.00
eBook: 978-1-351-25044-3

Routledge* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138066014
Market: Ancient History
March 2018: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74370-0: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-18165-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138743700
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Raymond of Saint-GillesPeter Abelard and Heloise: Collected Studies
Occitanian Culture and Piety in the Time of the First CrusadeDavid Luscombe

Series: Variorum Collected Studies Thomas Lecaque
These essays provide original reflections and new evidence for the lives and work of an
outstanding medieval couple, Peter Abelard and Heloise. The main themes of David

Series: Rulers of the Latin East
When Raymond of Saint-Gilles died in the castle of Mons Peregrinorum, in what is today
Lebanon, he left behind a realm that had grown from a fortress, a single town and a halfLuscombe’s studies are the careers and the thought of Peter Abelard, his philosophy,

theology and monastic teaching, and his relationship in marriage and in religious life with share of a monastery to fourteen counties, covering much of southern France and across
Heloise. The approach is largely through the presentation of new evidence and the opening the Mediterranean to a significant holding on the Syrian and Lebanese coast. To understand
of new enquiries; these studies show how much is still to be learned about the lives and
calamities of Peter Abelard and Heloise.

Raymond’s legacy and achievement, we have to recognize the particularly Occitanian
character of him and his army. The Occitanian crusading experience drew on the legacy

Routledge of the Peace of God and the apocalyptic anxieties typical of the region. This book will use
October 2018: 304pp the life of Raymond of Saint-Gilles and his crusading experience to explore the importance
Hb: 978-0-815-36258-6: $144.95 of regional differences in the religious and cultural experience of the Middle Ages for
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815362586 understanding both the First Crusade and the creation of the crusader states in the Latin

East.
Routledge
September 2018: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-472-47361-5: $119.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472473615
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Religion and PeacePortraits of Medieval Eastern Europe, 900–1400
Historical AspectsEdited by Donald Ostrowski, Harvard University, USA and

Christian Raffensperger, Wittenberg University, USA
Portraits of Medieval Eastern Europe provides imagined
biographies of twenty figures from all walks of life living in
Eastern Europe from 800 to 1250. The book utilises the existing
source base, as well as comparative material from other places
and times to create the biographies. The figures portrayed are
from a range of backgrounds from key players such as Bolesław
I, king of Poland, Anna Komnene a Byzantine princess and
historian, and Subodei, the Mongol general, to everyday figures
such as a Viking explorer in Rus’, a woman from Novgorod, a
Jewish traveler, and a Rus’ pilgrim. This book provides the perfect
teaching aid to support and excite students about medieval

Eastern Europe.

Edited by Yvonne Friedman, Bar-Ilan University, Israel
This volume represents a departure from the prevailing emphasis
on religion and war in the medieval and early modern periods.
Instead, the book explores the relationship between religion
and peace in the context of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, both
as an ideal and on the practical level. As a whole, these chapters
reflect how different societies reacted to and treated the “Other”
in the context of peacemaking and overcame the conceptual
gap with their ideology that promoted the belief that they
possessed the one and only truth. They demonstrate that religion
and religious institutions can serve as a positive influence and
agents of peace.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Medieval/Byzantine HistoryMarket: Medieval History/Eastern Europe
December 2017: 200ppOctober 2017: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69424-8: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-63704-7: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-52833-5Pb: 978-1-138-70120-5: $39.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138694248eBook: 978-1-315-20417-8
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The Montbéliards in OutremerReligion, Politics and the Arts in Early Medieval Italy

Iconophilia
Francesca Dell'Acqua
Series: Birmingham Byzantine and Ottoman Studies
Through case studies examined in a comparative East-West approach, this book analyses
how Byzantine iconoclasm (ca. 720s–843) impacted on the West and how it shaped a papal
reaction in Rome. The key aims and contribution of this book are its demonstration of how
a number of the most iconic ways of representing the Virgin Mary and Christ – crystallized
over the long Middles Ages and the early Renaissance in Byzantine, post-Byzantine, and
western art – were conceived or given a reinforced meaning during the period of the
iconoclasm between the West and Byzantium.

Routledge
Market: Byzantine and Medieval History
August 2018: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-415-79372-8: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-21091-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415793728
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The Gregorian Mission to Kent in Bede's
Ecclesiastical History

A Study of Aristocratic Power in the Latin East in the First Half of the
13th Century
Karol Polejowski
Series: Rulers of the Latin East
In the first half of the thirteenth century, one of the most prominent and influential families 
in the Latin East was the Montbéliard family, originating from Imperial Burgundy. Its most 
well-known members, Walter and his nephew Odo, held the highest positions in the 
Kingdom of Cyprus and the Kingdom of Jerusalem, as regents and constables. Thanks to 
the matrimonial policy they adopted, the Montbéliards created a large familial net in 
Outremer, including such powerful houses as the Lusignans or Ibelins. This first, separate 
study concerning the Montbéliard family in Outremer, shows their crusading activity as far 
as the end of the twelfth century against the background of their position in Burgundy, 
their relationship with the imperial house of the Hohenstaufens, the circumstances of the 
brilliant (and unexpected?) career of Walter of Montbéliard, who was the first member of 
the family permanently settled in Outremer. 
Routledge
December 2018: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-472-45298-6: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472452986
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The Rise of Science in Islam and the West
From Shared Heritage to Parting of The Ways, 8th to 19th Centuries

John W. Livingston
This is a study of science in Muslim society from its rise in the
eighth century to the efforts of nineteenth century Muslim
thinkers and reformers to regain the lost ethos that had given
birth to the rich scientific heritage of earlier Muslim civilization.
The volume is organized in four parts; the rise of science in
Muslim society in its historical setting of political and intellectual
expansion; the Muslim creative achievement and original
discoveries; proponents and opponents of science in a religiously
oriented society; and finally the complex of factors that account
for the end of the 500-year Muslim renaissance.

Routledge

Methodology and Sources
Richard Shaw
What material lay behind Bede’s narrative in his Ecclesiastical
History? What were his sources and were they primary or
secondary? This book represents the first systematic attempt to
answers these questions,taking as a test case the coherent
narrative of the Gregorian mission and the early church in Kent.
Through this critique the book is able to catalogue Bede’s
sources and assess their origins, provenance and value. The
striking paucity of Bede’s primary sources for the period emerges
clearly. This study explains the reason why this was the case. At
the same time, Bede is shown to have had access to a greater
variety of sources, especially documentary, than has previously
been realised.

Market: Medieval History
December 2017: 498pp

Routledge
Hb: 978-1-472-44733-3: $199.95

Market: Ancient History
eBook: 978-1-315-10150-7

February 2018: 320pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472447333

Hb: 978-1-138-06081-4: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16285-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138060814
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The Roman Art of War in Late Antiquity: The
Strategikon of the Emperor Maurice

The Libellus de expugnatione Terrae Sanctae per
Saladinum: an Edition and Translation

Volume I: Translation and CommentaryKeagan Brewer, University of Sydney, Australia and James Kane
Series: Crusade Texts in Translation Philip R. Rance

The Libellus de expugnatione terrae sanctae per Saladinum (or Little book about the conquest
of the Holy Land by �alā� al-Dīn) is the most substantial contemporary Latin account of

Series: Birmingham Byzantine and Ottoman Studies
The Strategikon of the Emperor Maurice, written towards the end of the 6th century, is a
key text in the history of late Roman and Byzantine warfare. It stands midway between thethe conquest of the Kingdom of Jerusalem in 1187. Seemingly written by a churchman

who witnessed at least some of the tumultuous events he describes, the Libellus fuses classical genre of tactica, dating back to the 4th century BC, and the subsequent Byzantine
historical narrative and biblical exegesis in an attempt to understand and explain the divine military corpus, which it profoundly influenced. Of unprecedented size and scope, the
causes of the loss of the Holy Land, an event that provoked an outpouring of grief Strategikon discusses every aspect of contemporary land warfare, and includes ethnographic

excursuses on the late Roman Empire’s varied enemies.throughout western Christendom. This book provides an English translation of the Libellus
accompanied by a new, comprehensive edition of the Latin text. Volume I is a new English translation and detailed commentary on the work, and Volume

II provides studies on the text’s structure, composition, language, sources and literary
antecedents.

Routledge
Market: History
December 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-30805-3: $144.95 Routledge

eBook: 978-1-315-14276-0 August 2018: 384pp

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308053 Hb: 978-1-138-08450-6: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11180-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138084506
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Two Volume Set: In the Shadows of Glories Past and
The Rise of Science in Islam and the West
John W. Livingston
This is a study of science in Muslim society. The first volume starts at the rise of science in
the eighth century and explores the efforts of nineteenth century Muslim thinkers and
reformers to regain the lost ethos that had given birth to the rich scientific heritage of
earlier Muslim civilization. The second volume reveals the undermining effect of European
imperialism on western-oriented religious reformers and secular intellectuals, for whom
science and political reform went together, and concludes with a chapter on the state of
science in contemporary Muslim societies and the efforts to institutionalize science today.

Routledge
Market: History
October 2017: 1068pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29939-9: $299.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138299399
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Women in the Medieval Common Law c.1170–1500
Gwen Seabourne
Examining the medieval English common law’s ideas about and treatment of women, this
book tackles the key issues of what legal sources can tell us about the view of women held
by lawyers and legislators, and what light this can shed on understandings of women and
gender in this period. It considers legislation, reports and records of litigation, and lawyers'
discussions, exercises and treatises, and the petitions of those for whom the common law
did not provide a satisfactory solution, drawing together a broad range of areas of law -
land rights, civil claims and litigation, controls on sexual behaviour and crime. It highlights
the vagueness of the common law when it came to women, and explores the reason
behind this lack of clarity and how it relates to positive rules limiting women’s lives, and
the contrasting growth in regulation of male rights and duties over the medieval period.
Routledge
October 2018: 201pp
Hb: 978-1-472-43980-2: $124.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472439802
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Disciplining HistoryA Walk across Africa
Censorship, Theory and Historical Discourse in Early Modern SpainJ. A. Grant's Account of the Nile Expedition of 1860–1863

Edited by Cesc Esteve, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain
This book studies the shaping of historiography as a knowledge
discipline in the Hispanic world during the Early Modern period
and accounts for the disciplining effects caused by the
convergence of the principles and methods of writing, criticism,
theory and censorship of history.

Routledge

Edited by Roy Bridges, University of Aberdeen, UK
Series: Hakluyt Society, Third Series
This new edition of James Augustus Grant’s 1864 book, A Walk across Africa, provides the
opportunity to re-examine his role in the expedition led by John Hanning Speke. The
original text has been fully annotated with explanatory notes and supplemented by extracts
from the very remarkable detailed day-to-day journal which Grant kept. Even more unusually,
this edition includes reproductions of the whole visual record which he made consisting
of 147 watercolours and sketches. This was the first ever visual record of large parts of East
Africa and the Upper Nile Valley region.
Routledge
Market: History, Literature
February 2018: 446pp
Hb: 978-1-908-14516-1: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-351-25336-9

Market: History* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781908145161
January 2018: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-472-45912-1: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-57745-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472459121
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Guilds, Labour and the Urban Body PoliticArchitectures of Festival in Early Modern Europe
Fabricating Community in the Southern Netherlands, 1300-1800Fashioning and Re-fashioning Urban and Courtly Space

Bert De Munck, University of Antwerp
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
This book presents an integrated history of the guilds in the
Southern Netherlands, connecting political history, the history
of political thought, economic history, and labor history, while
taking into account the cultural and religious context. It does so
from a long-term perspective, in order to counter anachronistic
and ahistorical views on the emergence of European modernity.

Routledge

Edited by J.R. Mulryne, University of Warwick, UK (Emeritus),
Krista De Jonge, KU Leuven, Belgium, Pieter Martens, KU
Leuven, Belgium and R.L.M. Morris, Trinity College, University
of Cambridge, UK
Series: European Festival Studies: 1450-1700
Early modern European festivals were the catalyst for the creation
of many temporary and occasionally permanent architectural
feats both within courts and cities. Royal residences could be
transformed into arenas for the performance of a wide variety
of celebrations, while civic space could similarly become home
to elaborate structures designed to facilitate festivities and make
a statement about the power and influence of a particular state
and/or ruler. The essays in this volume discuss examples of

Market: Historyfestival architecture ranging from imperial summer houses to the transformation of urban
space in Paris, Rome and Venice. December 2017: 6 x 9: 312pp

Hb: 978-0-815-37202-8: $150.00Routledge
eBook: 978-1-351-24578-4Market: History
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815372028October 2017: 352pp

Hb: 978-1-472-43200-1: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-56780-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472432001
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Huguenot Networks, 1560–1780City, Court, Academy
The Interactions and Impact of a Protestant Minority in EuropeLanguage Choice in Early Modern Italy

Edited by Vivienne Larminie, History of Parliament Trust,
UK
Series: Politics and Culture in Europe, 1650-1750
This book is an exploration of how (and whether) networks –
familial, educational, commercial, military, diplomatic, financial
and religious – faciliated the path of French Protestant refugees
into exile, and sustained them thereafter. It examines how a
vulnerable minority found employment, dealt with hardship
and made their mark in politics, society and the church.

Routledge

Edited by Eva Del Soldato, University of Pennsylvania, USA
and Andrea Rizzi, University of Melbourne, Australia
This volume focuses on early modern Italy and some of its key
multilingual zones: Venice, Florence, and Rome. It offers a novel
insight into the interplay and dynamic exchange of languages
in the Italian peninsula, from the early fifteenth to the early
seventeenth centuries. In particular, it examines the flexible
linguistic practices of both the social and intellectual elite, and
the men and women from the street.

Routledge
Market: HistoryMarket: History
October 2017: 6 x 9: 234ppOctober 2017: 228pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63606-4: $150.00Hb: 978-1-472-46840-6: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-18895-9eBook: 978-1-315-14624-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138636064* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472468406
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Rediscovering Renaissance WitchcraftMigration and Migrant Identities in the Middle East

from Antiquity to the Middle Ages Marion Gibson, University of Exeter, UK
Rediscovering Renaissance Witchcraft is an exploration of
witchcraft in the literature of Britain and America from the 16th
and 17th centuries through to the present day. As well as the
themes of history and literature (politics and war, genre and
intertextuality), the book considers issues of national identity,
gender and sexuality, race and empire, and more. The complex
fascination with witchcraft through the ages is investigated and
the importance of witches in the real world and in fiction is
analysed.

Routledge

Edited by Justin Yoo, Andrea Zerbini and Caroline Barron
This book brings together recent developments in modern migration theory, a wide range
of sources, new and old tools revisited (from GIS to epigraphic studies, from stable isotope
analysis to the study of literary sources) and case studies from the ancient Eastern
Mediterranean which illustrate how new theories and techniques are helping to give a
better understanding of migratory flows and diaspora communities in the ancient Near
East.
Routledge
Market: Classics/Ancient Near East
June 2018: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-472-45066-1: $140.00
eBook: 978-1-351-25476-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472450661 Market: History/Witchcraft

November 2017: 166pp
Hb: 978-1-138-02543-1: $135.00
Pb: 978-1-138-02545-5: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14780-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138025455
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Remembering Early Modern RevolutionsPathology in Practice
Edited by Edward Vallance, University of Roehampton, UKDiseases and Dissections in Early Modern Europe
Series: Remembering the Medieval and Early Modern WorldsEdited by Silvia De Renzi, The Open University, UK, Marco

Bresadola, Università degli Studi di Ferrara, Italy and Maria
Conforti, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy
Series: The History of Medicine in Context
This book provides a fresh account of the dissections that took
place across early modern Europe on those who had died of a
disease or in unclear circumstances. It shows how autopsies
informed the understanding of pathology of those involved,
from medical practitioners' debates to laypeople’s experience
of suffering.

Routledge

Remembering Early Modern Revolutions offers the first study of memory in relation to the
major revolutions of the early modern period. The collection begins with a thematic
introduction that explores the relevance of ‘the turn to memory’ to the study of early
modern revolutions. The chapters are organised into chronological and geographical
sections and discuss the English civil war 1649 & 1688/9, the American revolution 1776,
the French revolution 1789 and the Haitian revolution 1791-1804. Examining both personal
and collective remembrance, exploring private recollection and public commemoration,
this collection will uncover the rich legacy of the memory of early modern revolutions.

Routledge
Market: History/Memory/Early Modern
September 2018: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-88769-5: $145.00
Pb: 978-1-138-88770-1: $49.95

Market: History * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138887695
December 2017: 236pp
Hb: 978-1-472-46381-4: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-59967-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472463814
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Sensing the Sacred in Medieval and Early Modern
Culture

Plague, Print, and the Reformation
The German Reform of Healing, 1473–1573

Erik A. Heinrichs
Series: The History of Medicine in Context
This book investigates German plague prints and treatises
published between 1473 and 1573 in order to explore the
intertwined histories of plague, print, medicine, and the
Reformation. It presents the broadest study of German plague
treatises in any language, and traces a German reform of healing
that unfolded during the Renaissance and Reformation.

Routledge

Edited by Robin Macdonald, University of Western Australia, Emilie K.M. Murphy,
University of York, UK and Elizabeth L. Swann, University of Cambridge, UK
This interdisciplinary volume traces continuities and transformations in attitudes toward,
ideas about, and experiences of religion and the senses in the pre-modern era. Spanning
a broad temporal and geographic range, it challenges traditional notions of periodisation,
emphasising the senses' long-standing position as agents of both sanctity and sin.
Routledge
Market: History
May 2018: 6 x 9: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-472-45466-9: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-60838-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472454669

Market: History
November 2017: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-472-47314-1: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-60069-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472473141
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The European World 1500–1800The Discourse of Exile in Early Modern English

Literature An Introduction to Early Modern History
Edited by Beat Kümin, University of Warwick
The European World 1500-1800 provides a concise and
authoritative textbook for the centuries between the Renaissance
and the French Revolution. Written by an experienced team of
specialists, and derived from a successful undergraduate course,
it offers a student-friendly introduction to all major themes and
processes of early modern history. This third edition features
greatly expanded coverage of ‘The Wider World’, with added
chapters on relations with the Ottoman empire, European
settlement overseas and the global exchange of goods. Other
new content includes an overview of early modern medicine
and comprehensive timelines for each of the thematic parts.

J. Seth Lee, University of Alabama in Huntsville, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
How did exile impact an early modern writer’s personal and
national identity? This project explores that and other questions
in a series of case studies drawn from early modern English texts.
It traces the development of a phenomenon called the "mind
of exile" and engages in a study of marginalization’s impact on
English literary consciousness.

Routledge
Market: History/European History
December 2017: 442pp
Hb: 978-1-138-11914-7: $120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-11915-4: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14161-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-62864-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138119154
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The King and Commoner Tradition
Carnivalesque Politics in Medieval and Early Modern Literature

Mark Truesdale
Series: Outlaws in Literature, History, and Culture
This is the first detailed study of the late medieval and early
modern King and Commoner literature: a tradition whose cultural
influence extends from Robin Hood to Shakespearean drama.
This book explores the morphing political character of these
tales of disguised kings and disgruntled, poaching commoners,
amid carnivalesque feasts and anti-noble complaints.

Routledge
Market: History
February 2018: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36476-4: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-351-10669-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815364764
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The Practice of Scholarly Communication
Correspondence Networks between Central and Western Europe,
1550–1700

Routledge
Market: History
December 2017: 6 x 9: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38207-2: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-351-20407-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815382072
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The Dutch Boerhaavians and Enlightenment
Medicine of Body and Soul
Powers in Between
Rina Knoeff
Series: The History of Medicine in Context
Herman Boerhaave was the most famous and influential medical teacher in early 
eighteenth-century Europe. His death in 1738 is generally regarded as the marking the end 
of the ’Golden Age’ of Dutch science and the beginning of the chemico-medical revolution 
inaugurated by the work of Lavoisier in France at the end of the century. Yet as this book 
demonstrates, such a simple linear narrative ignores the rich and on-going debates that 
shaped medical chemistry during the middle years of the eighteenth century. Instead of 
regarding Boerhaave’s death as a stopping point, Rina Knoeff offers in this book a very 
different perspective, one that identifies an ongoing Boerhaavian medical tradition central 
to Dutch Enlightenment science and culture. Instead of viewing Boerhaave as the ’end of 
an era’, she views Boerhaave as the beginning of something excitingly new. R
Routledge
October 2018: 0pp
Hb: 978-1-472-47274-8: $134.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472472748
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The Enlightenment Rediscovery of Egyptology
Vitaliano Donati's Egyptian Expedition, 1759–62

Angela Scattolin Morecroft
In 1759, botanist and scientist Vitaliano Donati led an expedition
to Egypt to acquire Egyptian antiquities for the Museum in Turin.
Charting his tumultuous expedition, this book reveals how
Donati laid the foundations for one of the earliest and largest
systematic collections of Egyptology in Europe, and helped to
bring the world of ancient Egypt into the consciousness of
Enlightenment scholarship. By examining Donati's expedition
to Egypt, and seeking to identify the objects he sent back to
Turin, the volume provides a fascinating insight into early
collecting practice and the lasting historical impact of these
items.

Routledge

Vladimír Urbánek and Iva Lelková
Series: Universal Reform: Studies in Intellectual History, 1550-1700
Digital humanities have become an integral part of the academic landscape, providing
scholars with unique opportunities to explore the past in imaginative and innovative ways.
Demonstrating the exciting possibilities of such approaches, this volume draws upon the
increasing availability of on-line primary sources to highlight on-going research
reconstructing the scholarly and scientific networks of communication that flourished
across early-modern Europe.
Routledge
Market: History
June 2018: 303pp
Hb: 978-1-472-48033-0: $149.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472480330

Market: History
December 2017: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-409-44777-1: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-61613-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781409447771
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Women and Jewish Marriage Negotiations in Early
Modern Italy
For Love and Money

Howard Tzvi Adelman, Queen’s University, Canada
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
This book is a radical reassessment of the roles of women in
Jewish marriage, divorce, and remarriage, examined through
the setting of Italy from the end of the Renaissance to the
Baroque, where negotiations involved competing Jewish
customs, rabbinic opinions, Catholic practices, and Islamic
influences. Case studies illustrate the ambiguity, drama, and
danger to which women were exposed as well as opportunities
to make their voices heard and to extricate themselves from
situations by forcing a divorce, collecting or seizing assets, and
going to Catholic notaries to bequeath their assets outside
traditional inheritance, often to other women.

Routledge
Market: History
January 2018: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-34809-2: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-351-16808-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815348092
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The Voyage of Captain John Narbrough to the Strait
of Magellan and the South Sea in his Majesty's Ship
Sweepstakes, 1669-1671
Edited by Richard J. Campbell, Peter T. Bradley and Joyce Lorimer
Series: Hakluyt Society, Third Series
In 2009, after a public appeal, the British Library purchased a manuscript ‘Booke’, which 
Captain Narbrough bought in 1666 and into which he subsequently entered his journals 
of his voyages and correspondence relating to them. The ‘Booke’ contains his own fair 
copy of the journal of his voyage through the Strait of Magellan and north to Valdivia in 
the Sweepstakes, 1669-1671. This is published here for the first time, together with an 
incomplete and somewhat different copy of the journal, held in the Bodleian Library, which 
was made for him by a clerk after he returned to England, and which was partially published 
in 1694.

Routledge
Market: History, Literature
April 2018: 696pp
Hb: 978-1-908-14520-8: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-351-16856-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781908145208
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Transformations in Mapping the Classical World
Richard J A Talbert
Richard Talbert’s historical interests have focused primarily in recent years on Greek and 
Roman spatial perceptions, and on mapping the classical world. The items collected in this 
volume, both previously published and unpublished, cohere around the theme of mapping 
and were all originally prompted by Talbert’s commission to equip everyone who studies 
classical antiquity with the definitive atlas that had not been at their disposal for more than 
a century. Articles include an account of the Smith/Grove atlas, a project launched in the 
mid-1850s and which embodied a radical rethinking of how the classical world should be 
mapped.
Routledge
August 2018: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-472-45782-0: $149.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472457820

STUDENT REFERENCE
Witchcraft: The Basics
Marion Gibson
Series: The Basics
For some, witchcraft is a metaphor for empowerment; for some, a religion; for others, a 
terrible ongoing threat. Witchcraft: The Basics is an accessible and engaging to the scholarly 
study of witchcraft which explores the phenomenon of witchcraft from its earliest definitions 
in the Middle Ages, to the fifteenth-century orthodoxy of Malleus Maleficarum before 
examining the resonances of witchcraft in the modern world. Using key case studies to 
analyse the roles of culture, religion, gender politics, social hierarchy, generational differences 
and the role of governance in the enduring role of witchcraft throughout history. 
Routledge
Market: History/Witchcraft
September 2018: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-77996-9: $115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-77997-6: $25.95
eBook: 978-1-315-72675-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138779969
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A Treason of the Intellectuals?A Fascist Decade of War?
International Scientific and Intellectual Relations with Germany during
the Nazi Era

1935-1945 in International Perspective
Edited by Marco Maria Aterrano and Karine Varley
Series: Routledge Studies in Second World War History Edited by Maria Björkman, Uppsala University, Sweden, Patrik Lundell, Uppsala

University, Sweden and Sven Widmalm, Uppsala University, SwedenAs a junior partner to Germany and because it only entered the war in June 1940, Italy is
often perceived as being a minor player on the periphery of the Second World War. However, Series: Routledge Studies in Second World War History
this book challenges much of the existing scholarship by arguing for the significance and The book investigates the rather neglected "intellectual" collaboration between National

Socialist Germany and other countries, including views on knowledge and politics amongthe distinct nature of the role played by Fascist Italy from 1935-1945. By breaking established
international structures with its intervention in Abyssinia in 1935, Italy’s actions aggravated "pro-German" intellectuals, using a comparative approach. These moves were shaped by
the deterioration of international relations, becoming a critical turning-point in the build-up the Nazi system, which viewed scientific and cultural exchange as part and parcel of their
to the War. Italy played a decisive role in expanding the scope of the war by bringing the
European conflict into the Mediterranean.

cultural propaganda and policy. Positive views of the Hitler regime among intellectuals of
all sorts were indicative of a broader discontent with democracy that, among other things,
represented an alternative approach to modernization which was not limited to the German
heartlands.

Routledge
Market: History, Military History
July 2018: 256pp Routledge
Hb: 978-1-138-57415-1: $144.95 Market: History
eBook: 978-0-203-70123-2 November 2018
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138574151 Hb: 978-0-815-39474-7: $144.95

eBook: 978-1-351-18511-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815394747
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Brainwaves: A Cultural History of
Electroencephalography

A History of the Arab–Israeli Conflict
Ian J. Bickerton, University of New South Wales, Australia
and Carla L. Klausner, University of Missouri - Kansas City,
USA
Comprehensive and analytical, A History of the Arab-Israeli Conflict
presents a balanced and impartial overview of this centuries-old
struggle. The authors examine the issues and themes that have
characterized and defined the conflict over the course of its
history, bringing the coverage up to date with a twenty-first
century perspective. Illustrated throughout with numerous
photographs, maps, tables, and chronologies for each chapter,
together with extensive relevant and up-to date documentary
sources and a glossary of key terms, it is the ideal textbook for

all students of the history of the modern Middle East.

Cornelius Borck, University of Lübeck, Germany and Ann
M. Hentschel
Series: Science, Technology and Culture, 1700-1945
In the history of brain research, the prospect of visualizing brain
processes has continually awakened great expectations. In this
study, Cornelius Borck focuses on a recording technique
developed by the German physiologist Hans Berger to register
electric brain currents; a technique that was expected to allow
the brain to write in its own language, and which would reveal
the way the brain worked. Borck traces the numerous
contradictory interpretations of electroencephalography, from
Berger’s experiments and his publication of the first human EEG
in 1929, to its international proliferation and consolidation as a

clinical diagnostic method in the mid-twentieth century.

Routledge
Market: Middle Eastern History
December 2017: 588pp
Hb: 978-1-138-24372-9: $160.00 Routledge
Pb: 978-1-138-24373-6: $91.95 Market: Twentieth-Century History
eBook: 978-1-315-10024-1 January 2018: 334pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138243736 Hb: 978-1-472-46944-1: $144.95

eBook: 978-1-315-56984-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472469441
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British Imperialism in Cyprus and the Great War,
1914-1925

A New Nationalist Europe Under Hitler
Edited by Johannes Dafinger and Dieter Pohl
Series: Routledge Studies in Second World War History Andrekos Varnava, Flinders University of South Australia
Nazis, fascists and völkisch conservatives in different European countries not only
co-operated internationally in the fields of culture, science, economy, and persecution of

Series: Routledge Studies in First World War History
Cyprus contributed significantly to the First World War, with men, materials and loyalty,
yet the British, seeing only the ‘neutral’ or ‘disloyal’ position of much of the political elite

Jews, but also developed theoretical models for a racist and ethno-nationalist Europe under
Hitler. The papers in this volume aim at combining for the first time an analysis of informal

from both the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities, failed to institute political andtransnational relations of Nazi Germany with an analysis of the discourse about Europe
which supported these relations. economic reforms once the war ended. That the British failed to develop the country

politically, economically, socially, and strategically in ensuing years led to serious problems
down the line. Andrekos Varnava studies the events and the impact of this crucial period.

Routledge
Market: History

RoutledgeJune 2018: 304pp
Market: History, Military HistoryHb: 978-1-138-07895-6: $144.95
November 2018eBook: 978-1-315-11444-6
Hb: 978-1-138-69832-1: $150.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138078956
eBook: 978-1-315-51941-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138698321
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Feminine SubjectsEnglish Gentlemen and World Soccer
Girls, Medicine and Body Culture in Nineteenth-Century FranceCorinthians, Amateurism and the Global Game
Anna Christina Rose, Grand Valley State University, USAChris Bolsmann, California State University Northridge, USA and Dilwyn Porter
Series: The History of Medicine in ContextSeries: Routledge Studies in Modern British History
Over the course of the long nineteenth century, young women and girls were increasingly
to become subjects of popular medicine and professional academic research in the medical

The significance of the Corinthians Football Club, founded in 1882, has been widely
acknowledged by historians of football and by sports historians generally. As a ’super club’

and human sciences. They were the subjects of sexual abuse cases, psychologicalcomprising the best amateur talent available they were an important formative influence
experiments, medical clairvoyance studies and investigations into the perils of puberty,on football in Britain from the 1880s to the 1930s whiel also enjoying great influence as a
and these studies contributed to a broad range of fields in the medical sciences. How cantouring club worldwide. Whilst much has been written about the Corinthians, mainly by
we reconstruct their cases and what were the consequences of involving them in scientificclub insiders, this is the first complete scholarly history to cover their activities both in

England and in other parts of the world. research? Were girls complicit in this scientific activity? And to what extent were the subjects
also victims?Routledge

Market: Modern History 1750 - 1945 Routledge
June 2018: 184pp November 2018: 209pp
Hb: 978-1-472-46613-6: $144.95 Hb: 978-1-409-42216-7: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472466136 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781409422167
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French Morale in the Phoney War, 1939-40Eric Bogle, Music and the Great War
Bernard Wilkin, University of Exeter, UK and Maude Williams'An Old Man's Tears'
Series: Routledge Studies in Second World War HistoryMichael J. K. Walsh, Nanyang Technological University,

Singapore
Series: Routledge Studies in First World War History
This book examines Eric Bogle’s songs about the Great War
within the geographies and socio-cultural contexts in which
they were written and consumed. From Anzac Day in Australia
and Turkey to the ‘The Troubles’ in Northern Ireland, and from
small Aboriginal communities in the Coorong to the influence
of Prime Ministers and rock stars on a world stage, we are urged
to contemplate the nature and importance of popular culture
in shaping contemporary notions of history and national identity.
It is entirely appropriate that we do so through the words of an
artist who Melody Maker described as ‘the most important

songwriter of our time’.

  The collapse of the French army in 1940 is a well-researched topic in World War II Studies
but a surprising gap in the historiography emerges when it comes to the study of the
French military prior to the German offensive of May 1940.
Using various public and private sources in different languages, this book aims to address
this gap by studying morale on frontline and its management by the French Government,
the Grand Quartier Général, at the scale of the regiment and on a personal level.

Routledge
Market: History
August 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-23274-7: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-31149-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138232747

Routledge
Market: First World War
December 2017: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-138-71911-8: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-19558-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138719118
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From Windhoek to AuschwitzFascism and the Masses
On the Relationship Between Colonialism and the HolocaustThe Revolt Against the Last Humans, 1848-1945
Jürgen Zimmerer, University of Hamburg, GermanyIshay Landa, Open University of Israel

Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History
Departing from the conventional image of fascism as
mass-driven, this book analyzes the effort of interwar European
fascism to defeat the masses. Fascism endeavored to terminate
the secular advance of egalitarian and democratic trends,
resisting what Nietzsche described as the reign of the peaceful
and mediocre "Last Humans."

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
This book examines the relationship between German colonialism and the Holocaust, and
situates Nazi crimes firmly within the global history of mass violence. Zimmerer documents
the development of an argument that has changed the way we view the Holocaust by
pointing to continuities and parallels, thereby offering a fresh, postcolonial perspective on
the Third Reich.

Routledge
Market: History
July 2018: 6 x 9: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-138-83180-3: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-73638-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138831803

Market: History
January 2018: 6 x 9: 464pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38585-1: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-351-17999-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815385851
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Italy's Global CitizensGuns, Culture and Moors
Migrants of the Imperial Project, 1880-1920Racial Perceptions, Cultural Impact and the Moroccan Participation in

the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) Catherine Dewhirst, University of Southern Queensland, Australia
By the First World War 14 million Italians had left their homes. Such a loss at an embryonic
stage in nation-building was catastrophic for Italy’s imperial designs, but gradually the

Ali Al Tuma, Leiden University, the Netherlands
Series: Routledge/Canada Blanch Studies on Contemporary Spain

government recognized the diaspora as an untapped source of potential wealth and
The history of the Moroccan troops in the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) is the story of an
encounter between two culturally and ethnically different people, and the attempts by

patriotism. Investing in the development of diaspora colonialism transformed emigration
from a negative problem to a positive solution. This book asks why Italian migrants
responded to opportunities emerging from Italy’s imperial ambitions, and how.both sides, Moroccan and Spanish, to take control of this contact. This book shows to what

extent colonials could participate in negotiating limits and taboos rather than being only
Routledge

on the receiving end of them. The examination of this encounter, in its military, religious, October 2018: 214pp
as well as sexual aspects, sheds new light on colonial relations, and on how unique or
typical the Spanish colonial case is in comparison to other European ones.

Hb: 978-1-472-43344-2: $149.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472433442

Routledge
Market: History
April 2018: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29813-2: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-09881-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138298132
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Kitchener’s Last Volunteers and their WorldIn The Shadows of Glories Past
Michael DureyJihad for Modern Science in Muslim Societies, 1850 to The Arab Spring
Series: Routledge Studies in First World War HistoryJohn W. Livingston

This volume reveals the undermining effect of European
imperialism on western-oriented religious reformers and secular
intellectuals, for whom science and political reform went
together, and concludes with a chapter on the state of science
in contemporary Muslim societies and the efforts to
institutionalize science (before the upheavals of 2011) so as to
bring to life an authentic and indigenous culture that would
sustain scientific study and research as autonomous pursuits.

Routledge

This book is a collective biography of 984 men and young boys who were among the last
soldiers to volunteer for service in World War I but differs from previous studies in it is based
on quantitative evidence of a scholarly nature, not just on the war years, but on the decades
before.

Routledge
Market: History
November 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-06211-5: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16181-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138062115

Market: Twentieth-Century History
January 2018: 450pp
Hb: 978-1-472-44734-0: $199.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10149-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472447340
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Manufacturing and the Great WarInternment during the First World War
Wayne OsborneA Mass Global Phenomenon
Series: Routledge Studies in First World War HistoryEdited by Stefan Manz, Aston University, UK, Panikos Panayi, De Montfort University,

UK and Matthew Stibbe, Sheffield Hallam University, UK DUPLICATE ACCOUNT Prior to 1914, wars had been comparatively small affairs using relatively small amounts of
military supplies and, despite warnings, British industry and government initially failed toSeries: Routledge Studies in First World War History
grasp the scale of the war with demand for munitions soon outstripping supply. This bookAlthough civilian internment has become associated with the Second World War in popular

memory, it has a longer history. The turning point in this history occurred during the First chronicles the build-up of British munitions production during the Great War and the
methods the British used in terms of adapting the workforce and production in order toWorld War when, in the interests of ‘security’ in a situation of total war, the internment of
resolve the conflict in their favour. Examining the battles of Loos, The Somme, Arras and
the 100 Days Campaign to chart the material ability to sustain the British war effort.

‘enemy aliens’ became part of state policy for the belligerent states, resulting in the
incarceration, displacement and, even murder, of hundreds of thousands of people

Routledgethroughout the world. This pioneering book on internment during the First World War
Market: Historybrings together experts from throughout the world to investigate the importance of the

conflict for the history of civilian incarceration. April 2018: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50508-7: $144.95

Routledge eBook: 978-1-315-14637-9
Market: History * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138505087
July 2018: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-415-78744-4: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-22591-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415787444
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Rediscovering the Great WarMaterial Cultures of Childhood in Second World

War Britain Edited by Uroš Košir, Matija Črešnar and Dimitrij Mlekuž
Series: Material Culture and Modern ConflictPlaying in the Ruins
New research strategies have emerged to help broaden our understanding of World War
I. Multidisciplinary approaches have been applied to material culture and conflict landscapes,

Gabriel Moshenska, University College London, UK
Series: Material Culture and Modern Conflict from archive sources analysis and aerial photography to remote sensing, GIS and field
How do children cope when their world is transformed by war? This book uses oral histories
to construct an historical anthropology of childhood in Second World Britain, focusing on

research. This book combines papers from different study fields that present multidisciplinary
and multidisciplinary approaches towards researching the First World War and its legacies,
with particular concentration on the central and eastern European theatres of war.objects and spaces such as gas masks, air raid shelters and bombed-out buildings. In their

struggles to cope with the fears and upheavals of wartime, children reimagined and Routledge
reshaped these material traces into toys, treasures and playgrounds. With families divided Market: History
by military service, war work and evacuation, this study of the material worlds of wartime September 2018: 224pp

Hb: 978-1-138-28266-7: $150.00childhood offers a unique viewpoint into an extraordinary period in history with powerful
resonances across time and space into the present day. eBook: 978-1-315-27058-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138282667Routledge
Market: History
November 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-56526-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-12294-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138565265
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Remembering the Holocaust in Educational SettingsMilitary Service Tribunals and Boards in the Great

War Edited by Andy Pearce
Series: Remembering the Modern WorldDetermining the Fate of Britain’s and New Zealand’s Conscripts
Taking education as its focal point, this volume interrogates the relationship between
Holocaust remembrance and different types of educational activity – reconstructing how

David Littlewood, Massey University, New Zealand
Series: Routledge Studies in First World War History
While many studies have discussed why men decided to
volunteer for the army during the Great War, the experiences of
those who were called up under conscription have received
little scrutiny. Even when the implementation of the respective
Military Service Acts has been investigated, scholars have usually
focused on only the distinct minority of those eligible who
expressed conscientious objections. It is rare to see equal
significance placed on the substantial numbers of men who
appealed, or were appealed for, on the grounds that their
domestic, business, or occupational circumstances meant they
should not be expected to serve. David Littlewood analyses the

processes undergone by these men.

these enterprises have come to be entwined, and examining the nexus between them.
The volume determines the extent to which education has simultaneously shaped and
reflected Holocaust remembrance and is particularly focused on the intersection between
the global and the local. It brings together contributors from a large range of fields and
from around the globe to explore how practices of teaching, learning and remembering
have been pursued in different national contexts and what impacts they have had.

Routledge
Market: History and Theory/Holocaust
August 2018: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30153-5: $140.00
eBook: 978-1-351-00864-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138301535

Routledge
Market: First World War History
November 2017: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20660-1: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-46449-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138206601
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Royal Marines EnculturationRAF Bomber Command Operations during 1943
Ritual, Practice and Material CultureThe Road to Berlin
Mark BurchellRichard Worrall
Series: Material Culture and Modern ConflictLooking at the key, but relatively neglected, campaign of 1943, this book offers a thorough

and nuanced reassessment of the RAF bomber offensive at a time when the war in Europe
still hung in the balance.

With a heritage dating back to the mid-seventeenth century, the Royal Marines have accrued
a rich history of rituals, artefacts and material culture that is consciously deployed in order

Routledge to define and shape the institution both historically and going forward into an uncertain
July 2018: 223pp future. Drawing upon this heritage, Mark Burchell offers a unique method of understanding
Hb: 978-1-409-42512-0: $155.00

how the Royal Marines draw upon this material culture in order to help transform ordinary
labour power to political agency comprising acts of controlled and sustained violence.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781409425120

Routledge
Market: History, Military Studies
November 2017: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-472-46607-5: $149.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472466075
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The City and the Railway in the WorldSelling Photography
19th to 21st CenturiesThe Growth of British Photographic Manufacturing and Retailing,

1839–1914 Ralf Roth, Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Germany and Paul Van Heesvelde
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern HistoryMIchael Pritchard

Series: The History of Retailing and Consumption Few technologies have had as profound an impact upon the urban environment as the
railway. Allowing the rapid and inexpensive transportation of people, goods and ideas, byThis book offers a new perspective on the history of British photography by exploring the

economic growth of the industry from its origins in scientific instrument making to a
mechanised industry producing cameras and sensitised materials for a mass market.

the end of the nineteenth century the rail networks had a dramatic influence upon the
shape size and architecture of virtually every city and large town in Europe and beyond.
In order to further understanding of the complex and dynamic inter-relationship betweenRoutledge
city and rail, this volume provides a selection of essays that address a variety of themes
from a broad international perspective.

Market: Nineteenth-Century History
July 2018: 268pp
Hb: 978-1-472-42001-5: $149.95 Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472420015 Market: Modern History 1750 - 1945

July 2018: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-472-44961-0: $149.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472449610
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The Great War in the Middle EastThe Birth of Modern Safety
A Clash of EmpiresPreventing Worker Accidents on Britain’s Railways, 1871–1948
Edited by Robert Johnson, Oxford University, UK and James E. Kitchen, Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst, UK

Mike Esbester, University of Portsmouth, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern British History

Series: Routledge Studies in First World War HistoryContemporary life in Britain is dominated by discussion of safety, risk and accidents. This
monograph is the first to explore the history of modern safety culture in Britain and the The thirteen chapters in this volume cover a broad range of perspectives on the First World

War in the Middle East, from strategic planning issues wrestled with by statesmen throughevolution of ideas of accident prevention. It focuses on the railway industry between
approximately 1871 (the date of the first specific state intervention in railway employee
safety) and 1948 (the date at which the railways were nationalised).

to the experience of religious communities trying to survive in warzones. All of the chapter
authors look at their specific topics through a global lens, relating their areas of research
to wider arguments on the history of the First World War.Routledge

November 2018: 233pp Routledge
Hb: 978-1-409-45007-8: $149.95 Market: History
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781409450078 October 2018

Hb: 978-1-138-73133-2: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-18904-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138731332
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The International Eugenics Movement in the
Twentieth Century

The British Council and Anglo-Greek Literary
Interactions, 1945-1955

Bradley W. HartEdited by Peter Mackridge, Cambridge University, UK and David Ricks
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern HistorySeries: British School at Athens - Modern Greek and Byzantine Studies
This book is the first systematic examination of the international eugenics movement,
beginning with its origins in the late Victorian period and continuing through the period

This volume sets out to explore the two-way relations between Greek and British literary
production in which the British Council played a particularly important role until the

of 'crypto-eugenics', as the eugenicists themselves dubbed it, after the Second World War
and through the 1990s.

outbreak of armed conflict in Cyprus in 1955. What is distinctive about the volume, beyond
the inclusion of much recent archival research, is its attention to the British Council as part
of the story of Greek letters, and not just as a place in which various British men and women Routledge
of letters worked and thus fills a gap in the rich bibliography on Anglo-Greek relations and
contributes to a wider scholarly and public discussion about cultural politics.

Market: Twentieth-Century History
June 2018: 212pp
Hb: 978-1-472-43412-8: $149.95

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472434128
Market: Greek and Mediterranean Studies
April 2018: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-472-47034-8: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-61414-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472470348
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Dummy text to keep placeholder4 Volume Set
The Reform Acts (Volume III)The Reform Acts
The Struggle for DemocracyThe Struggle for Democracy
Edited by Sarah Richardson, University of Warwick, UKEdited by Sarah Richardson, University of Warwick, UK

This four-volume set traces the progression of parliamentary
and electoral reform during a transformational period of British
history between 1760 and 1918. It considers early calls for
electoral reform and the motivations behind these, as well as
the responses of those both opposed and in favour of change.
Through this collection we hear from both key political actors
such as John Wilkes, Charles James Fox, Annie Besant and
Christabel Pankhurst, and the voices of the poor, the unsung,

This four-volume set traces the progression of parliamentary and electoral reform during
a transformational period of British history between 1760 and 1918. It considers early calls
for electoral reform and the motivations behind these, as well as the responses of those
both opposed and in favour of change. Through this collection we hear from both key
political actors such as John Wilkes, Charles James Fox, Annie Besant and Christabel
Pankhurst, and the voices of the poor, the unsung, and the unknown. The many facets of
reform debated are assessed, including economic reform, the secret ballot, proportional
representation, removal of electoral corruption, and universal suffrage.

and the unknown. The many facets of reform debated are assessed, including economic Routledge
reform, the secret ballot, proportional representation, removal of electoral corruption, and
universal suffrage.

Market: Political history
July 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-74391-5: $150.00Routledge
eBook: 978-1-351-26844-8Market: Political history
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138743915July 2018

Hb: 978-1-138-74357-1: $540.00
eBook: 978-1-351-27040-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138743571
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The Reform Acts (Volume IV)The Reform Acts (Volume I)
The Struggle for DemocracyThe Struggle for Democracy
Edited by Sarah Richardson, University of Warwick, UKEdited by Sarah Richardson, University of Warwick, UK
This four-volume set traces the progression of parliamentary and electoral reform during
a transformational period of British history between 1760 and 1918. It considers early calls

This four-volume set traces the progression of parliamentary and electoral reform during
a transformational period of British history between 1760 and 1918. It considers early calls

for electoral reform and the motivations behind these, as well as the responses of thosefor electoral reform and the motivations behind these, as well as the responses of those
both opposed and in favour of change. Through this collection we hear from both keyboth opposed and in favour of change. Through this collection we hear from both key
political actors such as John Wilkes, Charles James Fox, Annie Besant and Christabelpolitical actors such as John Wilkes, Charles James Fox, Annie Besant and Christabel
Pankhurst, and the voices of the poor, the unsung, and the unknown. The many facets ofPankhurst, and the voices of the poor, the unsung, and the unknown. The many facets of
reform debated are assessed, including economic reform, the secret ballot, proportional
representation, removal of electoral corruption, and universal suffrage.

reform debated are assessed, including economic reform, the secret ballot, proportional
representation, removal of electoral corruption, and universal suffrage.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Political historyMarket: Political history
July 2018July 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-74397-7: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-74369-4: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-351-26840-0eBook: 978-1-351-26860-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138743977* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138743694
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The Shape of Data in Digital HumanitiesThe Reform Acts (Volume II)
Modeling Texts and Text-based ResourcesThe Struggle for Democracy
Julia Flanders, Northeastern University, USA and Fotis Jannidis, Universität Würzburg,
Germany

Edited by Sarah Richardson, University of Warwick, UK
This four-volume set traces the progression of parliamentary and electoral reform during
a transformational period of British history between 1760 and 1918. It considers early calls Series: Digital Research in the Arts and Humanities
for electoral reform and the motivations behind these, as well as the responses of those This book addresses the need of humanities scholars for whom technology and data now

play a large role in their research and teaching and who need deeper expertise in the areaboth opposed and in favour of change. Through this collection we hear from both key
political actors such as John Wilkes, Charles James Fox, Annie Besant and Christabel of data modeling and representation. The authors, all experts in digital humanities, offer a
Pankhurst, and the voices of the poor, the unsung, and the unknown. The many facets of clear explanation of key technical principles, a grounded discussion of case studies, and

an exploration of important theoretical concerns.reform debated are assessed, including economic reform, the secret ballot, proportional
representation, removal of electoral corruption, and universal suffrage. Routledge
Routledge Market: Digital Humanities
Market: Political history May 2018: 320pp
July 2018 Hb: 978-1-472-44324-3: $144.95
Hb: 978-1-138-74386-1: $150.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472443243
eBook: 978-1-351-26852-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138743861
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Visions and Ideas of Europe during the First World
War
Edited by Jan Vermeiren and Matthew D'Auria
Series: Routledge Studies in First World War History
Given the destruction and suffering caused by more than four years of industrialised warfare
and economic hardship, scholars have tended to focus on the nationalism and hatred in
the belligerent countries, holding that it led to a fundamental rupture of any sense of
European commonality and unity. It is the central aim of this volume to correct this view
and to highlight that many observers saw the conflict as a ‘European civil war’, and to
discuss what this meant for discourses about Europe. Bringing together a remarkable range
of compelling and highly original topics, this collection explores notions, images, and ideas
of Europe in the midst of catastrophe.
Routledge
Market: History
August 2018: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05552-0: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16589-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138055520
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War Time
First World War Perspectives on Temporality
Edited by Louis Halewood, Adam Luptak and Hanna Smyth
Series: Routledge Studies in First World War History
This book brings together emerging and leading scholars to discuss, reflect upon, and
re-consider the ways that time has been conceptualised both during the First World War
itself and in subsequent scholarship. The result is an inspiring and thought-provoking set
of papers from the next generation of First World War scholars. In its varied yet
thematically-related chapters, the book aims to examine new chronologies of the Great
War and bring together its military and social history.
Routledge
Market: History
August 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-30835-0: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14296-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308350
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Women and Consumer Culture in Early
Twentieth-Century Japan
The Department Store, Modernity and Everyday Life
Tomoko Tamari
Series: The History of Retailing and Consumption
The book provides a new account of the development of Japanese consumer culture in
the twentieth century and explores the importance of the emergence of a new type of
femininity for Japanese women. It will therefore appeal to those studying consumer culture,
visual culture, body studies, sociology, media and film studies, business studies (retailing),
and gender studies.
Routledge
July 2018: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-409-44744-3: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781409447443
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Jewish Property After 1945Beyond Women's Words
Cultures and Economies of Ownership, Loss, Recovery, and TransferFeminisms and the Practices of Oral History in the Twenty-First Century

Edited by Jacob Ari Labendz, Youngstown State University,
Ohio, USA
Questions regarding the ownership of lost, stolen, and
abandoned Jewish properties have arisen in post-war years. This
volume explores competing claims of ownership and how
contests over property both shaped and reflected ideas about
Jewish belonging around the world. It was originally published
as a special issue of Jewish Culture and History.

Edited by Katrina Srigley, Nipissing University, Canada, Stacey Zembrzycki, Dawson
College, Canada and Franca Iacovetta, University of Toronto, Canada
Beyond Women’s Words addresses the contributions and challenges of doing feminist oral
history. Using Sherna Berger Gluckand Daphne Patai’s classic text, Women’s Words, as a
platform, the volume reflects on how feminisms, broadly defined, have influenced, and
continue to influence, the wider field of oral history. Bringing together an international,
multi-generational, and multidisciplinary line-up of authors, itis ideal for students of oral
history, anthropology, public history, women’s and gender history, and Women’s and
Gender Studies, as well as activists, artists, and community-engaged practitioners.

Routledge
Market: Oral History/Womens' and Gender History
May 2018: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35768-1: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-815-35771-1: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-351-12382-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357681
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Greeks without Greece
Local Homelands, National Belonging, and Transnational Histories
amongst the Expatriated Greeks of Turkey
Huw Halstead, University of York, United Kingdom
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
Faced with discrimination in Turkey, most of the Greeks of Istanbul and Imbros left for
Greece in the years 1955-80, where they received a rather lukewarm reception. This book
explores the myriad ways in which these expatriates daily understood their contemporary
difficulties through the lens of historical experience, and reimagined the past according
to present concerns and conceptions. It shows that in a broad spectrum of different domains
– from commemorative ceremonies and the minutiae of citizenship to everyday expressions
of national identity and stereotypes about others – the past is a resource that can be
deployed to sustain variable and changeable identities, memories, and meanings.
Routledge
Market: History
July 2018
Hb: 978-0-815-37290-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-24471-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815372905
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History and Psychoanalysis since 1945

Routledge
Market: Jewish History / Material Culture
October 2017: 122pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30625-7: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138306257
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Jews on the Move: Modern Cosmopolitanist
Thought and its Others
Edited by Cathy Gelbin and Sander L Gilman
Are Jews a global people or are they a national people defined by a specific national state?
How has the role of Jews across today’s global culture been shaped by history and 
geography? This collection was originally published as a special issue of European Review 
of History.

Routledge
May 2018: 222pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55530-3: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138555303
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Neoliberal Thought and Thatcherism
‘A Transition From Here to There?’After Catastrophe

Robert Ledger
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern British History
The premiership of Margaret Thatcher has been portrayed as
uniquely ideological in its pursuit of a more market-based
economy. A body of literature has been built on how a sharp
turn to the right by the Conservative Party during the 1980s -
inspired by the likes of Milton Friedman and Friedrich Hayek -
acted as one of the key stepping-stones to the turbo-charged
capitalism and globalization of our modern world. But how
‘neoliberal’ was Thatcherism? This book - through a combination
of archival research, interviews and examination of neoliberal
thought itself - defines the dominant strains of neoliberalism
more clearly and explores their relationship with Thatcherism.

Edited by Michal Shapira
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Science, Technology and Medicine
The Second World War elevated psychoanalysis to a new social and political role in Europe
and the US as well as in postcolonial societies. Under the shock of bombing and evacuation
and mass killings of civilians, state officials, journalists, educationalists, radio broadcasters
and others turned to psychoanalysis for help in explaining societies and selves. This book
is the first historical, interdisciplinary book to provide a multi-angled study of the
contribution of psychoanalysis to the shaping of post-war society.
Routledge
Market: History
September 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-29146-1: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138291461

Routledge
Market: History
December 2017: 182pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28026-7: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-27229-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138280267
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The Nationalism of the Rich
Discourses and Strategies of Separatist Parties in Catalonia, Flanders,
Northern Italy and Scotland

Emmanuel Dalle Mulle, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Belgium
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
Based on rigorous analysis of the propaganda of five Western
European separatist parties, this book provides in-depth
examination of the ‘nationalism of the rich’, defined as a type of
nationalist discourse that seeks to end the economic
‘exploitation’ suffered by a group of people represented as a
wealthy nation and supposedly carried out by the populations
of poorer regions and/or by inefficient state administrations. The
book argues that the nationalism of the rich can be seen as a
rhetorical strategy portraying independent statehood as a

solution to the dilemma between solidarity and efficiency arisen in Western Europe since
the end of the Glorious Thirties.

Routledge
Market: History, Politics
November 2017: 258pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06688-5: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15895-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138066885

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Routledge Handbook of the Global Sixties
Between Protest and Nation-Building

Edited by Chen Jian, Cornell University, USA, Martin Klimke,
New York University Abu Dhabi, Masha Kirasirova, New York
University Abu Dhabi, Mary Nolan, New York University,
USA, Marilyn Young, New York University, USA and Joanna
Waley-Cohen, New York University Shanghai, China
As the fiftieth anniversary of 1968 approaches, this book
reassesses the global causes, themes, forms, and legacies of that
tumultuous period. While existing scholarship continues to
largely concentrate on the US and Western Europe, this volume
will focus on Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Eastern Europe.
International scholars from diverse disciplinary backgrounds
explore the global sixties through the prism of topics that range

from the economy, decolonization, and higher education, to forms of protest, transnational
relations, and the politics of memory.
Routledge
Market: History
February 2018: 620pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55732-1: $224.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15091-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138557321
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History, Memory and Public LifeCensuses and Census Takers
The Past in the PresentA Global History
Edited by Adam Sutcliffe, Kings College London, UK, Anna Maerker, King's College
London, UK and Simon Sleight, King's College London, UK

Gunnar Thorvaldsen, University of Tromsø, Norway
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
This book analyses the international development of the census
by comparing the history of census taking on all continents and
in many countries. The timeframe is wide, from male censuses
in the Bible to current censuses covering the whole population.
There is a focus on the efforts and destinies of census takers and
the development of methods used to collect information into
the census questionnaires. The book highlights international
cooperation in census taking, as well as how computerized
access to census data facilitates genealogical studies and
statistical research on both historical and contemporary societies.

History, Memory and Public Life introduces readers to key themes in the study of historical
memory and its significance by considering the role of historical expertise and
understanding in public life today. Addresseing both the theoretical and practical aspects
of historical memory studies the book covers topics such as postcolonialism and race, and
includes case studies on contested, complex or traumatic memories, such as the Northern
Ireland troubles and post-Apartheid South Africa. Supported by guidance on further reading
and online resources, it is ideal for students of history and memory as well as those working
within the interdisciplinary field of memory studies.

Routledge
Market: History and Memory
July 2018: 352pp

Routledge Hb: 978-1-138-90583-2: $150.00
Market: History Pb: 978-1-138-90584-9: $39.95
November 2017: 332pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138905832
Hb: 978-1-138-55328-6: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14850-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138553286

Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
History, Space and PlaceHistorians on History
Susanne Rau, Univeisty of Erfurt, GermanyEdited by John Tosh, University of Roehampton, UK

Bringing together in one volume the key writings of many of
the major historians from the last few decades, Historians on
History provides an overview of the evolving nature of historical
enquiry, illuminating the political, social and personal
assumptions that have governed and sustained historical theory
and practice. third edition has been brought up to date by taking
the 1960s as its starting point. It now includes more recent topics
like public history, microhistory and global history, in addition
to established fields like Marxist history, gender history and
postcolonialism. Historians on History is essential reading for all
students of historiography and historical theory.

Routledge

This book introduces concepts of Space and Place from various disciplines and argues that
the concepts be viewed as analytical categories rather than objects while showing how
historical spatial analyses can be conceived and conducted. The case studies presented in
the book are primarily from the fields of urban history, the history of trade and global history
including the history of cartography, but its analysis is equally relevant to other realms.
Routledge
Market: History
June 2018: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74221-5: $149.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138742215

Market: History and Theory / Historiography
November 2017: 326pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05718-0: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-05720-3: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10061-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-405-80168-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138057203
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Liberating HistoriesHistories of the Self
Truths, power, ethicsPersonal narratives and historical practice
Claire Norton, St. Mary's University College, UK and Mark DonnellyPenny Summerfield
Liberating Histories makes an original, scholarly contribution to contemporary debates about
the cultural and political relevance of historical practices, exploring how historical praxis

Histories of the Self introduces students and researchers to the approaches that scholars
have taken to diaries, letters, oral histories and memoirs as sources that give access to

can usefully contribute to the formation of ethical subjectivities and a wider discourse ofintimate aspects of the past. Taking both a theoretical and methodological approach, the
contemporary political engagement. This book combines insightful critical analysis andbook examines the debates and practices that have provided the context within which
philosophical argument with clear case studies of how frameworks of power exert ansubjective records have become an accepted means of understanding the past and uses
influence on the narration of pasts in a variety of socio-political contexts and offers examplescase studies to explore how scholars have used these four genres of personal testimony
of what the ‘historical genres’ might look like if their ethical and political dimensions were
explicitly acknowledged and encouraged.

within their own work. Combining historiography and history methods, it is an essential
reference for anyone looking to use personal testimony in their research.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: History and TheoryAugust 2018: 208pp
August 2018: 304ppHb: 978-0-415-57618-5: $150.00
Hb: 978-0-415-85652-2: $150.00Pb: 978-0-415-57619-2: $39.95
Pb: 978-0-415-85654-6: $44.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415576185
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415856522
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Power of Networks
Prospects for Historical Network Research
Edited by Florian Kerschbaumer, University of Klagenfurt, Austria, Linda v. 
Keyserlingk, Militärhistorisches Museum Dresden, Germany, Martin Stark, University 
of Hamburg, Germany and Marten Düring, University of Luxembourg
Series: Digital Research in the Arts and Humanities
Social Network Analysis (SNA) methods have in recent years become increasingly influential 
in historical research. The network concept is no longer a mere metaphor but has become 
a core research method of itself while several studies from different historical disciplines 
have shown how formal methods derived from social network analysis and related 
disciplines can be fruitfully applied to selected bodies of historical data. This book is the 
first to identify and describe a typology of network-based research practices as applied to 
History.
Routledge
Market: Humanities, Media, History
July 2018: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73130-1: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-18906-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138731301

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Saving Spaces
Land Conservation in the United States
John H. Sprinkle, Jr., National Park Service
Saving Spaces is about the ways Americans have tried to conserve individual parcels of land 
as well as entire landscapes from destruction. It highlights the differences between 
preserving properties through complete fee simple ownership, such as with parks, 
playgrounds, and historic sites, and the partial acquisition of property rights through 
easements. Each alternative offers a variety of challenges and opportunities, and Saving 
Spaces illustrates the impacts and unanticipated consequences of land sustainability 
programs on the ability of everyone to protect land from future development. Saving Spaces 
is a resource every historic preservationist will want on their shelves.

Routledge
Market: Public History/American History
June 2018: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-88866-1: $155.00
Pb: 978-1-138-88867-8: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-71324-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138888661

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Historical Web and Digital Humanities
Edited by Niels Brügger and Ditte Laursen
Series: Digital Research in the Arts and Humanities
To date, few books have explored the links between the Digital Humanities and studies of 
the world wide web of the past. This volume fills this gap by providing a number of case 
studies that can both illustrate the potential of studying the web and serve as an inspiration 
to scholars who want to connect the Digital Humanities and web historiography.

The focus is on two interdependent topics. On a general level it is about the interplay 
between Digital Humanities and web studies, and web historiography in particular; but it 
also focuses on a specific type of web historiography, namely the study of (trans) national 
web domains.

Routledge
Market: History
August 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-29431-8: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138294318
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Shame and the Anti-Feminist BacklashBecoming a Woman and Mother in Greco-Roman

Egypt Britain, Ireland and Australia, 1890-1920
Sharon Crozier-De Rosa, University of Wollongong, Australia
Series: Routledge Research in Gender and History
This book examines how patriotic groups of womanhood used
shame as a political tool. It looks at how early twentieth-century
British, Irish, and Australian women embraced the reformative
power of shame as they attempted to protect their gendered
and national communities from "feminist corruption."

Routledge

Women’s Bodies, Society and Domestic Space
Ada Nifosi
Series: Medicine and the Body in Antiquity
Detailing women’s lives in Greco-Roman Egypt this monograph examines aspects of
women's lives such as their coming of age, social and religious taboos of menstruation,
and birth rituals. It investigates medical, legal and religious aspects of women's reproduction
and shows how the social status of women and new-born children changed from the
Dynastic to the Greco-Roman period. Through a comparative and interdisciplinary study
of the historical sources, papyri, artefacts and archaeological evidence, the book shows
how Greek, Roman, Jewish and Near Eastern cultures impacted on the social perception
of female puberty, childbirth and menstruation in Greco-Roman Egypt.

Routledge
Market: Classical Studies Market: History
December 2018: 240pp December 2017: 6 x 9: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09985-2: $144.95 Hb: 978-0-415-63586-8: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10379-2 eBook: 978-0-203-08603-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138099852 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415635868

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Toni MorrisonChristabel Pankhurst
Life, Liberty, and LiteratureA Biography
Veronica Hendrick, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY, USAJune Purvis, University of Portsmouth, UK

Series: Women's and Gender History
Christabel Pankhurst co-led the single sex Women’s Social and
Political Union (WSPU), regarded as the most notorious of the
groupings campaigning for the parliamentary vote for women
in the early 1900s. The determined and charismatic Christabel
revitalised the women’s suffrage campaign by rousing thousands
of women to become suffragettes and to demand rather than
ask politely for their democratic citizenship rights. This full-length
biography, the first for forty years, draws upon feminist
approaches to biography writing to place her within a network
of supportive female friendships. It is based upon an unrivalled
range of previously untapped primary sources.

Series: Routledge Historical Americans
Toni Morrison is one of the most celebrated living authors. Her work, for which she received
the Nobel Prize in Literature, vibrantly portrays American life from the Antebellum period
to the present. Her best-selling novels and short stories have been adapted for theater and
film, and have been widely read on college campuses for decades. Hendrick provides a
short, contextualizing biography about Morrison's life and then moves through Morrison's
work, introducing students to slavery, segregation, law, and civil rights.

In five brief chapters, bolstered by interviews, excerpts, and historical documents, Toni
Morrison provides a perfect analytical bridge between literature and history.

Routledge
October 2018: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-415-52961-7: $130.00
Pb: 978-0-415-52962-4: $34.95Routledge
eBook: 978-0-203-08154-9Market: History, Women and Gender Studies and Biography
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415529617January 2018: 590pp

Hb: 978-0-415-27947-5: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-815-37149-6: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-351-24666-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815371496

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Women and the First World WarHistoricising the Women's Liberation Movement in

the Western World Susan Grayzel, University of Mississippi, USA
Series: Seminar Studies1960-1999
Women and the First World War is an introduction to the experiences of women during this
important time in history. It explores women’s relationship to the war in each of the main

Edited by Laurel Forster, University of Portsmouth, UK and Sue Bruley, University of
Portsmouth, UK protagonist states, and looks at the wide-ranging effects of the war on women around the
This book asks how the Women’s Liberation Movement and the feminism of the late 60s,
70s and 80s might be reconsidered and historicised, and acknowledges the significance

world. This second edition has been fully updated to include more material on territories
under occupation and more examples from the British Empire, Eastern Europe and the

of this movement to ongoing contemporary feminisms. This book was first published as
a special issue of Women’s History Review.

Middle East, as well as explicit discussion of the impact of sexuality, ethnicity, and class.
Containing a sources section, a Chronology and a Glossary, the book is an ideal text for
students studying the First World War or the role of women.Routledge

Market: Women's History / Second Wave Feminism Routledge
February 2018: 176pp Market: History/Gender
Hb: 978-0-815-34821-4: $140.00 November 2018: 232pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815348214 Hb: 978-1-138-95227-0: $150.00

Pb: 978-1-138-95231-7: $42.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138952270
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Women, Land Rights and Rural Development
How Much Land Does a Woman Need?

Esther Kingston-Mann, University of Massachusetts, Boston,
USA
Series: Routledge Research in Gender and History
This book presents a comparative history of how rural women
claimed—or were prevented from claiming—land in the course
of private and collectivist property rights revolutions in very
different times and places. Using seventeenth-century England,
twentieth-century Russia and the Soviet Union, and
twentieth-century colonial Kenya as historical case
studies—despite their obvious and striking differences—the
book introduces women, and evidence of female agency, into
the predominantly male-centered narratives of rural economic
history.

Routledge
Market: History
January 2018: 6 x 9: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04855-3: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-17013-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138048553

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Women's International Activism during the
Inter-War Period, 1919–1939

Edited by Ingrid Sharp, University of Leeds, UK and Matthew
Stibbe, Sheffield Hallam University, UK
This book examines women’s campaigns for peace and social
justice during the period between the World Wars. It discusses
women’s medical activism, the work done to rebuild ties
between national women’s movements, and the visit of the Nazi
women’s leader. It was originally published as a special issue of
Women’s History Review.

Routledge
Market: Women's History / Interwar Activism
November 2017: 138pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29615-2: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138296152
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Dummy text to keep placeholder4 Volume Set
The Routledge History of Global War and SocietyMilitary History
Edited by Matthew S. Muehlbauer, Austin Peay State University, USA and David J.
Ulbrich, Rogers State University, USA

Edited by Jeremy Black, University of Exeter, UK
Series: Critical Concepts in Military, Strategic, and Security
Studies
Addressing the need for an authoritative reference work to make
sense of a rapidly growing and ever more complex corpus of
literature, Military History is a four-volume collection which brings
together the very best scholarship in a one-stop ‘mini library’ of
major works. Organized chronologically, but with abundant
cross-referencing to enable users to pursue thematic approaches,

Series: Routledge Histories
The Routledge History of War and Society details the latest research on the causes, experience
and impact of war in all periods of history. From the Ancient World to the 20

th
 century, and

from Asia nad Europe to North America, Latin America, and Africa, this collection of original
essays, written by the foremost names in the field of military history, brings scholars and
students up to speed on the themes and time periods most important to understanding
the complex interactions between war and societies around the world and throughout
time.the focus is on major articles published since 1990, first to centre on current research,

questions, and perspectives and, secondly, because earlier literature can be followed
through these pieces.

Routledge
Market: Military Studies/World History
February 2018: 7 x 10: 408ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-138-84980-8: $225.00Market: Military History
eBook: 978-1-315-72519-2December 2017: 1560pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138849808Hb: 978-1-138-18536-4: $1360.00

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138185364
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The Scramble for ItalyMonumental Conflicts
France, Spain and the Italian Wars, 1494-1559Twentieth-Century Wars and the Evolution of Public Memory
Idan Sherer, University of California Berkeley, USAEdited by Derek R. Mallett, U.S. Army Command and General

Staff College, USA
Monumental Conflicts? examines 20th century wars from the
First World War to the First Gulf War, each chapter analyzing
how popular memory has evolved over time. The chapters raise
fascinating questions about war and memory: Why are wars
remembered as they are? What factors drive changes in public
perception? What implications arise from remembering and
commemorating a war or particular aspects of a war? What does
popular memory of a war say about us as a society? The volume
is divided into three sections focusing on political evolution,
local remembering and outsiders and covers international wars
from Afghanistan to Vietnam and German deserter monuments

to Vietnamese war tourism.

Series: Warfare, Society and Culture
The invasion and occupation of the Kingdom of Naples by Charles VIII, King of France, in
1494-95 sparked a long and bloody conflict that is generally known as the Italian Wars. This
series of clashes not only disturbed the always volatile peace in the Italian Peninsula, but
also became a lengthy and fierce contest between France and Spain for the control of
Naples and Milan while proving a testing ground for new methods of warfare. This book
explores the Italian Wars as a separate and unique set of conflicts that highlighted the
military, social and cultural dynamics of sixteenth century Europe.

Routledge
Market: History
September 2018
Hb: 978-0-815-38225-6: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-20887-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815382256Routledge

Market: HIstory and Memory/Military History
November 2017: 236pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28227-8: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-28228-5: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-12254-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138282285

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Unit Cohesion in the Ancient WorldThe Global Seven Years War 1754-1763
Military and Social ApproachesBritain and France in a Great Power Contest
Edited by Louis Rawlings, Joshua R. Hall and Geoff LeeDaniel Baugh
Within the broader definition of ‘unit cohesion’, this volume approaches more specific
aspects of military cohesion in the ancient Mediterranean world including how individual

Series: Modern Wars In Perspective
The Global Seven Years War provides a comprehensive and insightful account of the
eighteenth-century conflict between France and Britain, which reached all corners of the soldiers commit to one another; how armies and units are maintained through hierarchy

and the ‘chain of command’; and social cohesion, in which social activities and aspects ofglobe: from British colonies in North America, to the Mediterranean, from Bengal to Quebec.
social power help bind an army or unit together. Chapters include explorations of the chainUsing contemporary sources and the latest scholarship, Daniel Baugh presents the narrative
of command in Homeric, Classical Greek and Roman armies, notably in examining howas a series of challenges to statesmen and military officers and gives fresh evaluations of
armies and units cohere during the sacking of cities as well as contributions on how thethe performance of the military, political systems and leading statesmen on both sides.
multi-ethnic mercenary armies of Carthage cohered, and the role of homosexual
relationships in Greek unit cohesion.

This new edition has added material on how the war impacted upon ordinary people and
culture as well as additional maps of key battles to bring the war to life.

Routledge
Routledge Market: Classics. Ancient History
Market: History/Seven Years' War October 2018
December 2018: 632pp Hb: 978-1-138-04585-9: $149.95
Hb: 978-1-138-21281-7: $165.00 eBook: 978-1-315-17175-3
Pb: 978-1-138-21282-4: $59.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138045859
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-17111-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138212817
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Ways of War
American Military History from the Colonial Era to the Twenty-First
Century

Matthew S. Muehlbauer, Austin Peay State University, USA
and David J. Ulbrich, Rogers State University, USA
From the first interactions between Europeans and native
peoples to recent peace-keeping efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq,
the military has always played an important role in American
history. Ways of War explores the role of the military within the
wider context of US history, and examines its influence on
American culture and politics. This book provides a
comprehensive survey of the history of the American military
while answering questions about how structure of the US military
developed, how it operates, and what its influence has been on
national identity. This updated edition includes a brand-new

conclusion that highlights the book’s major themes and current debates in the field.

Routledge
Market: Military History/American History
November 2017: 7 x 10: 528pp
Hb: 978-1-138-68161-3: $175.00
Pb: 978-1-138-68162-0: $74.95
eBook: 978-1-315-54569-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-88677-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138681620
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Health and Welfare in St. Petersburg, 1900–1941
Christopher Williams
Series: The History of Medicine in Context
This book charts changing health situation in the former capital of the Russian Empire
during the first half of the twentieth century. It tells the story of how the Russian - then
Soviet - government and public health authorities tried to cope with supplying the
population of St. Petersburg with clean water, fresh air, pure food and all the other bare
necessities against the backdrop of a crumbling Empire and the rise of a new socialist
regime. It explores how these changes were closely connected with social inequality and
social and political conflict as the new Soviet state struggled to cope with epidemics and
disease whilst fighting for its very existence.
Routledge
Market: History
March 2018: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-754-65534-3: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780754655343

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Hippocratic Oratory
The Poetics of Early Greek Medical Prose

James R. Cross
Series: Medicine and the Body in Antiquity
On Ancient Medicine, On the Art, On Breaths, On the Nature of
Human Beings and On the Sacred Disease are among the most
well-known and sophisticated works of the Hippocratic
Collection. The authors of these treatises were seeking to find
means to express their arguments that built on authoritative
models of their predecessors. By examining the range of
expressive resources used in their expository prose, James Cross
demonstrates how oral tradition and written techniques were
deployed to help the writers develop a case. The book offers
fresh insights into the oral debating culture and experiments in
persuasion which characterise the ancient Greek world of the

late fifth-century BCE.

Routledge
Market: Classical Studies
November 2017: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-472-47415-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-61118-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472474155

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Medicine in Modern Britain 1780-1950

Deborah Brunton
Series: Seminar Studies
Medicine in Modern Britain gives a clear overview of medicine as
it emerged from an early modern system of ideas, practices and
institutions to a recognisably modern form in the mid-twentieth
century.

The book is divided into six thematic chapters, including disease,
medical ideas and practices and the increasing role of the
government . The author contextualises each topic whilst
pointing towards the key historiographical debates surrounding
it. The chapters are followed by a documents section, a Who’s
Who and a glossary of terms.

This is essential reading for all students of the history of medicine in Britian.

Routledge
Market: History of Medicine
December 2018: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78422-2: $145.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78423-9: $44.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138784222
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Hungary since 1945America Enters the Cold War

Árpád von Klimó, Catholic University of America and Kevin
McAleer
Series: Routledge Histories of Central and Eastern Europe
Lying on the political fault line between East and West for the
past seventy five years, the significance of Hungary in geopolitical
terms has far outweighed the modest size of its population. This
book charts the main events of these tumultuous decades
including the 1956 Uprising, the end of Hungarian communism,
entry into the European Union and the rise to power of Viktor
Orbán and the national conservative ruling party Fidesz.

Routledge

The Road to Global Commitment, 1945–1950
Kevin E. Grimm, Regent University, USA
Series: Critical Moments in American History
This book takes a historiographical approach to analyzing the
foreign policy decisions which shaped America’s involvement
in the Cold War. Focusing on key documents like the Long
Telegram, the Truman Doctrine, and NSC-68, this book explores
US Cold War strategy from 1945 through 1950. By detailing and
contextualizing the ideological foundations of US foreign policy,
Kevin Grimm situates the events of the early Cold War in the
context of postwar American history. Including the full text of
primary source documents including the Long Telegram and
NSC-68, this text provides an essential overview of this period
for courses on the Cold War, diplomatic history, and 20

th
-century

US history.

Market: History
December 2017: 222pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22656-2: $144.95

Routledge eBook: 978-1-315-39742-9
Market: American History / Cold War * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138226562
November 2017: 6 x 9: 234pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20836-0: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-20837-7: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-351-45941-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138208377
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Romania under CommunismBringing Cold War Democracy to West Berlin,

1933-1972 Dennis Deletant, Georgetown University, USA and University College London
Series: Routledge Histories of Central and Eastern EuropeA Shared German-American Project
Despite the fact that a quarter of a century has passed since the overthrow of Romania’s
last Communist leader Nicolae Ceaușescu in December 1989, an analytical monograph of
Communist rule in the country has yet to be published in any major language.
This book rectifies that omission by analysing the application of the totalitarian model in
Romania, the mechanisms used by the party to carry out ‘the Communist revolution’ of

Scott H. Krause
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
Within the span of a generation, Nazi Germany’s former capital, Berlin, found a new role as
a symbol of freedom and resilient democracy in the Cold War. This book unearths how this

the country and its population, the removal of the opposition and the role of the political
police, the Securitate, in maintaining Communist control.

remarkable transformation derived from a network of liberal American occupation officials,
and returned émigrés, or remigrés, of the Marxist Social Democratic Party (SPD).
Routledge Routledge
Market: History Market: History
July 2018 June 2018: 512pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29985-6: $144.95 Hb: 978-1-138-70742-9: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-09785-5 eBook: 978-1-315-20140-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138299856 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138707429
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Soviet Science in the Shadow of the Cold WarCold Science
Scientists and Cold War Research & Development Projects in the 1950sEnvironmental Knowledge in the North American Arctic During the

Cold War Hiroshi Ichikawa, Hiroshima University, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Science, Technology and MedicineEdited by Stephen Bocking and Daniel Heidt

Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Science, Technology and Medicine Why were such a great number of scientific talents mobilized to various Soviet Cold War
research and development projects? How can we explain this in the light of developmentsScience during the Cold War has become a matter of lively interest within the historical

research community, attracting the attention of scholars concerned with the history of in historical scholarship, in which the simple totalitarian model has lost currency? How can
we characterize the basic features of the Soviet Cold War R&D projects in their realities? Toscience, the Cold War, and environmental history. The Arctic - recognized as a frontier of
resolve these questions, Ichikawa analyses the complicated interactions among variousconfrontation between the superpowers, and consequently central to the Cold War - has
factors, including the indigenous contradictions in the historical development of sciencealso attracted much attention. This edited collection speaks to this dual interest, by providing

innovative and authoritative analyses of the history of Arctic science during the Cold War. in the Soviet Union; conflicts among the related interest groups; relationships with the
political leadership and the military; and the role of ideology.Routledge

Market: History Routledge
August 2018 Market: History of Science/Cold War
Hb: 978-1-138-04396-1: $149.95 November 2018: 216pp
eBook: 978-1-315-17273-6 Hb: 978-1-138-55245-6: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138043961 eBook: 978-1-315-14819-9
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The Bilderberg Group and the Cold War, 1952-1968
Informal Alliance
Thomas Gijswijt, University of Tübingen, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
This volume provides the first history of the secretive Bilderberg Group, the high-level
transatlantic elite network founded at the height of the Cold War. It aims to show the
importance of informal diplomacy and private transnational elite networks in a fast changing
world of Cold War, decolonization, and globalization.

Routledge
Market: History
November 2018
Hb: 978-0-815-39674-1: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-18104-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815396741
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War Veterans and the World after 1945
Cold War Politics, Decolonization, Memory
Edited by Ángel Alcalde, Ludwigs-Maximilians University, Munich, Germany and
Xosé Manoel Núñez Seixas, Ludwig-Maximilians University, Munich, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
As a consequence of World War II, there were more than 100 million war veterans living in
different regions of the world in 1945 while in subsequent decades, the number of people
with war experience further increased with new armed conflicts in Asia and Africa. However,
veterans have been largely neglected in global historical accounts of the post-1945 era.
Spanning historical cases from the United States to South Africa, from Algeria to Iran, this
book offers a global perspective into veterans’ history since World War II. Cold War struggles,
racial conflict, decolonization, development, and contested memories marked the
experiences of veterans in the making of our times.

Routledge
Market: History
May 2018: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35971-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-11998-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815359715
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Johann Friedrich BlumenbachClosing the Door on Globalization: Internationalism,

Nationalism, Culture and Science in the Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries

Race and Natural History, 1750-1850
Edited by Nicolaas Rupke and Gerhard Lauer
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Science, Technology and Medicine

Edited by Cláudia Ninhos and Fernando Clara
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Science, Technology
and Medicine
This is a book about the tensions and entangled interactions
between internationalism and nationalism, and about the effects
both had on European scientific and cultural settings from the
mid–nineteenth to the mid–twentieth century. From chemistry
to philology the essays tackle different historical case studies
exploring how the paths taken by Science and Culture during
the period were affected by nationalism and internationalism.

Routledge

The major significance of the German naturalist-physician Johann Friedrich Blumenbach
(1752-1840) as a topic of historical study is the fact that he was one of the first
anthropologists to investigate humankind as part of natural history. Moreover, Blumenbach
was and continues to be a central figure in debates about race and racism.This collection
of essays considers how, with Blumenbach and around him, the study of natural history
and, by extension, that of science came to dominate the Western discourse of race.
Routledge
Market: History
May 2018: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73842-3: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-18477-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138738423

Market: History
October 2017: 186pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74457-8: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-18093-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138744578
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Perspectives on Classification in Synthetic SciencesFrom Models to Simulations
Unnatural KindsFranck Varenne, University of Rouen, France

Series: History and Philosophy of Technoscience Edited by Julia Bursten
This book analyses the impact computerization has had on contemporary science and
explains the origins, technical nature and epistemological consequences of the current

Series: History and Philosophy of Technoscience
It is the belief of many of this volume's contributing authors that contemporary
conversations about scientific classification have stagnated by focusing centrally or solelydecisive interplay between technology and science: an intertwining of formalism,

computation, data acquisition, data and visualization and how these factors have led to
the spread of simulation models since the 1950s.

on natural kinds, that is, kinds whose existence is not dependent on scientific processes of
synthesis. Instead, the aim is to refocus conversations about kinds in this book via extensive

Using historical, comparative and interpretative case studies from a range of disciplines,
the author shows how and why computers, data treatment devices and programming

study of two paradigm cases of synthetic kinds: in the first place nanomaterials and in the
second, stem cells and synthetic biology.

languages have occasioned a gradual but irresistible and massive shift from mathematical
models to computer simulations.

Routledge
Market: History
July 2018: 136ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-138-29810-1: $144.95Market: History
eBook: 978-1-315-09883-8September 2018
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138298101Hb: 978-1-138-06521-5: $149.95

eBook: 978-1-315-15990-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138065215
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Philosophy of InterdisciplinarityHealth Policies in Transnational Perspective
Jan C. Schmidt, University of Darmstadt, GermanyEurope in the Interwar Years
Series: History and Philosophy of TechnoscienceJosep-Lluís Barona-Vilar, University of Valencia, Spain
This book aims to foster and facilitate the course of interdisciplinary research by laying out
some philosophical foundations and giving wider substance to a possible "Philosophy of

Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Science, Technology and Medicine
Research into public health policies and hygiene instruction has been oriented traditionally
in the national context and there is a rich historiography that analyses the development Interdisciplinarity". This is achieved with reference to epistemology, philosophy and the

philosophy of science as well as nanotechnology, synthetic biology and ethics.of health policies and systems in various European and American countries during the first
Routledgedecades of the 20th century. What is often ignored, however is the study of the great many
Market: Historyconnections and circulations of knowledge, people, technologies, artefacts and practices

during that period between countries. This book redresses that balance.
October 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-23007-1: $150.00

Routledge eBook: 978-1-315-38710-9
Market: History * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138230071
September 2018
Hb: 978-0-815-37091-8: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-24789-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815370918
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W.J.M. Rankine, 1820–1872Science, Africa and Europe
The Making of Engineering Science in Victorian CultureProcessing Information and Creating Knowledge
Ben MarsdenEdited by Patrick Harries, Martin Lengwiler and Nigel Penn
Series: Science, Technology and Culture, 1700-1945Series: Routledge Studies in Science, Technology and Society
William John Macquorn Rankine (1820-1872) is a major figure in the history of
nineteenth-century science and engineering. A successful railway and hydraulic engineer,

Historically, scientists and experts have played a prominent role in shaping the relationship
between Europe and Africa. Starting with missionary intellectuals in the seventeenth

he was largely responsible for the establishment of 'engineering science' as the core of acentury, European savants have engaged in the study of nature and society in Africa. This
new academic discipline separate from that of practical engineering. Beginning with hisbook poses questions about the changing role of European science and expert knowledge
birth in Edinburgh in 1820 this book - the first full length biography of Rankine - traces hisfrom early colonial times to post-colonial times. How did science shape understanding of
Scottish schooling, his engineering apprenticeship in Ireland, his early years as railway andAfrica in Europe and how was scientific knowledge shaped, adapted and redefined in

African contexts? hydraulic engineer in the 1840s, his emergence as a distinctive scientific voice in the 1850s,
and his career as a university professor in Glasgow.Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: History
Market: History of Science and TechnologyJuly 2018: 224pp
May 2018: 270ppHb: 978-0-815-37831-0: $144.95
Hb: 978-0-754-65089-8: $150.00eBook: 978-1-351-23267-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780754650898* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815378310
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Urban Histories of Science
Edited by Oliver Hochadel, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC),
Spain and Agustí Nieto-Galan, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Science, Technology and Medicine
This edited volume tells eleven Urban Histories of Science from cities situated on the margins
of Europe around 1900. Most diverse scientific practices were intimately intertwined with
the dynamics of the urban space. This book shows that the "periphery" is a valuable object
of study in its own right.
Routledge
Market: History
July 2018: 6 x 9: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-415-78417-7: $145.00
eBook: 978-1-315-22854-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415784177
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Visual Representations in Science
Concept and Epistemology
Nicola Mößner, Aachen University, Germany
Series: History and Philosophy of Technoscience
Visual representations (photographs, diagrams, etc.) play crucial roles in scientific processes.
They help, for example, to communicate research results and hypotheses to scientific peers
as well as to the lay audience. In genuine research activities they are used as evidence or
as surrogates for research objects which are otherwise cognitively inaccessible. Despite
their important functional roles in scientific practices, philosophers of science have more
or less neglected visual representations in their analyses of epistemic methods and tools
of reasoning in science. This book is meant to fill this gap.

Routledge
Market: History
May 2018: 432pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08993-8: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10890-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138089938
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Decolonisation and Regional GeopoliticsImperial Technology and 'Native' Agency
South Africa and the ‘Congo Crisis’, 1960-1965A Social History of Railways in Colonial India, 1850-1920
Lazlo Passemiers, University of the Free State, South AfricaAparajita Mukhopadhyay, Salisbury University, USA
Series: The Routledge Global 1960s and 1970s SeriesSeries: Empires and the Making of the Modern World, 1650-2000
This book argues that as much as the ‘Congo crisis’ was a Cold War battleground, so too
was it a battleground for Southern Africa’s decolonisation. A transnational history of African

This book examines the impact of railways on colonial Indian society in the mid-nineteenth
and early twentieth century. It contributes to the wider debates on how far technology

decolonisation, apartheid diplomacy, and Southern African liberation movements, thecan propel social change, regardless of the political context of transmission. The author
finds that the impact of railways was not as radical as is sometimes painted. volume answers three central questions. First, what was the nature of South Africa’s

involvement in the Congo crisis? Second, what was the rationale for this involvement?Routledge
Third, how did South Africans perceive the crisis? Innovatively, the book shifts the focusMarket: History
on the Congo crisis away from Cold War intervention and centres it around African
decolonisation and regional geopolitics.

May 2018: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22668-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-39710-8

Routledge* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138226685
Market: History
October 2018
Hb: 978-0-815-35279-2: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-13816-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815352792
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Free Communities of Color and the Revolutionary
Caribbean

Biographies Between Spheres of Empire
Life History Approaches to Colonial Africa

Edited by Achim von Oppen, University of Bayreuth,
Germany and Silke Strickrodt, University of Birmingham,
UK
In this volume, five biographical studies explore life in Africa on
the eve of, and under, colonial rule. They show how ‘ordinary’
individuals and groups navigated the boundaries between the
various spaces of the colonial world, thus illustrating both the
power and the permeability of colonial divisions. This book was
originally published as a special issue of The Journal of Imperial
and Commonwealth Studies.

Routledge

Overturning, or Turning Back?
Edited by Robert D. Taber, Fayetteville State University, USA and Charlton W. Yingling,
University of Louisville, USA
How did free communities of color protect their social status and economic gains in the
Age of Atlantic Revolutions? This book highlights the complications of civil rights and
abolition in the late-colonial era Caribbean. This book was first published as a special issue
of Atlantic Studies.

Routledge
Market: Colonial History / The Caribbean / Ethnic and Racial Studies
March 2018: 170pp
Hb: 978-0-815-34761-3: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815347613

Market: Colonialism / Biography
November 2017: 122pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57416-8: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138574168
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Liberalism and the British Empire in Southeast AsiaBritish Imperialism and Turkish Nationalism in

Cyprus, 1923-1939 Edited by Gareth Knapman, Australian National University, Australia, Anthony Milner,
Australian National University and Mary Quilty

Divide, Define and Rule
Series: Empires in Perspective

Ilia Xypolia, University of Aberdeen, UK
Series: Empires in Perspective
As Cyprus experienced British imperial rule between 1878 and
1960, Greek and Turkish nationalism on the island developed at
different times and at different speeds. Relations between Turkish
Cypriots and the British on the one hand, and Greek Cypriots
and the British on the other, were often asymmetrical with the
Muslim community undergoing an enormous change in terms
of national/ethnic identity and class characteristics. Turkish
Cypriot nationalism developed belatedly as a militant nationalist
and anti-Enosis movement. This book explores the relationship
between the emergence of Turkish national identity and British

colonial rule in the 1920s and 1930s.

This collection of essays collects the leading scholars on British colonial thought in Southeast
Asia to consider the question: what was the relationship between liberalism and the British
Empire in Southeast Asia? The empire builders in Southeast Asia: Lord Minto, William
Farquhar, John Leyden, Thomas Stamford Raffles, and John Crawfurd - to name a few -
were fervent believers in a liberal free trade order in Southeast Asia.
Routledge
Market: History
July 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-08205-2: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-11268-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138082052
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The Communist International, Anti-Imperialism and
Racial Equality in British Dominions

New Archives of Settler Occupation
The Settled Globe
Edited by Yu-ting Huang and Rebecca Weaver-Hightower Oleksa Drachewych, McMaster University, Canada
Series: Empires and the Making of the Modern World, 1650-2000 Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
Much of the intellectual effort in the surging field of settler colonial studies since the late
1990s has been to theorize the structural distinction between colonialism and settler

This book analyses the stance of international communism towards nationality,
anti-colonialism, and racial equality as defined by the Communist International (Comintern)

colonialism. While the field has always been interdisciplinary, its emphasis on settler during the interwar period. Central to the volume is a comparative analysis of the communist
colonialism as a political structure has largely privileged political history and has tended parties of three British dominions; South Africa, Canada and Australia, demonstrating how
to ignore local variants. This books makes a timely and important scholarly contribution in each party attempted to follow Moscow’s lead and how each party produced its own
focusing on cultural expressions of settler colonialism across geographical, political, and
cultural borders.

attempts to deal with these issues locally, while considering the limits of their own agency
within the movement at large.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: History
Market: HistoryJuly 2018
August 2018Hb: 978-0-815-35096-5: $144.95
Hb: 978-0-815-35478-9: $144.95eBook: 978-1-351-14204-5
eBook: 978-1-351-13199-5* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815350965
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815354789
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The Muslim Reception of European OrientalismPathways from Slavery
Reversing the GazeBritish and Colonial Mobilizations in Global Perspective
Edited by Susannah Heschel and Umar RyadSeymour Drescher, University of Pittsburgh, USA

Series: Variorum Collected Studies
Seymour Drescher’s regular, deeply-thought and carefully
nuanced arguments have periodically reshaped how we think
of the subject of the history of slavery itself. He has discussed
the impact of economic and cultural factors on human behaviour
and has shown that historical evidence does not lead to easy
answers. He has changed the way in which we now look at
abolitionism and has destroyed the linear explanation of
economic decline. This books gathers together some of
Drescher’s key essays in the field.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
Did scholars and historians in Western Europe provide crucial support to the imperialist,
colonialist activities of European regimes? Are their writings on Islam laden with denigrating,
eroticized, distorting biases that have left an indelible impact on Western society? What is
the "Orientalism" invented by Europe and what is its impact today?
However, one question has almost never been raised: How were the Orientalist writings
of European scholars of Islam received among their Muslim contemporaries? An international
team of contributors rectify this oversight in this volume.

Routledge
Market: History
July 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-23203-7: $150.00

Market: History eBook: 978-1-315-31377-1
December 2017: 306pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138232037
Hb: 978-1-138-63464-0: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-20671-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138634640
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The Rise and Decline of India’s Population Problem
in the Twentieth Century

Remembering Independence
Carola Lentz and David Lowe, Deakin University, Australia
Series: Remembering the Modern World Debating Demography
Remembering Independence explores the commemoration and remembrance of
independence following the great wave of decolonisation after the Second World War.

Rahul Nair, Antioch College, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern HistoryUsing case studies from Africa, Asia, and with reference to the Pacific, the authors find that
This book examines the historical and discursive construction of India’s ‘population problem’
through the shared concerns of British colonial officials and Indians regarding the high

remembering independence is a highly dynamic topic. The book discusses how
remembering independence has changed over time and how it has connected to particular
contemporary purposes and competing political visions. Drawing on combined insights birth and death rates, maternal health, food supply, the quality of India’s population, and
from history and anthropology, this book will be essential reading for all students of the
history of empire, decolonisation, and post-colonial politics of memory.

conceptions of development that incorporated economic planning and a scientific
modernity.
RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: HistoryMarket: Imperial History/World History
August 2017: 176ppApril 2018: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30828-2: $144.95Hb: 978-1-138-90572-6: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14291-3Pb: 978-1-138-90573-3: $40.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308282* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138905726
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The Legacy of Thomas Paine in the Transatlantic
World

Edited by Sam Edwards, Manchester Metropolitan
University, UK and Marcus Morris, Manchester Metropolitan
University, UK
With essays authored by experts on both sides of the Atlantic
(and beyond), this book examines the transatlantic afterlife of
Thomas Paine, offering new insights into the ways in which he
has been used and abused, remembered and represented, in
the two hundred years since his death.

Routledge
Market: History
November 2017: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-848-93577-8: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-351-24694-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781848935778

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Limits of Westernization
Jon T Davidann
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
The goal of this project is to locate the origins and development of modern thought in the
United States and East Asia in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. While a
strong literature on post-war modernization exists, there is a gap in the pre-war origins
and development of modern ideas. This book re-evaluates the influence of the United
States on East Asia in the twentieth century and gives greater voice to East Asians in the
construction of their own ideas of modernity.
Routledge
Market: History
August 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-06820-9: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15820-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138068209

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Origins of Anti-Authoritarianism
Nina Witoszek
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
This book discusses the ongoing revolution of dignity in human history as the work of
‘humanist outliers’: small groups and individuals dedicated to compassionate social
emancipation. It argues that anti-authoritarian revolutions like 1989’s ‘Autumn of the
Nations’ succeeded in large part due to cultural and political innovations springing from
such small groups.
Routledge
Market: History
August 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-05797-5: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16454-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138057975
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
The Style and Mythology of Socialism: Socialist
Idealism, 1871-1914

A History of the Muslim World since 1260
The Making of a Global Community
Vernon O Egger Stefan Arvidsson, Linnaeus University, Sweden

Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
By proposing general observations on the relationship between
socialism, imagination, myth and utopia, as well as bringing the
late nineteenth century socialist culture - a culture imbued with
Biblical narratives, Christian symbols, classic mythology, rituals
from freemasonry, Viking romanticism, and utopian speculations
– together under the novel term ‘socialist idealism’, The Style and
Mythology of Socialism: Socialist idealism, 1871-1914 draws
attention to the symbolic, artistic and rhetorical ways that
socialism originally set the hearts of people on fire.

Routledge

A History of the Muslim World since 1260 traces the development of Muslim civilizations from
the Mongols to the present day, offering students a balanced coverage of the Muslim world
and detailed accounts of all cultures. This second edition is now in full color and the
chronology of the book has been extended to include developments in the Muslim world
up to the present day.

Routledge
Market: Islamic History
May 2018: 592pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74246-8: $200.00
Pb: 978-1-138-74248-2: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-315-18229-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138742468

Market: History
October 2017: 324pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73835-5: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-18481-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138738355

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Gods and Goddesses in Ancient Italy
Edited by Daniele Miano, University College Dublin, Ireland and Edward Bispham
Scholars in the last few decades have developed a much better understanding of
sanctuaries, priesthoods and rituals in ancient Italy but little attention has been given to
the gods, the focal point of the religious system. This book analyses how gods and
goddesses in Republican Italy were worshipped by different individuals, communities and
cities. Individual chapters are dedicated to specific gods and goddesses.

Routledge
Market: Classics/Ancient Religion
September 2018: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69755-3: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-52137-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138697553

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Medieval Roots of Antisemitism
Continuities and Discontinuities from the Middle Ages to the Present
Day

Edited by Jonathan Adams, University of Uppsala, Sweden
and Cordelia Heß, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
This book presents a fresh approach to the question of the
historical continuities and discontinuities of Jew-hatred with
discussions of antisemitic phenomenon in the pre-modern and
modern periods. Articles include analyses of blood libel, visual
stereotypes, anti-Jewish violence, Christian and Muslim
antisemitism, and antisemitism without Jews across the
centuries.

Routledge
Market: History
February 2018: 6 x 9: 520pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63088-8: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-351-12082-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138630888
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Dynamics of the Nineteenth Century
Shopping-scape

Alcohol Flows across Cultures
Drinking Cultures in Transnational and Comparative Perspective
Edited by Waltraud Ernst Brussels, 1830s-1910s
This book maps changing patterns of drinking. Emphasis is on the connected histories of
different regions and populations across the globe in regard to consumption patterns,

Anneleen Arnout, Radboud University, the Netherlands
This book addresses the unresolved question of how urban retailing and consumption
changed during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It replaces the usual focus

government policies, economics and representations of alcohol and drinking.This
transnational perspective facilitates an understanding of the local, transnational and global

on just one (type of) shopping institution with that of the urban shopping-scape in itsfactors that have had a bearing on alcohol consumption and legislation and especially on
entirety. Based on an in-depth empirical analysis of Brussels and secondary sources onthe emergence of particular styles of ‘drinking cultures’. A comparative approach helps
other (comparable) cities, the author demonstrates that the unbridled commercialisationidentify similarities, differences and crossovers between particular regions and pinpoint
of cities in the nineteenth century cannot be understood without taking into account the
entirety of the shopping landscape.

the parameters that shape alcohol consumption, policies, legal and illegal production, and
popular perceptions

Routledge
Routledge Market: History
Market: History June 2018: 272pp
October 2018 Hb: 978-0-815-37922-5: $144.95
Hb: 978-1-138-30205-1: $144.95 eBook: 978-1-351-21638-8
eBook: 978-0-203-73203-8 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815379225
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138302051
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Gardens at the FrontierAn Intellectual History of Blindness
New Methodological Perspectives on Garden History and Designed
Landscapes

The Enlightenment to the Present
Frank Wyman
Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History Edited by James Beattie, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

Gardens at the Frontier explores garden history’s thematic, geographical, and methodological
frontiers through a focus on gardens as sites of cultural contact. This book was originally
published as a special issue of Studies in the History of Gardens & Designed Landscapes.

Author Frank Wyman examines three significant questions that Enlightenment thinkers
posed about people who were blind: What is the capacity of a person who is blind to
function in civil society? What is the nature of blind experience? What rights should people
who are blind have in society? This volume explores the narratives of many blind thought Routledge
leaders, including the remarkable Helen Keller, to determine how these questions, and the
answers to them, changed over time.

Market: Garden History / Designed Landscapes
February 2018: 114pp
Hb: 978-0-815-34790-3: $140.00Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815347903Market: History

June 2018: 6 x 9: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-415-89620-7: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415896207
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Merchants and Society in Modern ChinaCraft and Capital in the Book Trade
Rise of Merchant GroupsEdited by Michael Harris, Robin Myers and Giles Mandelbrote

Series: Routledge Studies in Book Trade History Tang Lixing, Professor, College of Humanities and
Communications, Shanghai Normal University, China
Series: China Perspectives
Absorbing methods of anthropology, psychology, geography,
economics, as well as cultural and genealogical studies, this
book explores the development of the merchant in modern
China. To start with, it examines the golden times of the
merchant and the dilemmas facing them in the traditional
society. With the economic development, merchant groups
appeared and formed an active social class. Major merchant
groups, their psychological integration, the interaction between
merchants and capitalism are studied. Also, merchants’ role in
the communal life is analyzed, including their contribution to

Much has been written over the years about the history of the book, but this has often
posited publishing as a somewhat ethereal process where the production and distribution
of the artefact is portrayed as existing in a vacuum, somehow apart from the world of
commerce. This collection of essays, brings to light the way publishing existed in real-life,
financial terms across a range of countries and era – from renaissance Italy to eighteenth
century England to pre-revolutionary France.

Routledge
Market: History
July 2018: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50195-9: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14463-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138501959

the making and expansion of modern communities, which promotes China’s social
transformation.

Routledge
Market: History/Economic History/Chinese Economic History
December 2017: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08912-9: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10941-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138089129
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Pioneering Health in London, 1935-2000Merchants and Society in Modern China
The Peckham ExperimentFrom Guild to Chamber of Commerce
David KuchenbuchTang Lixing, Professor, College of Humanities and

Communications, Shanghai Normal University, China
Series: China Perspectives
From the angle of the interaction between the merchant and
modern society, this book examines the factors behind the rise
of the merchant class in China. Firstly, it analyzes the features
and historical standings of merchant culture which came into
existence on the basis of reworking and integrating
Neo-Confucianism. Then the rise of the bourgeoisie and their
role in the evolution of modern Chinese society are studied
thoroughly, including the dilemmas faced by Chinese merchants.
Finally, it probes into the reasons why it was hard for China to
go beyond modern society, that is, completing the transition

from commodity economy to capitalist economy.

Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Science, Technology and Medicine
The so-called Peckham Experiment, conducted between 1935 and 1950 in the London
Pioneer Health Centre (PHC), was one of the most important social experiments of the
modern era. Combining a micro-historical perspective with approaches from the history
of science – as well as analysing historical photographs from the Centre itself – this book
shows how bio-medical theories on social organization informed research on social life in
the 1930s and 1940s. The outcome was a kind of social laboratory, where new insights into
the power of social groups to self-organize were generated – insights which were soon
discussed around the world and which still haunt British political debates today.
Routledge
Market: History
November 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-72291-0: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-19332-8

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138722910
Market: History/Economic History/ Chinese Economic History
December 2017: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08913-6: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10940-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138089136
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Rise and Fall of British Crusader Medievalism,
c.1825–1945

Migrant Letters
Emotional language, mobile identities, and writing practices in historical
perspective Mike Horswell

Series: Advances in Crusades Research
This book investigates the uses of crusader medievalism – the
memory of the crusades and crusading rhetoric and imagery –
in Britain, from Walter Scott’s The Talisman (1825) to the end of
the Second World War. It seeks to understand why and when
the crusades and crusading were popular, how they fitted with
other cultural trends of the Victorian and Edwardian eras, how
their use was affected by the turmoil of the First World War and
whether they were differently employed in the interwar years
and in the 1939-45 conflict.

Routledge

Edited by Marcelo J. Borges, Dickinson College, USA and
Sonia Cancian, University College, Zayed University, United
Arab Emirates
A historical exploration of the connection between the practice
of letter writing and the emotional, economic, familial, and
gendered experiences of men and women separated by
migration. It was originally published as a special issue of The
History of Family

Routledge Market: History
May 2018: 296ppMarket: History/World International History
Hb: 978-1-138-29675-6: $144.95February 2018: 214pp
eBook: 978-1-315-09982-8Hb: 978-1-138-56019-2: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138296756* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138560192
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Sin, Sanctity and the Sister-in-LawOrphans and Abandoned Children in European

History Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister in the Nineteenth Century
David G. Barrie, University of Western AustraliaSixteenth to Twentieth Centuries
This is the first book specifically devoted to exploring one of the longest-running religious,
social and political controversies in nineteenth-century Britain – the sixty five year campaign

Edited by Nicoleta Roman, Romanian Academy of Science
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
In a world dominated by poverty, a central characteristic has
been the plight of orphans and abandoned children. Over the
centuries, State, Church and individuals have all attempted to
tackle the issue, but can we trace any change over the course
of time when it comes to the welfare system intended for these
disadvantaged children and acts of philanthropy? What kind of
social policies did States follow and what were the main
differences between countries and regions? Drawing on
historical evidence across several centuries and a range of
European countries, the contributors to this volume provide a
transnational overview.

to legalise marriage between a man and his deceased wife’s sister. The issue captured the
political, religious and literary imagination of the United Kingdom and provoked huge
parliamentary and religious debate and aroused national, ecclesiastical and sexual passions.
The campaign to legalise such unions, and the widespread opposition it provoked, spoke
to issues not just of incest, sex and the family, but also to national identity and political and
religious governance.
Routledge
Market: History
May 2018: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37092-5: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-24785-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815370925

Routledge
Market: History
November 2017: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-138-07109-4: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-11482-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138071094
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Water and Urbanism in Roman Britain
Hybridity and Identity
Jay Ingate
Series: Studies in Roman Space and Urbanism
There is substantial evidence, both archaeological and literary, that outlines the symbolic
and ritual dimensions of water in antiquity. This book explores how the water of aqueducts,
wells, sewers and bathhouses acted as extensions to such beliefs, forging deep connections
between natural contexts and urban space. By considering this new dimension to water
supply we can more thoroughly rationalise the investment in such features, particularly
on the periphery of the Roman Empire, without resorting to simplistic colonial ideas based
on ‘progress’ and ‘civilisation’.

Routledge
Market: Roman History
November 2018: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63469-5: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-20670-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138634695
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Joining the Non-Proliferation Treaty
Deterrence, Non-Proliferation and the American Alliance
Edited by John Bayliss, University of Swansea, UK and Yoko Iwama, National Gradate
Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS), Japan
Series: Routledge Advances in International Relations and Global Politics
Leading American, British, Canadian, French, German and Japanese scholars consider key
questions which faced the signatories to the NPT:

How imperative was nuclear deterrence in facing the perceived threat to their country?

How reliable did they think the US extended deterrence was, and how costly would an
independent deterrent be both financially and politically?

How much future was there in the civilian nuclear energy sector for their country and what
role would NPT play in this area?

What capabilities needed to be preserved for the country’s future and how could this be
made compatible with the NPT?

What were the determining factors of deciding whether to join the NPT?

Routledge
Market: Diplomatic History
July 2018: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57145-7: $140.00
eBook: 978-0-203-70280-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138571457

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Institution of International Order
From the League of Nations to the United Nations
Edited by Simon Jackson and Alanna O'Malley
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
The history of internationalism and international institutions such as the League of Nations
and the United Nations is a rapidly evolving field, as a new generation of historians advances
through the breaches in older historiographies lately fashioned by Susan Pedersen, Mark
Mazower, Patricia Clavin, Erez Manela and other proponents of the ‘new international
history’. At the centre of this new scholarship is a re-examination of the role of the League
and the UN in shaping global orders across the twentieth century. This edited volume
brings together these two institutions in order to trace the continuities and changes
between the two bodies.

Routledge
Market: History
April 2018: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09150-4: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10800-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138091504
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The Post Cold War World
Turbulence and Change in World Politics Since the Fall
Michael Cox, London School of Economics, UK
This book by a leading scholar of international relations examines the origins of the new
world disorder – the resurgence of authoritarianism, the rise of populism and the prevalence
of terrorism – and why so many assumptions about how the world would look after the
Cold War have proven to be wrong. To do this, Michael Cox goes back to the moment of
creation or disintegration and examines what the Cold War was about, why the Cold War
ended, why the ‘experts failed to predict it, and how different writers and policy makers
(and not just western ones) have viewed those tumultuous years.
Routledge
Market: Diplomatic History
May 2018: 244pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35169-6: $144.95
Pb: 978-0-815-35171-9: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-351-14096-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815351696
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America and the Postwar World: Remaking
International Society, 1945-1956
David Mayers, Boston University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
The main tide of international relations scholarship on the first years after World War Two 
sweeps toward Cold War accounts. This book examines a past that ran concurrent with 
the Cold War and interacted with it, but which can also be read as separable: Washington 
in the first years after the Second World War, and in response to that conflagration, sought 
to redesign international society. That society was then, and remains, an amorphous 
thing. This scholarship, centered on the Cold War as vortex and a reconfigured world 
economy, is rife with contending schools of interpretation and, bolstered by declassified 
archival documents, will support future investigations and writing.

Routledge
Market: Modern History
March 2018: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37615-6: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-815-37616-3: $39.99
eBook: 978-1-351-23844-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815376156

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Embassies in Crisis
Managing Diplomatic Exposure
Edited by Rogelia Pastor-Castro, University of Strathclyde, UK and Martin Thomas, 
Exeter University, United Kingdom
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
Embassies are integral to international diplomacy, their staff instrumental to
inter-governmental dialogue, strategic partnerships, trading relationships and cultural 
exchange. But Embassies are also discreet political spaces. Notionally sovereign territory 
‘immune’ from local jurisdiction, in moments of crisis Embassies have often been targets 
of protest and sites of confrontation. It is this aspect of Embassy experience that this 
collection of essays explores and Embassies in Crisis revisits flashpoints in the recent lives 
of Embassies overseas at times of acute political crisis.
Routledge
Market: History
August 2018: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35788-9: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-12350-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357889

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Israel’s Path to Europe
The Negotiations for a Preferential Agreement, 1957–1975
Gadi Heimann, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel and Lior Herman, Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem, Israel
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern European History
Relations between the new state of Israel and the European Union in the first twenty years 
of the Community’s existence were a major policy issue given the background of the 
Holocaust and the way the new nation was established. This book focuses on
Israel-European Community relations from 1957 to 1975 - from the signing of the Treaty 
of Rome (1957), which officially established the Common Market, to the conclusion of 
Israel’s Free Trade Agreement with the Community. It reveals a new and key facet of Israeli 
diplomacy during the country's infancy, joining the many studies concerning Israel's relations 
with the United States, France, Germany and Britain.
Routledge
Market: History
July 2018
Hb: 978-0-815-36697-3: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-25844-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815366973
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Telenovelas in Pan-Latino Context

June Carolyn Erlick, David Rockefeller Center for Latin
American Studies, Harvard, USA
Series: Latin American Tópicos
This concise book, geared towards undergraduate Latin
American studies courses, provides an accessible overview of
the history of the telenovela in Latin America within a pan-Latino
context, including the way the genre crosses borders between
Latin America and the United States. Telenovelas, a distinct
variety of soap operas originating in Latin America, take up key
issues of race, class, sexual identity, and violence, interweaving
stories with melodramatic romance and quests for identity. June
Erlick’s book examines the social implications of telenovela

themes in the context of the evolution of television as an integral part of the modernization
of Latin American countries.

Routledge
Market: Latin American History/Film Studies
October 2017: 6 x 9: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-138-68174-3: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-68176-7: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-54560-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138681767
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The Drug War in the Americas
Christopher M. White, Marshall University, USA
Over the past century, the war against illegal drugs has reshaped both the United States
and Latin American societies. Throughout that time, the legitimacy of this drug war has
also been fiercely debated. This concise and accessible book brings together the history
of the drug war in the U.S. and Latin America in a single volume, showing how the war has
been a single phenomenon across the hemisphere. From the late 19th and early 20th
century to the present, The Drug War in the Americas offers a clear and objective narrative
that enables students to understand the origins, impact, and debates behind the War on
Drugs.

Routledge
Market: American History/Latin American History
June 2018: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-95208-9: $140.00
Pb: 978-1-138-95209-6: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-66780-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138952089
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The Routledge History of Latin American Culture

Edited by Carlos Manuel Salomon, CSU East Bay, USA
Series: Routledge Histories
The Routledge History of Latin American Culture delves into the
cultural history of Latin America from the end of the colonial
period to the 20th century, focusing on the formation of national,
racial, and ethnic identity, the culture of resistance, and the
process of cultural hybridity to show how the people of Latin
America have participated in the making of their own history.
From religion to food, from political resistance to artistic
representation, this handbook of original essays showcases the
work of interdisciplinary scholars from the forefront of Latin
American cultural history, creating an essential reference volume

for any scholar of modern Latin America.

Routledge
Market: Latin American History/Latin American Studies
December 2017: 7 x 10: 386pp
Hb: 978-1-138-90256-5: $210.00
eBook: 978-1-315-69725-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138902565
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A Machine That Would Go of ItselfA Cultural History of the Modern Age
The Constitution in American CultureThe Crisis of the European Soul

Russell Fraser and Michael Kammen
In this volume, Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Michael Kammen
explores the U.S. Constitution's place in the public consciousness
and its role as a symbol in American life, from ratification in 1788
to our own time. Kammen shows that although there are
recurrent declarations of reverence most of us neither know nor
fully understand our Constitution. How did this gap between
ideal and reality come about? To explain it, Kammen examines
the complex and contradictory feelings about the Constitution
that emerged during its preparation and that have been with
us ever since.

Routledge

Egon Friedell
Volume three of A Cultural History of the Modern Age finishes a
journey that begins with Descartes in the first volume and ends
with Freud and the psychoanalytical movement in the third
volume. Friedell describes the contents of these books as a series
of performances, starting with the birth of the man of the
Modern Age, followed by flowering of this epoch, and concludes
with the death of the Modern Age.

Routledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 560ppOctober 2017: 6 x 9: 551pp
Hb: 978-1-138-51839-1: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-51815-5: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-412-80583-4: $44.95Pb: 978-1-412-81171-2: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-315-08338-4eBook: 978-1-315-08367-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138518391* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138518155
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A Mingled YarnA Cultural History of the Modern Age
The Life of R.P.BlackmurVolume 2, Baroque, Rococo and Enlightenment

Edited by Russell Fraser
In this work, Russell Fraser follows the course of R.P. Blackmur's
self-declared failed genius. With empathy and insight, Fraser
shows how the trajectory of Blackmur's career parallels the
movements in the American literary scene; the experiments in
poetry and fiction; the development of the New Criticism; the
writer's conflict between order and anarchy, taxonomy and the
full response; and, the emergence of the critic as artist. A
biography, intellectual history, and literary criticism, "A Mingled
Yarn" unravels Blackmur's complex character and celebrates his
great achievement.

Routledge

Egon Friedell
This is the second volume of Friedell's monumental A Cultural 
History of the Modern Age. A key figure in the flowering of 
Viennese culture between the two world wars, this three volume 
work is considered his masterpiece. The centuries covered in 
this second volume mark the victory of the scientifi c mind: in 
nature-research, language-research, politics, economics, war, 
even morality, poetry, and religion. All systems of thought 
produced in this century, either begin with the scientifi c outlook 
as their foundation or regard it as their highest and final goal.

Routledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 390ppOctober 2017: 6 x 9: 490pp
Hb: 978-1-138-51841-4: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-51814-8: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-412-81447-8: $49.95Pb: 978-1-412-81024-1: $51.95
eBook: 978-1-315-08337-7eBook: 978-1-315-08365-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138518414* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138518148
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After SputnikA Darkening Green
America, the World, and Cold War ConflictsNotes on Harvard, the 1950s, and the End of Innocence

Alan J. Levine
On October 4, 1957 in the midst of the Cold War, the Soviet
Union launched Sputnik I, the first artificial earth satellite. For the
West, and especially the United States, it was a shattering blow
to national morale and pride. It led to a deep-seated fear that
the Soviet Union would surpass the United States in both
technology and power and that even nuclear war might be near.

Routledge

Peter Prescott
This is a book about the end of childhood. Much of it is drawn
directly from a diary the author kept while he was a bright but
insecure freshman at Harvard in the 1950s. From these pages
emerges a precise description of the raw, half-understood
experience of late adolescence-the anguish and arguments, the
rivalry and anxiety about sex, the facile cynicism and desperate
fumblings for purpose, the bull sessions held late at night-just
as Peter Prescott recorded them only hours after the event. These
diary excerpts are contained in a narrative that examines that
freshman experience from a vantage point of twenty years.

Routledge
Market: History/Cold WarOctober 2017: 6 x 9: 232pp
December 2017: 6 x 9: 216ppHb: 978-1-138-51816-2: $150.00
Hb: 978-1-412-86512-8: $100.00Pb: 978-1-412-81009-8: $44.95
Pb: 978-1-412-86548-7: $49.95eBook: 978-1-315-08364-3
eBook: 978-1-351-29512-3* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138518162
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Creative Historical ThinkingCharacter Building
Michael DoumaEdited by Michael Mitchell and Booker T. Washington

Booker T. Washington has been regarded as the leading figure
in African American life, and as the man who brought his people
from slavery to unfettered economic, political, and social
involvement in the American mainstream. He has also been
strongly criticized for advancing the cause of racial
accommodation when the political agenda dictated the
development of an independent black standpoint in all areas
of the industrial structure. This agenda went far beyond
educational reform and agrarian participation. For those in search
of the ideological roots of black life in post-slavery times, this
text will be a reminder of where the American nation has come
from and, arguably, where it is going.

This book hopes to remedy the problem of uncreative history education. It is a book about
what it means for historians to think creatively and a primer on historical thinking, defining
creative thought and writing within the discipline of history and providing key examples
of creative interpretation. The book’s central argument is that metaphor and analogy are
important tools of translation by which to understand and represent history. Author Michael
Douma presents methods of visualizing historical thought and encourages readers to
develop their own pathways into historical research and writing on a creative model.

Routledge
Market: History/Historical Methods
May 2018: 6 x 9: 196pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04883-6: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-04885-0: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-11284-8

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138048836
October 2017: 311pp
Hb: 978-1-138-52027-1: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-412-84732-2: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-08152-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138520271
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Critics and CrusadersChemical Warfare
Political Economy and the American Quest for FreedomA Study in Restraints

Edited by Charles A. Madison
 This book in its broadest sense is a history of libertarianism. Each
of the libertarians in this full study, extending from William Lloyd
Garrison to Eugene V. Debs, fought for the ideal of political
economy as a practical ideal. In so doing these major figures at
the margins of power expanded the entire field of human rights.
The zeal and activity of these figures did much to attain the
political freedom and economic well- being that Americans are
inclined to take for granted. 

Routledge

Fredric Brown
In Chemical Warfare, Frederic J. Brown, presents a cogent,
innovative framework for understanding the historical forces
that have restrained the use of WMD and how they continue to
have relevance today. Analyzing both world wars, he argues that
the restraints on use were complex and often unpredictable
and ranged from the political to the technological. The author
offers a detailed examination of American chemical warfare
policy as it was shaped by industry and public sentiment, as well
as national and military leaders.

Routledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 388pp

October 2017: 6 x 9: 534ppHb: 978-1-138-52032-5: $150.00
Hb: 978-1-138-52157-5: $150.00Pb: 978-1-412-80495-0: $44.95
Pb: 978-1-412-84770-4: $44.95eBook: 978-1-315-08147-2
eBook: 978-0-203-79433-3* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138520325
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138521575
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Crusade of the LeftCivilian Victims in War
The Lincoln Battalion in the Spanish Civil WarA Political History

Robert Rosenstone
Between 1936 and 1938, some 3,000 young Americans sailed
to France and crossed the Pyrenees to take part in the brutal
civil war raging in Spain. To intellectuals, students, unionists,
liberals, and leftists, the threat of fascism was so real that many
came to believe that if it was not stopped in Spain, eventually
they would have to take up arms against fascism at home. The
members of the Lincoln Battalion were genuine products of
America, and their story is properly a page in American military
and political history. From them, one can learn much about the
world of the 1930s and perhaps even something about the
potential of modern man for thought and action in time of crisis.

Routledge

Edited by Alan L. Grey and Richard Shelly Hartigan
Civilian Victims in War fills the gaps in our knowledge of the
origins of civilian immunity, so that a full evaluation of the
principle's continued worth may be made. The book reviews
the concepts of noncombatants, civilian immunity, how it arose
from need and intuition and developed into legal practice. The
volume focuses on the development of this concept in the
Western tradition, not because civilian immunity was absent in
Asia or Africa, but because its present formulation owes its origin
and elaboration to European custom, practice, and thought.

Routledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 446ppOctober 2017: 6 x 9: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-138-52161-2: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-52055-4: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-412-80997-9: $44.95Pb: 978-1-412-81338-9: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-79431-9eBook: 978-1-315-08117-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138521612* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138520554
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Gender and MemoryDigital Palaeography

Luisa Passerini
Gender and Memory brings together contributions from around
the world and from a range of disciplines--history and sociology,
socio-linguistics and family therapy, literature--to create a volume
that confronts all those concerned with autobiographical
testimony and narrative, both spoken and written. The
contributors maintain that memories are gendered, and that
the gendering of memory makes a strong impact on the shaping
of social spaces and expressive forms as the horizons of memory
move from one generation to the next. They argue that in order
to understand how memory becomes gendered, we need to
travel through the realms of gendered experience and gendered
language.

Stewart Brookes, King's College London, UK, Malte Rehbein, University of Passau,
Germany and Peter Stokes, King's College London, UK
Series: Digital Research in the Arts and Humanities
This book presents an authoritative reflection of the state of the art in the application of
ICT to the field of palaeography. Although the focus is on palaeography in the narrow sense
of Western European medieval handwriting, some chapters apply to the field more widely
and encompass issues such as crowdsourcing, diplomatics, and digital libraries as well as
Hebrew and modern manuscripts.
Routledge
Market: Museum Studies, Palaeography
March 2018: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-472-46709-6: $149.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472467096

Routledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-138-52413-2: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-412-80463-9: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-79104-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138524132
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GoetheDivine Mania
His Life and TimesAlteration of Consciousness in Ancient Greece

Richard Friedenthal
"The study of Goethe's life is a task that each generation must
undertake anew." Thus writes Richard Friedenthal, author of this
rich biography. Spanning eight momentous decades of war,
revolution, and social upheaval, Goethe's life reveals itself as one
of conflict and dynamic development, of inner contradiction
and unceasing creativity. As novelist, dramatist, and poet, Goethe
produced epochal works of fiery romanticism, only later to
dedicate himself to a classical ideal of purity and measure. The
new introduction serves to place in perspective this outstanding
work on the German master.

Routledge

Yulia Ustinova
Divine mania comprises a fascinating array of experiences, which
could be voluntary or involuntary, intense or mild, and were
interpreted as an invasive divine power within one’s mind, or
illumination granted by a superhuman being. Greece was unique
in its attitude to alteration of consciousness and the prominent
position of the divine mania in Greek society reflects its
acceptance of the inborn human proclivity to experience
alteration of consciousness, interpreted in positive terms as
god-sent. These mental states were treated with cautious respect
and in contrast to the majority of complex societies, ancient and
modern, were never suppressed or pushed to the cultural and
social periphery.

October 2017: 6 x 9: 616ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-138-52446-0: $150.00Market: Ancient Greek history
Pb: 978-1-412-81346-4: $49.95October 2017: 396pp
eBook: 978-0-203-79057-1Hb: 978-1-138-29811-8: $164.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138524460eBook: 978-1-315-09882-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138298118
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Gratian and the Schools of Law, 1140-1234Fathers and Children
Second EditionAndrew Jackson and the Subjugation of the American Indian
Stephan Kuttner and edited by Peter LandauEdited by Michael Paul Rogin

Rogin shows us a Jackson who saw the Indians as a menace to
the new nation and its citizens. This volatile synthesis of liberal
egalitarianism and an assault on the American Indians is the
source of continuing interest in the sobering and important
book.

Routledge

Series: Variorum Collected Studies
The central figure in this volume is that of Gratian, whose monumental compilation of
canon law sparked off the revival of legal studies in the medieval West.The work of Gratian
is the principal focus, but the studies then follow the spread of the teaching of law, from
its inception at Bologna in the 1140s to its appearance soon after in other centres of learning
in the West. With a quarter of the volume consisting of additional notes and extensive
indexes, it makes a contribution of the greatest importance to the historical study of canon
law. For this second edition, a new section of additional notes has been supplied, and the
volume is introduced with an essay by Peter Landau.
Routledge
Market: History
May 2018: 432pp
Hb: 978-0-860-78408-1: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-05895-7October 2017: 6 x 9: 373pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780860784081Hb: 978-1-138-52347-0: $150.00

Pb: 978-0-887-38886-6: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-79205-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138523470
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Historical ConsciousnessGreek Medical Literature and its Readers
The Remembered PastFrom Hippocrates to Islam and Byzantium

John Lukacs
One of the most important developments of Western civilization
has been the growth of historical consciousness. Consciously
or not, history has become a form of thought applied to every
facet of human experience; every field of human action can be
studied, described, or understood through its history. In this
extraordinary analysis of the meaning of the remembered past,
John Lukacs discusses the evolution of historical consciousness
since its first emergence about three centuries ago.

Routledge

Edited by Petros Bouras-Vallianatos and Sophia
Xenophontos
Series: Publications of the Centre for Hellenic Studies, King's
College London
This volume focuses on the relationship between Greek medical
texts and their audience(s), offering insights into how not only
the backgrounds and skills of medical authors but also the
contemporary environment affected issues of readership,
methodology and mode of exposition. One of the volume’s
overarching aims is to add to our understanding of the role of
the reader in the contextualisation of Greek medical literature
in the light of interesting case-studies from various – often
radically different – periods and cultures, including the Classical October 2017: 6 x 9: 411pp

(such as the Hippocratic corpus) and Roman Imperial period (for instance Galen), and the
Islamic and Byzantine world.

Hb: 978-1-138-52487-3: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-560-00732-6: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-79004-5Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138524873Market: Hellenic Studies

February 2018: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-472-48791-9: $144.95
eBook: 978-1-351-20527-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472487919
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History of the Idea of ProgressHarvey Milk

Robert Nisbet
The idea of progress from the Enlightenment to postmodernism
is still very much with us. In intellectual discourse, journals,
popular magazines, and radio and talk shows, the debate
between those who are "progressivists" and those who are
"declinists" is as spirited as it was in the late seventeenth century.
In History of the Idea of Progress, Robert Nisbet traces the idea of
progress from its origins in Greek, Roman, and medieval
civilizations to modern times. It is a masterful frame of reference
for understanding the present world. History of the Idea of Progress
continues to be a major resource for scholars in all these areas.

Routledge

The Public Face of Gay Rights Politics
Eric H. Walther, University of Houston, USA
Series: Routledge Historical Americans
This concise biography provides an insightful examination of the life of Harvey Milk, the
first openly gay person elected to public office in California. Author Eric Walther traces Milk
from his upbringing in New York to his transformative experiences in 1960s counterculture
movements and entrance into politics, contextualizing his story within the history of the
gay rights movement and the shifting political landscape of the midcentury United States.
Supplemented by primary documents, Harvey Milk: The Public Face of Gay Rights Politics
offers an essential and classroom-friendly introduction to a groundbreaking American
whose legacy continues to resonate in the present day.

Routledge
Market: American History/American Politics/Biography
April 2018: 6 x 9: 224pp

October 2017: 6 x 9: 370pp
Hb: 978-1-138-52516-0: $150.00

Hb: 978-1-138-78537-3: $150.00 Pb: 978-1-560-00713-5: $44.95
Pb: 978-1-138-78538-0: $39.95 eBook: 978-0-203-78994-0
eBook: 978-1-315-76782-6 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138525160
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138785373
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Intimacy and ExclusionHenry Redhead Yorke, Colonial Radical
Religious Politics in Pre-revolutionary BadenPolitics and Identity in the Atlantic World, 1790–1813

Edited by Dagmar Herzog
In this pathbreaking work, Dagmar Herzog situates the birth of
German liberalism in the religious conflicts of the nineteenth
century. During the years leading up to the revolutions of 1848,
liberal and conservative Germans engaged in a contest over the
terms of the Enlightenment legacy and the meaning of
Christianity--a contest that grew most intense in the Grand
Duchy of Baden. Bringing insights drawn from Jewish and
women's studies into German history, Herzog demonstrates
how profoundly Christianity's problematic relationships to
Judaism and to sexuality shaped liberal, conservative, and radical
thought in the pre-revolutionary years.

Routledge

Amanda Goodrich
Series: The Enlightenment World
Henry Redhead Yorke involved himself in a wide variety of political movements, occasionally
switching sides and ideologies but never being a moderate. Goodrich examines Yorke’s
changing ideas through his speeches and writing, presenting a compelling tale of race,
assimilation and identity during a crucial time in political history.
Routledge
Market: History
May 2018: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-848-93597-6: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781848935976

October 2017: 6 x 9: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-52632-7: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-412-80702-9: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-78825-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138526327
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Memory and TotalitarianismJames Truslow Adams

Luisa Passerini
In the new introduction to the paperback edition of this volume
in the Memory and Narrative series, Leydesdorff and Crownshaw
underline the fundamental importance of the struggle for
memory and its meaning. Memory and Totalitarianism explores
the remembered experiences of individuals living under different
totalitarian regimes, and examines the construction of memory
in the aftermath of those regimes' collapse. It attempts to situate
the findings of oral history in the context of contemporary
memory.

Routledge

Select Correspondence
Edited by Allan Nevins
The brilliant historian of the mid-twentieth century, Allan Nevins,
introduces this volume of correspondence by and to James
Truslow Adams with a summary of his life and importance. This
presents his appreciation of Adams in a manner that properly
serves as a bridge to a full range of his correspondence, including
a long series of letters by Adams himself.

Routledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 177pp
Hb: 978-1-138-52790-4: $150.00

October 2017: 6 x 9: 315pp Pb: 978-1-412-80465-3: $49.95
Hb: 978-1-138-52650-1: $150.00 eBook: 978-0-203-78577-5
Pb: 978-1-412-84740-7: $44.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138527904
eBook: 978-0-203-78808-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138526501
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Memory, History, NationLiving Through the Soviet System
Contested PastsLeo Lowenthal and Paul Thompson

Living Through the Soviet System analyzes, through personal
accounts, how Russian society operated on a day-to-day level.
It examines in turn the implications of family relationships,
working mothers, absent fathers and caretaking grandmothers;
the secrecy of sex; the suppression of religion; and the small
freedoms of growing vegetables on weekends on a dacha plot.
Because of its basis in direct testimonies, the book reveals in a
highly readable and direct style the meaning for ordinary men
and women of living through those seven dark decades. It will
be of importance to students, researchers and teachers of history,
as well as specialists in East European and other communist
societies.

Susannah Radstone
 As the humanities and social sciences have put into question
their own claims to objectivity, authority, and universality,
memory has appeared to offer a way of engaging with
knowledge of the past as inevitably partial, subjective, and local.
At the same time, memory and memorial practices have become
sites of contestation. This inter-disciplinary volume demonstrates,
from a range of perspectives, the complex cultural work and
struggles over meaning that lie at the heart of what we call
memory.The chapters in this volume offer a complex awareness
of the workings of memory, and the ways in which different or
changing histories may be explained.

RoutledgeRoutledge
October 2017: 6 x 9: 287pp October 2017: 6 x 9: 279pp
Hb: 978-1-138-52729-4: $150.00 Hb: 978-1-138-52792-8: $150.00
Pb: 978-1-412-80487-5: $44.95 Pb: 978-1-412-80488-2: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-78703-8 eBook: 978-0-203-78575-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138527294 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138527928
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Rebel with a CauseMachiavellism

Hans J. Eysenck
In his compelling and absorbing autobiography, Hans Eysenck
recounts in some detail the battles he had to fight in order to
establish his major conclusions, as well as the reasons why he
investigated these subjects.  to this American edition is a chapter
titled "Genius, Creativity, and Vitamins," in which Eysenck talks
about the research he has worked on since his retirement in
1983. Rebel with a Cause is an intriguing autobiography and will
be of paramount interest to psychologists, sociologists, and
genetic scientists.

Routledge

The Doctrine of Raison d'Etat and Its Place in Modern History
Edited by Nathaniel Pallone and Friedrich Meinecke
Here is a study, by a recognized master in the field of intellectual
history, of the challenge put by Machiavelli to the idea that there
is a universal moral law governing human behavior. Should the
political leader act according to the maxim of "my country right
or wrong," or should elites follow the principle of "let justice be
done?" Friederich Meinecke, an acknowledged founder of
cultural history as a field, follows the discussion of this theme
from Machiavelli through such major figures as Richelieu,
Frederick the Great, and Hegel, and presents conclusions of
enduring significance.

Routledge
November 2017: 6 x 9: 337pp
Hb: 978-1-138-53151-2: $150.00

October 2017: 6 x 9: 438pp Pb: 978-1-560-00938-2: $44.95
Hb: 978-1-138-52738-6: $150.00 eBook: 978-1-315-12810-8
Pb: 978-1-560-00970-2: $44.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138531512
eBook: 978-0-203-78683-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138527386
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The Southern Sudan in Historical PerspectiveText and Image

Robert O. Collins
Robert O. Collins is one of the most prolific authors on Africa,
the Sudan, and the Nile. The Southern Sudan in Historical
Perspective, based on a series of lectures he gave at Tel Aviv
University, is a succinct and engaging study of the Southern
Sudan, from its origins in antiquity, the British occupation of the
early twentieth century, the civil disturbances of 1955, its
independence in 1956, to the violence of the late 1960s and
early 1970s.

Routledge

Art and the Performance of Memory
Richard Smith
Expanding upon longstanding concerns in cultural history about
the relation of text and image, this book explores how ideas
move across and between expressive forms. Blending theory
and case study, they cover subjects such as the response of
artists to the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission;
violence in Columbia and Mexico and the Balkan Wars; the circuit
of sexual desire in contemporary art and photography; and sites
of collective and personal memory, including the Internet, the
urban landscape, family photographs, and hip hop. Students of
art history, media and cultural studies, literature, and
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The Third Republic of France was characterized by weak and
short-term governments. This book is a study of three writers,
Georges Sorel, Maurice Barres, and Charles Maurras, their writings
in the years between 1885 and 1914, and their reactions to the
deficiencies they saw in the Third Republic and in the system of
French democracy. The study begins in 1885 with the
appearance of certain new political factors. It ends in 1914
because the three writers had by this time completed their
original contributions to the thought of the country, even if not
their total impact on France.
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volume chooses four of the most important strands of her work
- the York plays; new ways of understanding acting and
performance in late medieval theatre; why scenes are staged in
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attention paid to wider contexts of medieval theatre -
concentrating especially on essays that are not easily available

today.
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Understanding the Cold War is the story of a man and an epoch.
Its telling moves between detailed personal history and an
Olympian assessment of the origins, significant events, and
outcome of the Cold War. Professor Ulam describes his
hometown, family, and early education, as well as his departure,
with his brother, for the U.S. just days before the Nazi invasion
of Poland would have trapped them. In contemplating the
changing nature of the new political configuration, one could
hardly have a better guide to clarity and authenticity than Adam
Ulam.
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As the eminent historian Walter Laqueur demonstrates, the
avant-gardism commonly associated with post-World War One
precedes the Weimar Republic by a decade.It would no doubt
be easier for the historian if the cultural history of Weimar were
identical with the plays and theories of Bertolt Brecht; the
creations of the Bauhaus and the articles published by the
Weltbühne. But there were a great many other individuals and
groups at work, and Laqueur gives a full and vivid accounting
of their ideas and activities. This authoritative work is of immense
importance to anyone interested in the history of Germany in
this critical period of the country's life.
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The recipient of the 1928 Pulitzer Prize in history for the first two
volumes of his Main Currents in American Thought, Vernon Louis 
Parrington remains one of the most influential literary and
historical scholars of the early twentieth century. Published late
in his career, the two volumes of Main Currents represented the
culmination of his search. Hall's reinterpretation of Main Currents
emphasizes Parrington's concern with the drama of the life of
the mind and links his historical viewpoint to his own personal
history.
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Geyer explores the connections between the royal and sacred
felines of ancient civilizations and the beloved domestic cats of
today. Chasing an irresistible mystery across the globe, Geyer
conducts exhaustive research into the little-known puzzle of
how cats came to occupy their unique position in the lives of
humans. Treated with the tenacity, resourcefulness, and narrative
instinct of a seasoned foreign correspondent, the investigation
yields unexpected answers and poses tantalizing new questions.
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This volume highlights the trade in slaves as an important driver of exchanges on a
trans-continental scale in the Viking era. By their very nature, the nexuses of communications
and transactions were complex and they have accordingly eluded modern scholarship.
This volume aims to shed some light on processes and key places: the mints of Central
Asia; the chronology of the inflows of dirhams to Rus and northern Europe; the reasons
why silver was deposited in the ground and why so much of it ended up on Gotland; the
functioning of networks; the drivers and opportunities for slave-trading in the British Isles,
and the stimulus and additional networks which the Vikings brought into play.
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We the People fills in the details that Charles Beard had overlooked
in his fragmentary book, An Economic Interpretation of the United
States Constitution. MacDonald's work is based on an exhaustive
comparative examination of the economic biographies of the
55 members of the Constitutional Convention and the 1,750
members of the state ratifying conventions. His conclusion is
that on the basis of evidence, Beard's economic interpretation
does not hold. McDonald demonstrates conclusively that the
interplay of conditioning or determining factors at work in the
making of the Constitution was extremely complex and cannot
be rendered intelligible in terms of any single system of
interpretation.
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